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Abstract:

Considering the channel-like shape of many lakes, a

hydrodynamic model is developed. The three-dimensional

differential equations are formulated in a curvilinear

coordinate system along the 'long' axis of the lake.

Applying the method of weighted residuals and expanding the

field variables with shape functions over the cross

sections, approximate equations for the fluid motion are

derived. The emerging equations form a cross-sectionally

discretized set of spatially one-dimensional partial

differential equations in the longitudinal lake direction.

At first, these channel equations are presented for

arbitrary shape functions and unspecified fluid properties,

leaving applications possible for inviscid or viscous fluid s

with arbitrary closure conditions. For the free oscillation

the simplest channel model is shown to reduce to the

'classical' Chrystal equation. A first order linear channel

model exhibits the essential features of gravitational

oscillations in rotating basins. Finally, free and force

oscillations are simulated by numerical treatment of the

channel equations and it is shown what computational

advantages may be achieved using special orthogonal

functions as shape functions.
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Extended Abstract

Hydrodynamic equations are formulated for the example of

a thermally homogeneous channel-like lake, with a

curvilinear coordinate system that has the principal axis

along the major axis of the lake. Using the weighted

residual technique, field variables in the cross sections

are approximated by shape functions which do not fulfill any

boundary conditions. The boundary conditions are instead

incorporated into the field equations after integrating the

field equations by parts, so that the solutions will then

largely satisfy boundary conditions. The physically

three-dimensional problem endowed with two-dimensional

boundary conditions is transformed to a one-dimensional two

point boundary value problem.

The zero order model (i.e. one shape function) for free

oscillations in a natural lake, is a rational generalization

of the classical Chrystal equation, for which the choice of

the axis plays a minor role. Analytical tests of the channel

model in rectangular and ring shaped basins with flat

bottoms, prove that rotation effects can be taken into

account with a first order model (i.e. two shape functions).

Using this model, frequencies and group velocities for free

Kelvin- and Poincaré- Type waves can be predicted reasonably

well provided that rotation speeds are not too high. The

free oscillation frequencies in rectangular basins can also

be solved. Solutions of the channel equations in ring shaped

basins exhibit frequency pairs of waves travelling in the

positive and negative directions as predicted by the two

dimensional tidal equations for this geometry.

To solve the linear channel equations numerically in the

frequency domain, the initial value method coupled with an

orthonormalization procedure of the linear independent

solutions is used. Cauchy series and families of orthgonal

polynomials are used as shape functions. The latter can be

constructed from the cross sectional lake profiles. With
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these shape functions the structure of the coefficients of

the channel equations can be used to advantage to reduce the

computational effort by about one half. The numerical

evaluation is carried out for the free surface seiches of

the Lake of Lugano. Channel model results agree with those

for two dimensional finite element calculations ano with

actual field data.
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Zusammenfassung

Die kanalartige Form vieler Seen führte zur Entwicklung

eines darauf angepassten hydrodynamischen Modells. Die

dreidimensionalen Differentialgleichungen werden auf ein

krummliniges Koordinatensystem bezogen, dessen eine Achse

mit der Seeachse zusammenfallt. Durch Anwendung der Methode

der gewichteten Residuen und durch Entwicklung der Variablen

in Ansatzfunktionen Uber die Querschnitte werden

Approximationsgleichungen fUr die Wasserbewegung

hergeleitet. Die resultierenden Gleichungen bilden einen

Satz von raumlich eindimensionalen partiellen

Differentialgleichung in Achsenrichtung. FUr freie

Schwingungen liefert das einfachste Modell als Losung die

Chrystalgleichung. Ein Modell erster Ordnung mit zwei

Ansatzfunktionen beschreibt die wesentlichsten Eigenschaften

von Oberflachenwellen in rotierenden Becken. Schliesslich

werden freie und erzwungene Schwingungen numerisch

behandelt. Es wird gezeigt, welche Vorteile bezüglich des

Rechenaufwands spezielle orthogonale Funktionen als

Ansatzfunktionen bieten.
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Kurzfassung

Am Beispiel eines thermisch homogenen kanalartigen Sees

werden die hydrodynamischen Gleichungen zur Beschreibung der

Wasserbewegung in einem krummlinigen Koordinatensystem,

dessen eine Achse mit der 'Seeachse' zusammenfallt,

formuliert. Durch Anwendung der Methode der gewichteten

Residuen werden hieraus approximierte Gleichungen

hergeleitet. Dazu werden die Variablen in den Querschnitten

mit Ansatzfunktionen approximiert, die die Randbedingungen

nicht erfUllen. Trotzdem sind letztere (in gemittelter Form)

in den Gleichungen enthalten, weil sie bei der Anwendung der

Methode der gewichteten Residuen durch die partiellen

Integrationen berUcksichtigt werden. Das physikalische

dreidimensionale Problem, eingebettet in zweidimensionalen

Randbedingungen, reduziert sich damit auf ein

eindimensionales Zwei- Punkt- Randwert- Problem in

Achsenrichtung.

Das Kanalmodell nullter Ordnung, d.h. nur eine einzige

Ansatzfunktion, liefert fUr freie Schwingungen als Losung

eine verallgemeinerte Form der Chrystal- Gleichung. (Die

Wahl der Lage der Kanalachse spielt in diesem Fall eine

untergeordnete Rolle.) Analytische Untersuchungen fUr ein

rechteckiges und ein ringformiges rotierendes Becken mit

konstanter Tiefe zeigen, dass der Einfluss der Rotation

bereits mit einem Kanalmodell erster Ordnung (zwei

Ansatzfunktionen) erfassbar ist. Mit diesem Modell konnen

Frequenzen und Gruppengeschwindigkeiten freier Wellen des

Kelvin- und Poincaré- Typs genUgend genau berechnet werden,

falls die Umdrehungsgeschwindigkeiten des Beckens nicht zu

hoch sind. FUr das rechteckige Becken wird auch das

Eigenschwingungsproblem gelost. Ferner treten bei der

Auswertung von Dispersionsbeziehungen fUr ein ringformiges

Becken sich nach rechts- und links ausbreitende Wellen mit

unterschiedlichen Frequenzen auf, ahnlich wie sie auch bei

Losungen der Gezeitengleichungen fUr diese Geometrie

beobachtet werden.
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Für die numerische Behandlung des linearen Zwei- Punkt

Randwert- Problems wird eine Artillerie- oder

Anfangswertmethode verwendet. Diese muss mit einem

Orthonormalisierungsverfahren der linear unabhangigen

Losungen gekoppelt werden. Als Ansatzfunktionen werden

Cauchy Entwicklungen und Familien von speziellen

orthogonalen Polynomen verwendet. Letztere konnen aus den

Profilen der einzelnen Seequerschnitte konstruiert werden.

Bei ihrer Anwendung kann die Struktur der Koeffizienten der

Kanalgleichungen ausgenützt werden, was den Rechenaufwand

etwa halbiert. Die numerische Auswertung erfolgte am

Beispiel der Oberfl§chenseiches des Luganer Sees. Die

Resultate aus dem Kanalmodell stimmen mit den

zweidimensionalen Finite -Element-Berechnungen überein und

werden auch durch die Messungen best§tigt.
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Résumé

On développe un modele hydrodynamique en se basant sur le

fait que de nombreux lacs possedent une forme allongée. Les

equations différentielles a trois dimensions sont formulées

dans un systeme de coordonnées curvilignes, disposées selon

le 'grand axe' du lac. On établit des équations approchées

pour le mouvement du fluide a l'aide de la méthode des

résidus pondérés et en procédant a un développement en série

des variables avec des fonctions de base dans les sections

transversales. Les équations résultantes forment dans les

sections transversales un systeme discrétisé d'équations

différentielles partielles a une seule variable spatiale

dans la direction du grand axe du lac. On présente d'abord

ces équations pour des fonctions de base arbitraires et des

propriétés du fluide non spécifiées, laissant ouvertes les

possibilités d'application a des liquides visqueux ou non

visqueux avec des conditions de fermeture arhitraires. Dans

le cas d'une oscillation libre, le modele le plus simple se

réduit a l'équation 'classique' de Chrystal. Un modele

linéaire du premier ordre montre les caractéristiques

bassins en rotation. Enfin, on

numérique d'oscillations libres

essentielles des oscillations superficielles dans des

procede a la simulation

et forcées, et on montre

quels sont les avantages de l'emploi de certaines fonctions

orthogonales en tant que fonctions de base pour l'exécution

des calculs.
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Resumen

Se desarrolla un modelo hidrodinámico para lagos

alargados. Las ecuaciones diferenciales tridimensionales son

formuladas en un sistema de coordenadas curvilineas a lo

largo del 'eje' del lago. Se derivan ecuaciones aproximadas

para el movimiento del fluido aplicando el metodo de los

residuos ponderados y expandiendo las variables con

funciones de base en las secciones transversales del lago.

Estas ecuaciones forman una jerarquía de sistemas,

discretizados en las secciones, de ecuaciones diferenciales

parciales de una dimension espacial a lo largo del eje del

lago. Las ecuaciones son expuestas, primeramente, para

funciones de base arbitrarias y para propiedades

inespecificadas del fluido posibilitando la aplicación en

fluidos no viscosos o viscosos con condiciones de cierre

cualesquiera. En el caso de oscilaciones libres, el modelo

mas simple posible coincide con la ecuacion clasica de

Chrystal. Un modelo linear de primer orden manifiesta ya,

los rasgos esenciales de las oscilaciones de superficie en

recipientes que giran. Finalmente, las oscilaciones libres y

forzadas son simuladas numericamente y se muestra como

usando ciertas funciones ortogonales como funciones de base

se puede obtener ventajas en la computación.
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Preface

Research efforts in Switzerland regarding the response of

lakes to environmental influences have until recently been

primarily concentrated on classical limnological aspects, i.e.

mainly bio-chemical processes. With growing recognition of the

importance of bio-chemical/hydromechanical interactions, it

became clear that a first step towards an understanding of

such interaction phenomena had to rest upon a proper under

standing of the purely mechanical behavior of lakes to exter

nal force s such as wind and atmospheric pressure variations

and, less important, the influx from tributaries. Further,

hydrodynamics of lakes is important in its own right, as it

may be used as an element in various lake-related design prob

lems such as harbor-seiching, local flow processes etc.

There are two basic procedures by which lake hydrodynamics,

or physical limnology can be studied. One is the collection

of field data: water velocity, temperature, conductivity, wind

speed and direction, atmospheric radiation, etc., while the

other is the development of theoretical models that allow the

computational prediction of water motion and/or temperature

distribution when the external driving terms are prescribed.

Neither of the two approaches can be regarded to serve its

purpose without the other, and, indeed the optimal use of phy

sical limnology is achieved when the two are combined.

The necessary prerequisites for a study of physical limno

logy were laid by the Swiss Parliament when the decision was

made to specifically find research projects of national inte

resto National Programs were formed, one of which is "Grund

legende Probleme des Schweizerischen Wasserhaushaltes" (basic

problems of the Swiss water budget), financed by the Swiss

National Science Foundation. The research of the physical lim

nology project in Lake Zurich and Lake of Lugano, and in par

ticular the studies for this report were financed by this
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source. Further financial assistance for the entire physical

limnology project came from the ETH Zurich.

This report deals with one of the above mentioned aspects,

namely the mathematical prediction of oscillations in homoge

neous water bodies under the influence of the Earth's rotation.

The study serves as a first step towards a thermocline analy

sis of a two layer system which exhibits pronounced effects

and has been systematically measured in two field studies of

Lake Zurich and Lake of Lugano.

It is with great appreciation that we here acknowledge the

financial support provided by the Swiss National Science Foun

dation and the ETH Zurich for support of our physical limno

logy project. We further express our thanks to Dr. F. Zamboni

for cooperation during the lake of Lugano field study and to

Professor e.H. Mortimer, F.R.S. for his interest in this work.

Zurich, 17.12.1980

i

Dr. K. Hutter

Head
Physical Limnology Group
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INTRODUCTION

One of the most relevant theoretical aspects of physical

limnology concerns the motion of lake water due to external

forces such as wind and pressure fluctuations. This motion

is described mathematically by the fluid dynamics of

rotating systems. Solution methods require the Navier-Stokes

equations, complemented by the first law of thermodynamics

if temperature variations are to be considered, and

associated boundary and initial conditions. Simple models

allow construction of analytical solutions to the governing

equations, however most problems, and in particular those

for real lakes, need to be solved by numerical techniques.

In most numerical models, lakes are considered as

three-dimensional fluid continua. Frequently one or more

dimensions are eliminated by averaging or an integration

process.

One possible type of motion in natural basins is free

oscillations of the entire water body of the basin. These

oscillations are known as surface or internal seiches

depending on whether the free surface or the thermocline is

referred too Their response-frequency depends on the

geometry and geographical latitude of the basin and, in the

case of internal seiches, also on the distribution of the

water density within the entire lake. If atmospheric

pressure fluctuations and wind stress variations have

dominant frequencies near an eigenfrequency of free

oscillations, near-resonance behaviour occurs and large

amplitudes of the resulting motion can be expected.

The traditional methods of calculating these free

oscillations are the channel approximations, of which the

classical example is the Chrystal equation (Chrystal (1994),
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Chrystal (1995)). These traditional channel models only

permit a variation in the surface elevation and longitudinal

velocity along the channel axis. Velocities transverse to

the channel axis are neglected. Thus, purely uni-directional

oscillations in non-rotating basins may be computed. The

effect of the earth's rotation, which not only modifies

modes of oscillation in non-rotating basins but permits

oscillations that are not possible in non-rotating basins,

can not be taken into account. Thus, it is not possible to

simulate the characteristic, slowly rotating waves which

appear in natural basins. Further, the selection of the axis

of the lake is rather arbitrary and as Hamblin (1972)

remarks, , •• there is an element of subjectivity in

prescribing the channel axis which can cause error •• ' • The

success of the traditional channel aproximation is beca use

' •• it replaces a difficult two-dimensional problem with a

highly tractable one-dimensional problem', Platzman (1972).

A review of channel models is given by Defant (1969).

Most alpine lakes are narrow, elongated basins. This

suggests that they should be regarded as curved channels,

especially in cases where the radius of curvature of an

assumed axis is comparable in magnitude to the local width

of the lake. For free oscillations, classical channel models

do not take account of curvature of the channel axis and may

modelling wave

give misleading results.

two-dimensional models may

Further,

fail in

even classical

propagation in long curved channels, Rodenhuis (1989).

The intention of this thesis is to develop an extended

channel model for curved, narrow, elongated rotating basins;

a channel model that not only takes account of the curvature

of the axis but also simulates the characteristic behaviour

of waves in rotating basins without excessive computational
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effort. It is intended to give the relationship between the

purely one-dimensional, traditional channel approximation

and the direct, numerical two (or three) dimensional

approach of discretizing all spatial dimensions at one step.

In the first Chapter the selection of a curvilinear

coordinate system which has as principal coordinate an axis

of the channel-like lake, allows the development of such an

extended channel model and reduces the 'element of

subjectivity' in prescribing a channel axis. The formulation

of the three-dimensional basic equations of fluid motion is

given for a general curvilinear coordinate system since

several problems in hydraulics, e.g. river and glacier flow,

may also be treated in a similar way. The equations are then

specialized for the plane orthogonal coordinate system

selected for lake geometries. This coordinate system is

defined by a coordinate along the major axis of a lake

complemented by the two coordinates of cross section along

axes perpendicular to this major axis. The formulation of

the field equations and boundary conditions is such that

drag and turbulent friction can also be described.

A channel model is then derived using the weighted

residual technique, assuming constant water density and

hydrostatic pressure. Weighted residual s permit,

mathematically, the reduction of dimensionality of a

problem. This is an old practice of engineers for reducing

three-dimensional problems to two- or one-dimensional

problems (e.g. plate and beam theories) by making physically

meaningful assumptions about the involved variables. The

technique here is to prescribe the shape of the channel

model solution in the cross sections, as truncated sets of

functions, leaving variation of the solution free with

respect to time and the longitudinal coordinate. The
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solution is thus expressed as the scalar product of a set of

preselected shape functions which depend only on the

cross-sectional coordinates, and a set of free functions

which depend on time and the longitudinal coordinate. The

integrals appearing in the weighted residual expressions can

therefore be performed explicity in the cross section, so

that the three-dimensional partial differential equations

are transformed to a set of partial differential equations

in time and in the longitudinal coordinate. A hierarchy of

models can thus be established according to the number of

shape functions selected to represent each variable.

In the second Chapter two approximate models are

presented. First, it is shown that a channel model using the

mean value of variables on the cross sections as shape

functions, generalizes the classical Chrystal equation to

include curved channels. Then, an extended version with a

two-term Cauchy series as shape functions, is subjected to

analytical exploitation for the cases of rectangular and

ring-shaped basins with flat bottoms. This model already

exhibits the characteristic features of waves in rotating

basins and Kelvin- and Poincarl-type waves may be

identified. The solutions are compared with those of the

two-dimensional tidal equations and it is shown in what

sense a channel model can be regarded as an approximation to

the two-dimensional equations.

In the third Chapter a numerical treatment of channel

models in the frequency range, is presented. Assuming

harmonic variations of the field variables in time,

transforms the initial boundarv value problem to a two-point

boundary value problem in the axial coordinates. This is

then solved with a superposition technique coupled with

orthonormalization. Further, it is shown how computational
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advantages may be achieved by using shape functions that are

intimately related to the geometrv of the cross sections.

Results are presented for the eastern basin of the Lake of

Lugano; emphasis being given to free surface gravitational

seiches but forced oscillations are also treated briefly.

Conclusions are given in the final Chapter.
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l. GENERAL CONCEPTS

l. BACKGROUND

In hydraulics, many flows have a predominant flow

direction along a curved path such as a valley. The

mathematical modelling of such systems may be effectively

treated by introducing a curvilinear coordinate system which

has as principal axis the dominant direction of flow. In

doing so the channelized flow, along the curved path, is

transformed to one on a straight path where the curvature

effects are taken into account. This is essentially the

approach that is used in this Chapter, to describe the

motion of a channel-like lake.

Since dimensions across a channel are small compared with

the longitudinal dimensions, it is assumed that the general

form of the motion in the cross sections of the channel may

be estimated. The weighted residual method provides a

mathematical tool which permits introduction of a shape

estimation for the motion across the channel, into the

spatial1y three-dimensional continuous equations, thus

transforming these to an approximate spatial1y

one-dimensional continuous system along the channel axis.
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2. BASIC EQUATIONS

In this chapter the field equations of basic fluid dyna

mics will be derived for the case in three-dimensional space

(~3) where an orthogonal curvilinear right-handed coordinate

system is introduced (see Figure 1). The idea is to select

one particular plane curve within the undisturbed lake surfa

ce as the "axis" or principal curvilinear coordinate and to

complement this with two other axes, one horizontal and the

other vertical. The curve parameter on the axis will be deno

ted by s, the coordinate measured horizontally by n and that

on the vertical axis by z, which is positive upwards. For the

time being it is not clear how the long axis should be selec

ted for a given narrow lake. This will be determined in due

course with our calculations but it is assumed here that it

is known. We regard the(s,n,z)-system for each individual

lake as the natural one and will present the basic field equa

tions in terms of these axes.

a) Kinematics

a) Definition of curvilinear coordinates

To introduce the coordinate system described above let

~ = ~(s) be the locus of the axis and denote by (x,y,O) the

components of x with respect to the Cartesian basis {!'2'~}.

This basis is so selected that, geographically, ! points to

wards East, 2 towards North and k vertically upward. Any point

(x,y,z) in ~3 can be described by

x = x(s)-n sin ex , y = y(s)+n cos ex., Z = z (2.1)

where
dy/ds y'

(2.2)tana =
dX/ds X'

but if this point is to be described uniquely, it is easy to

see that 1> K·n, where K is the local curvature defined by

K(s) = :~ = y"x'-x"y'. (2.3)
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y (North)

zo----------------- x(East)

Figure 1 Definition of the (s,n,z) coordinate system.

This condition imposed on K.nmay restrict the location of

the axis. In what follows it will be tacitly assumed that the

condition 1 > K· n is fulfilled throughout the domain DClR3

where the lake is situated.

Associated with the coordinates (s,n,z) are the natural

base vector s

(aX-K'n'cosaas •
a-
.!EL - K.n'sina
as

o)

~2
=

~n
= (-sin Ct

~3
=

~z
= O

, cos a

O

O) •

1) •

(2.4)

The metric tensor

(2.5)

and the Jacobian J with

g : = det gij (2.6)
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From a physical point of view it is often more convenient

to introduce an orthonormal basis {~i}. It can be obtained

from {gil by

(2.7)

Let X be a p-times contravariant and q-times covariant ten

sor. Its components relative to the natural basis will be de-

noted by Xijk ... p so thatron ••• q

(2.8)

The aboye components are called natural. If the basis X is

referred to is {~i} then the corresponding components will be

called physical, and we will write

x (2.9)

where the distinction between co- and contravariant base vec

tors is irrelevant here. Obviously, since

we have

e.
-1

1
--g.¡g:: _1

11

(no sum)

Xijk ••• p
ron ••• q

(2.10)

8) Sorne useful formulas

For the derivation of the balance laws various operations

on tensor fields must be performed. As far as these are con

cerned they will be listed below without proof, see Bowen and

Wang (1976), Spiegel (1964)

Let z~, ~ = 1, 2, 3, be s, n and z, respectively, and

recall that
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1 rClgik + Clgjk _ Clgij ]
[ij ,kJ = 2" ClzJ Clzl. Clzk

{ R. } R.k [o. J
o. = g l.J ,k
l.J .

(2.11)

are the Christoffe1 symbo1s of the first and second kind and

note that for an orthogona1 system

and for any curvi1inear system

i i 1 k
{ .. }={ .. }=+- J'

l.J Jl. 2g Cl z

In particular for the metric tensor (2.5) ,

" k , (2.12)

(2.13)

{ 1} K'n
11 -J' [1 1, 1J = - K'nJ

KJ ,

K=--
J '

[1 1, 2J KJ ,

[2 1, 1J = - KJ .

(2.14)

Al1 other Christoffe1 symbols vanish.

Let p be a scalar, ~ a vector and ~ a second rank tensor.

Then we may proof that relative to the natural basis

a) grad p (2.15)

b) grad X

T
(grad~) =

div X

dX
dt

(2.16)

D
1 T

0_ 2" (grad ~ + (grad ~)

1 ClXi ClXj
o.

- (_ + - _ 2X k [ij,k] )g;l. lllI g;J,2 ClzJ Clzi __
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e) div T

grad p 1 - --ª...E... ij m- azm g §i 181 §j 181 §

(2.17)

When written in physica1 components these become

a) grad p i= (grad P)<i>': (2.15a)

b) grad X

div X

dX
dt (2.16a)

1 T
2" (grad ~ + (grad~) )

X<k> C"" J} 1
~ 2~ J.J,k ,1giigjj

(2.16)

grad (p1) =

e) div T

Moreover, if ~1 and ~2 are two vectors, Eijk the permuta-

tion symbo1

'ijk • { -;

, if ijk is an even permutation,

, if ijk is an odd permutation,

, if ijk is no permutation,

and if e is the parity of the basis {!:i}' the vector product

~1 x X2 may be written as

(~l x ~2)<k> = e Eijk X1<i> X2<j>

Because we have chosen a right hand basis, e +1.

(2.18)
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b) Local Balance Laws

ex) General form

Balance of mass, momentum and energy are the basic laws in

fluid dynamics describing physical processes. Balance of angu

lar momentum is expressed as a sYffiffietry condition of the stres

ses and will be omitted in the following analyses. The other

equations are, Hutter (1976)

.2J2.+ P div v O
dt

P ~- div T - p! O (2.19)dt

dE: + div q - trace (~12) - pr Op dt

The various symbols have the following meaning:

p mass density

v velocity vector

T Cauchy stress tensor (symmetric)

f external body force (gravity, Coriolis)

E interna! energy

q heat flux vector
1 TD := 2 (grad y + (grad y) ) = stretching tensor

r external heat source (radiation) •

The Cauchy stress in (2.19) is the total stress, which or

dinarily is divided into an isotropic and a dissipative part,

T -p

TE is called extra stress. In a viscous fluid, TE, q, E: and p- ~

are given by constitutive relationships, that is, these quan

tities are functionally related to the velocity and tempera

ture fields. Moreover, the body force f is composed of a gra

vity-dependent and a rotation-dependent termo Consequently,

if n is the angular velocity of the earth's rotation, then

f 2nxv+g, (2.20)
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where 9 is the acceleration of gravity. Substituting the con

stitutive relations for extra stress, heat flux, internal

energy and density into the balance laws (2.19) and presribing

~, 2 and r, we obtain a system of partial differential equa

tions for the velocity and the temperature fields which can

be solved, once initial and boundary conditions are prescri

bed.

8) Explicit expressions

The balance laws (2.19) are written in a coordinate invari

ant formo For our purposes they will now be specialized for

the curvilinear system introduced above. With the aid of for

mulas (2.15a) - (2.17a) one obtains in physical components

.QQ 1 d
at + ¡g l: fi

~ z
fi{g pv Jtrgu <R,>

o (2.21)

1.1I'
+~ dZi

11

(2.22)

o,

v
(~+ <k>

p at ~

l: gk}<ij>

i y'giigjj
o .

(2.23)

lf, in particular, the curvilinear coordinate system (2.1)

is chosen, equations (2.21) - (2.23) assume the following com

ponent formo (In the following the parentheses < > which sig

nify physical components, will be deleted since these compo

nents will henceforth be used exclusively):
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(2.24 )

r~ V s dVn dVn dVn
PLdt + T--as + V n an + vz--az

E E E
+ dP + fv _ (1: dT 21 + dT22 + dT 23 )

dn P s J dS dn dZ

- ~ v v ]
J s n

K K'n 2 E
+ J (-J- T II

K ( 2 E+ y J T II

O

l
O ,

(2.25)

Ptde: + V s ~ de: de: ]+ v a;;- +v -
dt J dS n Z dZ

1 dqs + dqn dqz K+ --- + -- - y qnJ dS dn d Z

(
1 dVS dVS dVS

- ~ V Tll- y--as TII + an TI2 + --az T I3 J n

1 dVn dVn dVn K
+ J --as TI2 + -an- T22 + --az T23 + J v sT12

1 dVZ dVZ dVZ
+ J --as T I3 + an T23 + h T 33 )

-pr = O

(2.26)

In these expressions the Corio1is force has been substitu

ted in a simp1ified formo Strict1y, in the {~i}-basis. one has

n n [cos<j> sina, cos<j> cosa, sin<j>]
(2.27)

Vz J,

where <j> denotes the geographic 1atitude. In view of (2.18) we

thus find
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íl[cos~ cosa Vz - sin~ vn] ,

íl[sin~ V s - cos~ sina vz] ,

íl cos~ [sina V n - cosa vsJ }.

(2.28)

5ince (2~ x ~) z is small in comparison to the earth I s

acceleration we may safely neglect it. Moreover, usually

IVzl < Ivnl and IVzl < IVsl so that approximately

where
f : = 2íl sin.~

is the Coriolis parameter.

c} Phenomenological assumptions

(2.29)

(2.30)

In order that the balance laws of mass, momentum and energy

become field equations, they must be complemented by constitu

tive relations. These must be established for

(a) the extra stress tensor TE ,

(f3) the heat flux vector q ,

(y) the internal energy e: and

(o) the mass density p •

a} Extra stress ~E

Lake currents are mostly turbulent, we therefore tacitly

assume that the field variables introduced in the last section

apply for correspondingly averaged or most probable quantities.

The extra stresses must, conseouentlv, be identified with the

turbulent Reynolds stresses, if, as is usually the case, mole

cular viscous effects are ignored. There are numerous clo

sures of the turbulence problem. Conventionally the turbulent

Reynolds stresses are parameterized using the analogy to the
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molecular viscosity which was suggested by Boussinesq. In this

method the stresses are set proportional to the streching ten

sor, however,unlike the molecular viscosities,the coefficients

are not a property of the fluid but of the flow and the struc

ture of the turbulence itself. To determine these coefficients

or eddy viscosities, various alternatives are open; they dis

tinguish themselves mainly by the way the eddy viscosities are

determined, either by algebraic equations or by solving cer

tain differential equations. Another alternative to close the

system of equations is by solving certain transport equations

for the stresses, see Launder and Spalding (1972), Bradshaw

(1976) .

At this stage the precise formulation of these phenomenolo

gical assumptions will be left unspecified since this will not

affect the subsequent calculations.

S) Heat flux

The situation with the heat flux vector is similar to that

of the Reynolds stresses; the most general approach would

again be to establish transport equations for it.

y) Internal energy

Thermodynamic arguments show that the internal energy E can

be set as a function of p and S. Since density changes with

temperature (see below), one may without loss of generality set

e) Equation of state

E = E(S) • (2.31 )

The only remaining constitutive assumption is the equation

of state which for a lake is usually given in the form

p = p(S). (2.32 )
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d) Boundary conditions

To solve the field equations, boundary conditions must be

?rescribed. Depending on the type of boundary these are either

of kinematic, dynamic or mixed nature. In lakes, the free up

per surface and the bottom must be distinguished. Both will

be investigated separately below.

a) Free surface

Here kinematic., as well as dynamic conditions must be app

lied. Let

or

z = ~(s, n, t)

F~ = ~(s, n, t) - z = O

(2.33 )

be the equation of the free surface. Then, because this sur

face is material, dF~/dt = O, or

- v
z

O , at z = ~(s, n, t) (2.34)

At z = ~(.) the stress vector and the heat flux normal to

the surface are given by the corresponding atmospheric quanti

tieso Thus,

T . o t* and ~.:! = q*, at z = ~(s, n, t) , (2.35)

where ~ is the unit vector normal to the free surface. t* is

the atmospheric pressure-wind-stress vector and q* is the heat

flux. Henceforth the starred quantities will be assumed to be

known. Explicitly, (2.35) reads

1 E d~ TE 2i- TE - t~ ZJ (-p + Tss ) as + so dn sz

1. TE d~ + E d~ TE * Z(-p + Ton) an - - t (2.36)J sn dS nz n

1. TE ~ + TE d~_ (-p + TE ) + * Z at z = E; (s,n,t) ,
J sz dS zn dn zz P at
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where A I

• Z := 1 1. (aE:)2 + (l~l ::: 1 + O(€2) (2.37)+ J2 as an

and

1 a~ 2! * ¡;;(s, n, t)J qs -as- + ~ an - qz = - q Z at z (2.38)

where wind-stress components tt and t~may be functions of wind

speed, fetch, time history of the wind, atmospheric stability

and wave dimensions. q* is obtainable from an energy budget.

a) Bottom surface

Boundary conditions at z = H(s,n) depend on whether one

applies the no-slip condition or a certain sliding-friction

law. Strictly, the no-slip condition should be applied, but

since we are not modeling the boundary layer structure a

sliding law is more appropriate. Consequently the kinemati

cal condition reads

1 aH v + aH v - v
y-as-s ann z o , at z H(s, n) . (2.39)

In the sliding law the tangential velocity is set propor

tional to the shear traction. However, one cannot simply set

v = RT·n where R is a coefficient, since such a relationship

\fould not take into account that v·n = O at the boundary. The

proper condition is

-R·T*·n

at z = H(s,n) (2.40 )

R is a friction coefficient which is not necessarily con

stant, bu.t may be a function of velocity, bed roughness, etc.!';)

Written in full, Equation (2.40) reads

!';) Note that R= O includes the no-slip condition
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- .E.- {~T* ~ + T* aH
T~z}Vs T J ss as sn an

R {1 * aH * 2!!. - T* }Vn - T J Tsn --as + Tnn an nz (2.41)

R {1 * aH
T~n

.l!!. _
T~z}Vz -1' J Tsz -+

as an

at z = H( s, n) . (2.42 )

From an energy viewpoint, the bottom surface may be taken as

an adiabatic surface, or e1se the geotherma1 heat flux can be

prescribed. This yields:

{

O,

+ *
qgeoth,

adiabatic surface,

at z = H(s,n)

(2.43)

where q*geoth is positive as an outflux. More usually the tem

perature is prescribed instead

*8 = 8

e) Initial conditions

at z = H(s, n) • (2.44 )

The initial conditions are prescribed by the velocity and

temperature fields, which may be derived from a previous cal

cu1ation or given as data

v = v** and 8 = 8** (2.45)

A cornmon initia1 condition is the so-called setup condition

which is a motionless state (with stable stratification).
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f) Simplifications

The above system of field equations and boundary conditions

can be subjected to various simplifying assumptions. These are

possible on different levels, riamely in the

a) balance laws and

S) physical processes

a) Balance laws

Several simplifications can be performed with the balance

laws. First, for problems of physical limnology, it is always

justified to neglect dp/dt in comparison to p div v in the

continuity equation. Thus the balance of mass reduces to

P.(2: avs +~ +~ - ~ vn ) = O •
P div ! = J as an az J

(2.46 )

Furthermore, the hydrostatic pressure assumption reduces

the third momentum equation (2.25) 3 to ap/ az + pg = O, so that

z

P - g J p(z')dz' + P*at (s, n, t) .

t;

(2.47 )

This value for p may be introduced into the remaining mo

mentum equations and the respective boundary conditions. What

emerges is a system of equations which forma11y no 10nger con

tains the pressure as a variable. Without much 10ss in genera

litY we may replace (2.47) by

z

P = Po'g{~(s,n) - z} -g f L'lp(s,n,z' )'dz' +P*at

~

where Po is a reference density and L'lp = p-Po.

(2.48 )

In the energy equation it is cornmon practice to neglect the

power of the stresses. Hence

(2.49)

O.
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The basic field equations are now (2.46), (2.25)1' (2.25)2,

(2.48) and (2.49).

Often it is also customary to neglect convective terms in

the momentum and energy equation. For such a case the bracke

ted terms of (2.25)1' (2.25)2 and (2.49) reduce to

av
p~ and (2.50)

Momentum and energy equations are decoupled in this case,

which is a serious drawback. A compromise between full con

sideration of the convective terms and their neglection would

be to neglect them in the momentum eauations but not in the

energy equation.

S) Physical processes

The full system of field equations allows, in principle,

the determination of currents and temperature distribution.

For many problems such complexity is not necessarv; often the

energy budget does not need to be considered if the motion of

a fluid is looked ato In these cases temoerature may be regar

ded as a known steady variable, determined once and for all.

As a result the energy equation becomes obsolete and to deter

mine the velocity distribution there remain only the continui

ty and momentum equations as well as the corresponding bounda

ry conditions of place and stress. Processes that can be hand

led in this way are standing and progressing wave phenomena

(seiches, free waves and internal waves etc.) and short term

responses of a lake to meteorological events (wind induced

currents, storm surges).

We will restrict ourselves, in the following, to the latter

case. In doing so our model will be purely mechanical. In the

following calculations the energy equation or an equation for

a tracer may be included in a similar manner as will be done

for the equations of the purely mechanical modelo
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3. WEIGHTED RESIDUAL METHOD - GLOBAL BALANCE LAWS

a) Background

The mathematical modelling of many problems in physics

leads to a functional 1

(J (3.1)
I(y) = J. E(Y)'dl1

n
where n is the domain of interest, y represents the variables

that are included by the mathematical modelling of the problem

and E is an operator. The fundamental quantity 1 has usually

a physical interpretation, such as the total energy of the sy

stem, and it depends on the overall behaviour of the quanti

ties involved in the problem. For the actual solution this

fundamental quantity is stationary, i.e. the variation of the

functional (3.1) must vanish, Hersch (1977). This can, with

sorne restrictions to simplify notation, be expressed as

01 =JJ F(y) ·oy·dl1

n
(3.2)

where 01 is the variation of the functional 1, F represents

the Euler equations and oy the variation of y. However, there

are other situations, as incompressible viscous flow (Navier

Stokes Equations), where such variational principIes or func

tionals do not existo In these cases the problems, usually,

are governed by local laws.

Continuous systems possess an infinite number of elements

and thus an infinite number of degrees of freedom. For the

approximate numerical methods used to model such systems on

digital computers one can deal only with a limited, finite

number of degrees of freedom. These approximate models usually

start from expressions that rule the entire system in a glo

bal sense but, by a smearing or averaging process over certain

domains, the infinite number of degrees of freedom of the con

tinuous system is reduced to a finite number of degrees of

freedom for an approximate modelo
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In cases where the governing equations are postulated in a

local form, as was performed in the last section for local ba

lance laws, boundary conditions and initial conditions, the

equations have to be transformed to a global form of an appro

ximate modelo

This may be achieved by the method of the weighted residu

als, Finlayson (1972), Anderheggen (1972), which is known by

mathematicians rather as a projection method.

The idea behind the method of weighted residuals is the

following: For a set of equations F describing a system in a

doma in n with an unknown solution y and with a known forcing

term p,
F(y)-p = O , (3.3)

an approximate solution x will generally not fulfill these

equations exactly but produce an error R called residual so

that
F(x) - p = R • (3.4)

(3.5)i = 1, 'o., M

The method of the weighted residuals forces the average of

the residuals to be zero by setting as many weighted integral s

of the residuals equal to zero over the domain, as is neces

sary to determine the approximate solution:

J R· <5xi '<ID = O

n

where <5xi is a set of linearly independent weighting functions

and M is the number of weighted integra1 s of the residuals ne

cessary to determine the approximate solution x. Generally

the approximate solution x is postulated as a product of two

truncated sets in the form
N

x = .1: '<Pi'xi
:1.=1

where the <Pi generate a set of linearly independent known

functions called shape, basis or trial functions, and the xi

constitute a set of unknown functions. In vector notation

(3.6)
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where p and ~ are column vectors with compo,',ents Q>i and xi re

spectively and have dimension N.

The Q>i functions are chosen to be dependent on sorne of the

independent variables and the xi are dependent on the remai

ning variables. This amounts to separation of the variables

into a known set p and an unknown set ~.

For the limit as N tends to infinity, the set p should

form a complete set of functions to ensure that every possible

admissible function may be represented. This set may be con

structed from products of polynomials, for instance, or other

appropriate functions, which are complete. Introducing the

weighting function vector ex with components eXi' the weighted

residuals take the rorm

JR(pT. ~)'e~'dQ = Q (3.7)
Q

In this representation we may interpret the method of the

weighted residuals as a procedure for ensuring that the error

caused by the linear independent set of shape functions in

the operator describing the problem, is minimized by making

it orthogonal to another (or the same) set of linearly indepen

dent weighting functions. It becomes clear why mathematicians

usually refer to it as a projection method. To clarify this

interpretation we sketch very roughly without going into de

tails of functional analysis, an analogy in simple mathematics.

We need two facts: first, the scalar product of a vector ~ with

a vector of unit length ~ is equal to the length of the projec

tion of f on ~, see Figure 2a

(!, l;) = fe

if fe is zero, then f is orthogonal to ~ or f is zero

fe = O ~ ¡f.L e

f = O.

Second, the shortest distance from a given point P in space

(plane) to a given plane (line) is orthogonal to this plane

(line), see Figure 2b.
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a

p

LJ-7
b

Figure 2 Scalar product and orthogonal projection

It follows that this shortest distance, as a vector, is

orthogonal to any vector in this given planeo

The scalar product of vectors may be generalized to the

scalar product of functions (we may look at a function as a

table of its values at a net of points and consider this table

as a vector), in this case the scalar product of two functions

h and g may be defined as

( h , g) = Jh' g . MI = hg ( 3 • 8 )
¡¡

where h g is the length of the projection of h on g.

It is clear then that the weighted residual express ion

(3.7) requires the functions x to be such that they produce

a residual which is orthogonal to the whole set of linearly

independent weighting functions o~ thereby achieving the mini

mum "length" for the residual. It is evident that, strictly,

in the theory of approximation, the aboye outlined analogy is

far more complex, especially the concepts like "length".

The principIe of virtual power can be interpreted as a phy

sical principIe equivalent to the method of the weighted residu

als. It states that the power of a field of stresses under a

virtual motion, vanishes if these stresses are in equilibrium.

This power principIe represents a possible global equivalent

statement of the local momentum balance. Under the more gene

ral situation dealt with here, not only momentum balance but

also mass conservation and the corresponding boundary condi-
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tions must be satisfied so that it is generally difficult to

attribute physical interpretations to the virtual fields ari

sing in the global laws corresponding to these equations. In

the literature these virtual fields are often interpreted as

Lagrange parameters.

We will leave it to the reader as to how he interprets the

expressions that follow in this section: either as a virtual

power principIe, as variational statements (an approximation

method with no physical significance), as a projection method

or as weighted residuals. We will usually refer to them as

"global laws" or weighted residuals and denote the weighting

functions by the e-symbol (which stands for arbitrariness) to

make evident the formal relationship to variational and virtu

al power statements.

Many approximate methods may be derived from weighted resi

dual expressions according to the choice of the unknown func

tions ~, the shape functions ~ and the weighting functions ex.

We may first make a general distinction between methods in

which the unknown functions x are constant or variable, thus

differentiating discrete and semi-discrete methods. In discre

te methods the unknown functions ~ are undetermined coeffici

ents, the weighted residuals lead to an algebraic system of

equations. The continuous problem is transformed to a discrete

system described by the algebraic system. Most numerical mo

deIs are of this class; for example, finite difference and

time independent finite element models. In the semi-discrete

or Kantorovich method the unknown functions ~ depend on sorne

but not all variables of the original problem; this leads to

a lower dimensional problem. The resulting lower dimensional

equations describe the original problem continuously in the

dimensions where the ~-functions vary and discretely in the

remaining dimensions*). Originally, Kantorovich, see Kantoro-

*) This is not a direct numerical method but intermediate step
since we cannot solve a continuous system (with infinite
number of degrees of freedom) on a digital computer.
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vich and Krylov (1958), formulated the method as a reduction

of partial differential equations to ordinary differential

equations which can be efficiently solved with the state-of

the-art integrators for these equations. Among this type of

mbdels are found most of the time dependent finite element

models, the method of (straight) lines, (Aktas (1979)), Kan

torovich's method (Kerr (1967) or Koob and Abbott (1968)) and

the finite strip method (Cheung (1976)).

As we have mentioned previously, the shape and weighting

functions may or may not be the same. Selecting the same shape

and weighting functions is one of the most natural choices,

since this method has its foundation in the calculus of vari

ation where the admissible functions and their variations be

long to the same class of functions. With this choice certain

usefuI symmetries arise and under certain conditions the emer

ging equations are well conditioned. It is known in the lite

rature as the Bubnov-Galerkin method, see Zienkiewicz (1977),

or simply as the Galerkin method. The choice of two different

sets is known after Petrov-Galerkin. The reason for such a se

lection may be computational convenience, see Finlayson (1972),

Oden (1972), or to produce schemes with special numerical pro

perties, see Gartner (1977), Huyakorn and Milkuha (1979). An

other natural choice for weighting functions is to select them

as generalized Dirac functions; these are not functions in the

common sense but in a generalized fashion as they extract in

formation at isolated points; by adopting Dirac functibns a

number of points or elements in the continuum, i.e. a sample,

that should represent the continuous system in sorne statisti

cal manner is extracted.

Depending on whether shape functions are defined locally

as piecewise-continuous functions of compact support or glo

bally as non-locally continuously differentiable functions,

two alternatives can be differentiated, namely cell and spec

tral methods.ln the cell methods the dependent variables are

expanded in terms of local piecewise continuous functions
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with compact support*). These methods are powerful, flexible

and are very useful for irregular geometries. They are the

most cornmonly used methods in civil engineering. Three clas

sical examples in which use is made of different weighted re

sidual formulations and weighting functions are: a) Finite

differences methods which use as weighting functions Dirac

delta functions at the nodal points and generally employ the

original differential equations to construct the approxima

tion, b) Finite element methods which usually use a partially

integrated form of the original equations or a weak formula

tion, and most cornmonly they use the same shape and weighting

functions, and c) Boundary integral element ~ethods, see Breb

bia (1978), in which use is made of the "inverse" equation

arising from performing further partial integrations of the

original equations. This last method usually takes the singu

lar boundary solutions as weighting functions and other func

tions for shape functions. The spectral methods, see Orszag

and Israeli (1974), arise by using for the dependent variables

non-local continuously differentiable functions**). These me

thods are characterized by achieving a required degree of

accuracy with the smallest number of degrees of freedom becau

se of their high order representations; they are especially well

suited to simple geometries. Under these methods we can find

collocation methods, Villadsen (1970), and the spectral me

thods used in numerical weather prediction, see Machenhauer

and Daley (1972). There are, naturally, many mixed spectral

cell methods.

Apart from characterising the weighted residual methods as

previously mentioned, one can also distinguish the methods

according to which weighted residual formulation is used,

which way the shape functions satisfy the differential and

*) They are "cell" methods because the compact supports
build cell-like domains embedded in the entire domain of
interest.

**) Spectral methods because the functions are decomposed in
to a discrete spectrum of functions.
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boundary equations and whether the system of equations has

an unique solution or is overdetermined. Such a classifica

tion falls beyond the scope of this work.

The choice of the form of the set of shape functions is of

ten important when one tries to achieve the desired accuracy,

especially if the set is truncated after the first few terms

of the expansiono The selection may be motivated either by

meaningful physical assumptions regarding the behavior of the

solutions or by solutions of related problems with similar

geometry or boundary conditions. In many cases a related eigen

value ~roblem may help.

b) Application of weighted residual s

We shall now proceed to describe the weighted residual ex

pressions for the simplified local laws of the last section.

To this end the continuity equation (2.46), the kinematical

boundary conditions at the free surface (2.34), the kinemati

cal boundary conditions at the bottom surface (2.39), the mo

mentum equations (2.25), the dynamical boundary conditions at

the free surface (2.36) and the dynamical boundary condition

at the bottom surface (2.40) will be multiplied by the weigh

ting functions and then integrated over the domains where the

local laws should hold. The weighting functions of the single

equations are arbitrary, but defined over the corresponding

domains.

Let the doma in of interest n be an open region inm3 and

let t E m+. The boundary an of n will be assumed to consist

of the free surface ano and the bottom surface ann such that

(3.9)

To simplify notation we introduce three vector valued

weighting functions o~l' o~2' o~3 as weighting functions for

the vector valued dynamical equations (2<25), (2.36), (2.40).

These fields and the corresponding weighting functions for

the kinematical equations OAI' OA2' OA3 are defined over fol

lowing domains
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(X,t)Ea.n x]l+ ,
- o

(x,t)e:a n x]l+
- o

(3.10)

The weighted residuals of the kinematical and dynamical

equations read

P'div! OA1dV ,

t 2

012 J dt JJ {a:t~ + grad Fs'! }'OA2 da

t 1 ano

t2

013 J dt JJ (grad FH'Y)'OA]da

tl aila
t2

J dt

tl

JIJ{~~ + grad p - div t E- P!}·oy1dV.

n

(3.11)

t 2

01 5 J dt JI {(-p!+ !E)~ - !:*}'OY2 da

tl ano

t2

016 J dt JI {!*~ + i Y}'o~~da
tl ano

here dV is a volume element in the domain n and da represents

a surface element in the surface an.

An alternative formulation for the last set of equations

can be obtained by integrating 011 and 014 by parts. One ob

tains a weak formulation of the global laws in the sense that

the continuity restrictions for the sought unknown functions

are reduced. This may have advantages when direct numerical

techniques are used.
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Denoting this a1ternative formuiation by primes, integra

tion by parts of the kinematica1 term 1eads to:

(3.12)

The dynamic terms become

014' =JJJ P :~ O!ldV- JJf P!o::':ldV+ JJJ {-p.div(o::':l) +:race(~Egrad(O:::l)}dV
n n n

-JI!* . o!ldao + JJ ~ ::':0::':1' da • (3.13)

on O on n

01 5' = 01 5 • 016' = 016 .

We can interpret expression 01 4 ' as the total virtual me

chanical power in the domain n. The first integral on the

right hand side defines the virtual power of the inertial for

ces, the second integral is the virtual power due to the Co

riolis force and gravity, the third integral the virtual po

wer of the internal stresses and the fourth and fifth the po

wer of the wind force and the bottom friction, respectively.

This clearly illustrates,term by term,the principIe of virtual

power.
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4. DERIVATION OF AN APPROXIMATE CHANNEL MODEL FOR BAROTROPIC
MOTIONS IN A LAKE BY A SEMI-DISCRETE SPECTRAL METHOD

By a channel model we mean a model which is continuous in

the spatial direction of the lake axis (the s coordinate of

Section 2) and discrete in the cross-sectional coordinates

(n and z coordinate of Section 2). We are thus considering

the lake essentially as a channel with one spatial dimensiono

It is now clear why the curvilinear coordinates of section 2

were introduced. We start with the weighted residuals (3.11)

and use a semi-discrete spectral methodology. The idea is to

replace the spatially three-dimensional original fields by redu

cing two dimensions (the cross sectional coordinates) to obtain

the spatially one-dimensional fields of an approximate modelo

The basis for this is the fact that the lakes to be conside

red are narrow cOMpared to their length so that the variations

in the cross sections may be approximated as a linear combina

tion of a discrete number of shape functions.This is achieved

by:

a). Choosing the shape functions as functions of cross sec

tional coordinates. Equation (3.6) yields the following sepa

ration structure for a field quantity*)

x(s,n,z,t) = pT(n,z) . :::(s,t) (4.1)

aibjck
designate differentiation
to a variable.

*) The following notation will be used: Vectors will be characteri
zed by underlining their symbols with tilde, e, e, ~' .... Ma
trices will be written as capital letters A, 8, e, ... ¡ finally
third order tensorswill be designated with-hollo;;; letters, e.g.lE,
E, .... Transposes of vector s and matrices will be designated 
with an upper right superscript T. For instance

a b
T

A a
T

• b = d
- -T - --
a . b • C = ~ JE

ijk
Also, subscripts following a comma will
of the respective function with respect

This notation leads to difficulties if x in (4.2) is by itself a
vector or a tensor in three space. To keep notation unique, sym
Lolic notation will henceforth in this chapter only be used for
the shape functions and the dependent variables. Thus if Tij is
a second rank tensor defined over physical space, then

Tij(s,n,z,t) = pT(n,z) . ~ij(S,t) .

In other words, with respect to the properties in physical space
indical notation will be used.
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where ~ is the shape function vector of sorne dimension N, and

x is the unknown function vector of dimension N, of the longi

tudinal coordinate and time.

b). Choosing the vector of the weighting functions, in a

similar manner
(4.2)

where óx is an arbitrary function of ,the longitudinal coordi

nate and time and ~ a vector of prescribed functions of the

cross sectional coordinates. Without 1055 of generality, the

dimension of ~ will be chosen to be N, to yield a determined

system of equations.

Clearly, each field variable has its own representation

(4.1), yet in order not to complicate matters, it will be as"

sumed that if they are defined over the same domain, each of

them will be expanded in terms of the same shape functions.

In doing so, we have for the velocity components v s , vn' Vz

and surface elevation ~

v ~T v v <j>T v • v ~T v
s -s n _n z -z

~T
(4.3)

E; ~ E;

Notice that ~ ~(n,z) and ~ ~(n). Since we restrict our-

selves to the barotropic case where the mass density is con

stant, this variable needs not be expanded. It will be deno

ted by PO' The vectors of the weighting functions óVs ' óvn '

óV z and ÓA will be expanded as follows

óv
s

ó>'

':I!T óv
-s

ó>'

ljJT óv
-z

(4.4)

For brevity in notation we have not distinguished here

between ÓA1' ÓA2' ... , ÓVZ3 although e.g. ÓA is defined over

the cross section wbereas ÓA2 and ÓA3 are defined on the free

surface and the bottom, respectively.
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a) Preliminary calculations

a) Surface integral s

In order to calculate the weighted residual s we need to

compute surface integrals. To this end, let P be a point on

the surface an; its coordinates are expressible in terms of

the two independent parameters s and n as follows

!: = {s(s,n), fi(s,n), F(s,n,t) + z) ,

where

(4.5)

s(s,n) = J(s,n) . s , fi(s,n) n ,

F(s,n,t)

The surface element

= {
~(s,n,t) - z ,

H(s,n)-z,

(4.6)

in which

may thus be written as

d~ = (- F,s' - JF'n' J) dsdn , (4.7)

in which cornmas denote partial differentiations. Consequently

da := 11 d~ 11 = J9. dsdn

with

9.( s,n) :=

2

2 + F,s
+ F'n 7

(4.8)

In the following the area element of the free surface en o
will be approximated according to

dao = J dsdn + o( ~2) - J dsdn , (4.9)

which, clearly, means that terms of second and higher orders

in I~I are neglected. This assumption will be consistently

followed in all subsequent calculations. To be more precise,
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consider Figure 3 which shows an arbitrary idealised cross

section. The shoreline is assurned to be encircled by irnaginary

vertical walls, so that the deforrned configuration appears as

in Figure 3. The boundary changes AE, CD will be neglected in

the integration process. Consequently the boundary integra

tions within the cross section will be, for the free surface,

along DE and for the bottorn along AC.

Z

n· B- n = B+

deformed surface
E
k

S n
undeformed surface

• shore line

Figure 3: Idealised cross section.

B) Cross-sectional coefficients

We willnow define sorne cross sectional coefficients to be

used later on. Q denotes the cross section of the lake in the

deforrned configuration and H(s,n) denotes the depth of the

lake

m~ JI j11~.~T dndz ,

Q

JJ Jmljl.$~' dndz ,
- - J

Q

(n,z) ,
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IJ Jm~, j • 2T dndz ,

Q

m~ JJ~~.~T dndz ,

Q

JJ ~1jI'$~. dndz ,
- - J

Q

(n,z) ,

j (n,z),

dn,

H
m-

HS
m-

HN
m-

Z
m-

Z
m-

]E
m-

]E
m-

E·
m 'J

B+

L?~·!T dn ,

B

B+

J .flH's~·pT dn ,

h-
B+

J .flH'n~·2T dn

B-

B+

J ~~'pT dn ,

B-

B+

JJm~.?
B-

IJ?~'2T2 dndz ,

Q

JJJm~'p;j2 dndz ,

Q

B+

J ?~.~Tp dndz

B-

B+

J ~~'~'j2 dndz ,

B-

z = H(s,n) ,

z = H(s,n) ,

z = H(s,n) ,

z = ¡;(s,n,t) ,

z = ¡;(s,n,t) ,

j (n,s),

z = ¡;(s,n,t) ,

z = ¡;(s,n,t),

(4.10)

(n,s) .

These quantities arise from application of the method of

weighted residuals and are listed here for ease of reference.
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y) Load and stress resu1tants

Apart from the above cross sectiona1 coefficients, further

macroscopic quantities must be defined. These are

the macroscopic wind surface 10ads

w.
m-~

B+

J .rn~·~i*· do

B-

z = ¡:;(s,o,t) ,
(4.11)

the macroscopic pressure gradients

JJ
.rn ap*at

mt:.s* ~~ dodz

Q

mt:.0 * JI.rn ~ a~:at dodz

Q

(4.12)

the macroscopic turbulent surface pressures

B+

psT J .rn E aH z = H(s,o)
m- ~ (oiTijOj) ~ do , ,

B-

B+
(4.13)

poT = J .rn 1jI (o. T~ .o . ) 11 + H~ do, z = H(s,o) ,
m- - ~ ~J J o

B-

the macroscopic stress resultants

T .. JI .rn 1jI T~. dodz
m-~J - ~J

Q

T.. JI .rn ~'k T~. dodz k (n, z ) , (4.14)
m-~J 'k ,

Q ~J

T ~ . JI aJ .rn 1jI T~ . dndz
m-~J as - ~J

Q
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and the macroscopic bottom friction coefficients

R
m-

B+

,J .rn ~ ~'{Q.(s,n) dn ,

B-

z = H(s,n) . (4.15)

The above abbreviations are introduced as a matter of con

venience. Since surface elevations are very small for the ca

ses considered here, it is sufficient to restrict integration

to the undeformed cross section. The cross-sectional coeffi-

cients therefore become cross sectional constants, see Figu

re 3. Equations (4.11) - (4.12) and (4.15) are the externa1

force s exerted on the lake by the meteorological conditions

of the atmosphere and by the frictional properties of the bot

tom boundary layer.

b) Equations of motion for a lake

In this section the equations of motion for a lake will be

presented using the previous spectral representations of the

independent field variables, cross sectional coefficients, and

load and stress resultants. To this end the weighted residuals

(3.11) wi11 be used and all field and weighting variables wil1 be

represented in the form (4.3) and (4.4), respective1y. The vo

lume integral s in the emerging expressions will then be trans

formed into integrals over their cross section and boundary,

followed by integration along the lake axis and with time.

This gives the form

J1dt Jds F(X)'o~ = 2 '
t o 50

(4.16 )

where ~ is a differential operator on x which is the unknown

vector and 5~ the corresponding arbitrary weighting func

tion. Since the latter is arbitrary it fo1lows that
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To illustrate the calculations indicated aboye, consider

t 2

011 =I dt IJJdiV y OAldV

tI n
t2

=Jdt

tI

SI-

r ds Hdiv y

So Q

OAIJdn dz
(4.18)

t 2 SI

I I II 1 dVs dVn dVZ K 'r
dt ds {--+-+---V}OAI·Ij¡·dndz.

J dS dn dZ J n - _

tI So Q

With the expansions (4.3) and (4.4) this becomes

T
~'!'z J dndz !z .

dndz - K JI ~.~TdndZ}n
Q

(4.19)

Using the definitions (4.10) this can be written as

o. (4.20)

This expression has the form of (4.16) and ~(x) may easily

be identified. In much the same way the other weighted residu

als can be handled.

However, it should be mentioned that the aboye form is not

the only possible form that the weighted residual 011 can take.

1t is of advantage to transform the expression for 01 1 using

integration by parts, before performing any differentation and

expansion of the field variables. In doing so, the kinematical

boundary conditions at the free surface and the bottom can be
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introduced into the continuity equation. The resulting equa

tion will then contain the variable ~ in a linear fashion, a

property not shared with the equation emerging from a direct

integration procedure, see Appendix A. Similarly the expres

sion 014 is transformed to incorporate the b~undary conditions

015 and 016 by performing integration by parts on the terms

involving the stress tensor. The entire calculation is very

long and tedious, therefore the details will be omitted*).

The results are:

011 O implies,

012 O imp1ies,

- aE; - aE; T - TlZ·-=:' + lE·~·v + JE., E;·v - Z v- at o - as - s 1- n - -n 1 - - z

013 O imp1ies,

O .

O •

(4.21)

(4.22)

O . (4.23)

Z a~ + *- ( C v ) - lC ·v - 19", v_e
·1- at oS 0- -s -1/Jn -n -.,,"

z

*) The interested reader may consult the author.

O • (4.24)
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614 + 615 + 616 = O implies,

{
avs avs T T T T }

P · e·---+ lE'(---'v -K'v .v)+ lE ·v ·V + lE 'V'V -f· e-vo 1- at 0- as -s -s -n l-'n -s -n l-'z -s -z 1--n

(4.25)

o ,

{
aVn aVn T T T T }p' e . --- + lE· (--- . v + K . v . v ) + lE • v . v + lE . v . v + f· e· vo 1- at 0- as -s -s -s l-'n -n -n l-'z -n _z l--S

(4.26)

o .

Equations (4.21) to (4.26) are analogous to the basic

equations (2.46), (2.25), (2.34), (2.36), (2.39) and (2.41)

but unlike these, they represent the global behaviour of the

motion as a consequence of the smoothing or averaging process

over the cross section of the lake achieved by expanding the

variables in the weighted residual espressions. Equation (4.21)

15 the analogue of the continuity equation. Equations (4.22)

and (4.23) represent the kinematic conditions at the free and

bottom surface of the lake respectively. Equation (4.24) is

a global continuity equation in which the kinematic boundary

conditions at the surface and at the bottom surface are built

in. The remaining two equations represent the two horizontal

components of the momentum equations in which external dri

ving force s are incorporated. Clearly, not all of these equa

tions are used for a numerical model, as e.g. only one conti

nuity equation should be used. For comparative purpose all

are listed here and at this stage it is not yet clear which

combination of the approximate equations will best model the

motion in a basin.
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c) Cauchy series expansion example

Choice of the shape functions ~ and ~ is an important deci

sion, since these essentially determine how accurately the

approximate model will predict the motion; it also depends

on what kind of physical processes one would like to simulate.

In general the selection of the shape functions requires expe

rience and intuition. For simple boundary geometries they can

be guessed so as to yield exact solutions of the two or three

dimensional motion.

In order to test the method it is preferable to choose un

biassed shape functions because,by doing so, it can be shown

that reasonable approximations can even be obtained with shape

functions which are not necessarily the best. Such an unbiassed

representation is the Cauchy-series expansionó so that (4.1)

assumes the form*)

x(s,n,z,t) (4.27)

in which ~ is split into Pk(n) and Qi(z), which themselvesare

given in polynomial representation as

(4.28)

If the field quantities are analytic with respect to the

cross sectional coordinates the Cauchy series expansion can

be interpreted as a Taylor series expansion of x about the

axis of the lake, which is convergent near the axis. Indica

tions that such an interpretation is appropriate will be given

in the next chapter. In general however, the functions x(k,i)

are independent anu ,may not be given this interpretation. In

terms of Cauchy series expansions we have

*) For Cauchy-series expansions index notation is more appro

priate.
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N
¿

k=O

N
¿

k=O
(4.29)

N M (
¿ ¿ nkzR.v k,R.) ( )

k=O k=O z s,t

N
¿

k=O

and for a Galerkin procedure the same expansions are used for

the weighting functions. Consequently, the cross sectional co

efficients read

JJ nizjJID dndz ,

Q(s,t)

B+

= J ni [j¡(s,ni]j JID dn ,

B-

B+

Z(i,j)
= J i [~(s,n,tJJjJID dnn

ID
B-

B+

HS(i,j)
= J

i [H(s,nl]j
dH(s,n)

~dn ,n dSID
B-

(4.30 )

B+

IDHN(i,j) = J ni

B-

and the load and stress resultants become

B+

mWR.(i,j) = Jni[~(s,n,tl1jti*' ~ dn ,

B-

. dP*at m
zJ --- J dndz

dS



. ap*at
zJ --- Jm dndz

an
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mpn*(i,j) = Jni

Q

B+

Jni[H(s,n)]j i.rn 2.(s,n) dn ,

B-

psT(i,j)
m

B+

J i[ ]j E aH mn H(s,n) (n.T .. n.) -;- J dn
1 1J J 05

B-

B+

J
. . E

n1 [H( 5 ,n)J J (n. T..n.)
1 1J J

B-

(4.31)

T (i,j)
m pq JI

Q(s)

With this procedure the approximate equations are

for the continuity equation,c.f. Equation (4.21)*):

for the free surface equation, c.f. Equation (4.22):

Z(k+R.+r,O) (k+l) o (k+1)v(2.,O)
+1 ~ nO'

(4.32)

(4.33 )

*) In these equations summation over doubly repeated Latin
indices is understood (here k and 1) whereas remaining
indices (here r and s) have a fixed va1ued between O and
N and M, respective1y.
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for the bottom surface equation, c~f. Equation (4.23)

O, (4.34)

for the continuity equation with incorporated kinematical con

ditions, c.f. Equation (4.24):

(4.35)

o

and for the two momentum equations with incorporated external

forces, compare Equations (4.25) and (4.26); (see next page).

A special case of the aboye representations in terms of

Cauchy series expansions will be used in the following chap

ter to test the model using basins of rectangular cross sec

tion.



{
(k t) [ (k t) JC(k+r,t+s) avs' C(k+p+r,t+q+s) avs' (p,q) (k,t) (p,q)

Po 1 - at + O ---a-s- -vs - K-vs -vn +

C(k+p+r,Hq+s) r(k 1) (k+1,t) (p,q) ( 1) (k,H1) (p,q)J f C(k+r,HS) (k,t)}
+ 1 - ~ + -vS -vn + t+ -vS -vz - -1 -vn

+ K' -K T. (r+2,s)+ T(r-1,s)_ K T(r,s) + _ T(r,S-l) - O
(-1) 11 r-1 12 .~ 12 S 1 13 -,

{

(k,t) [ (k,t) ]C(k+r,HS) aVn C(k+p+r,Hq+s) aVn (p,q) K (k,t) (p,q)
PoI - at + O - --a-S- -vS + -vS -vS +

C(k+p+r,Hq+S) r(k 1) (k+1,t) (p,q) (t 1) (k,~+l) (p,q)] f C(k+r,Hs) (k,t)}
+ 1 - LI + -vn -vn + + -vn -vz + -1 -VS

(4.36)

(4.37)

0'1
o

a ( T( r , s ) ) + r _ T (r-l , s )
- a; O 12 1 22

2 K- T(r,s) + T(r,s-l) K- T(r,s)
o 22 s-l 23 + 2 11 o .
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11. ANALYTICAL TESTS OF THE CHANNEL MODEL

l. MOTIVATION

The channel equations derived in the last chapter are in

tended to be applicable to a great variety of physical prob

lems. However, we will concentrate on wave phenomena. Excel

lent reviews of waves relevant to this analysis are given by

Mortimer (1963) and Le Blond and Mysak (1978). It is hoped

that channel equations will not only cover the classical

equations of Chrystal (1904,1905) but also describe the more

complex situation of closed basins. The Chrystal equations

allow determination of the longitudinal modes of oscillation

in straight non-rotating channels and have been widely used

to describe longitudinal seiches in lakes. Velocities are re

stricted to the axial direction,for transverse velocities are

neglected,and surface elevations are constant across each

cross section.

Rotation of the earth gives rise to several new physical

phenomena. The waves of non-rotating basins are modified into

first class waves. The one dimensional wave of a non-rotating

channel which propagates along the channel axis is transfor

med into a Kelvin wave which travels along the shore of a

channel with amplitude decaying exponentially as one moves

away form the shore in balance with the effect of the earth's

rotation. The two dimensional waves in a non-rotating channel

are modified to become Poincaré waves, where the surface ele

vation pattern has a cellular structure. The one dimensional

waves in an infinitely long non-rotating channel, travelling

in a transverse direction are transformed to a set of Sverdrup

waves. In addition, waves that do not exist (or exist as stea

dy states) in a non-rotating system are feasible in a rotating

system. Coriolis force permits inertial motion and variations

in potential vorticity permit second class waves. For lake

models, the Coriolis force is assumed to be constant so that
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gradients in potential vorticity occur only because of depth

variations which can cause topographic waves.

Thus, to realistically model wave motion in long narrow

basins, it is clear that an extended channel rnodel should

account for velocity variations and surface elevation changes

across the channel cross section. It is vital to test an ap

proximate channel model by comparing the solutions of the

equations with corresponding exact solutions of the classical

two-dimensional tidal equations applied to basins of well de

fined geometries where analytical solutions are known.

This study will be limited to geometries with constant

depth where, as mentioned before, one assumes aplane of uni

form rotation for which only first class waves existo A com

parison of the approximate and exact solutions should, there

fore, not only give information as to the existence of Kelvin

and Poincaré-type wave solutions to the approximate equations,

but also indicate the accuracy of these solutions. A compari

son of dispersion relations and group velocities in a rectan

gular basin of constant depth is thus valuable. Once the

viability of the formulation has been demonstrated, it may be

tested in a ring-shaped basin. This will give information re

garding the significance of curvature of the channel axis.

The classical long wave equations for an undamped homoge

neous fluid, or "tidal equations" due to Laplace (1829), are

linear two dimensional equations describing the frictionless

motion of shallow water, in which the velocity is independent

of the depth coordinate. Due to the vertical integration the

vertical velocity component does not appear. Consequently for

the comparison we shall drop all non-linear and friction terms

and shall also omit all z-variations and the vertical velocity

in the approximate equations given in the last chapter.
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2. THE CLASSICAL TIDAL EQUATION AND SOME SOLUTIONS

In this section we present sorne solutions to the classical

unforced long wave equations for a homogeneous fluid on the

f-plane in basins of constant depth.

No physical interpretation or illustrations are given

since the aim is merely to provide background information on

formulas, for comparison of the classical two dimensional

tidal equations with the one dimensional channel modelo Perio

dic solutions of long wave equations on the f-plane in flat

basins are due to the force of gravity and are characterized

by significant motion of the free surface. A degenerate solu

tion, which is not due to gravity, is motion which rotates

with the inertial periodo Two different basins with flat bot

toms will be compared: A rectangular basin and a ring-shaped

basin with no transverse barrier. The second example is some

what academic as there are not many alpine lakes which could

be idealized as annular basins, except, perhaps, rounded

lakes with or without an island in the middle. Nevertheless,

the problem is of value since it gives an indication of the

significance of curvature. Solutions for the above-mentioned

equations can be found in classical texts 0n oceanography or

fluid dynamics, e.g. Krauss(1973) , Lamb (1932).

a) Rectangular geometry

Let (x,y) be Cartesian coordinates in the plane of the un

deformed free surface of a basin and (u,v) the horizontal ve

locity components of a water column at (x,y). Let the x-axis

coincide with the axis of the rectangular basin of constant

cross section; x = O and x L denote the channel ends, and

Bits width so that -B/2 ~ Y ~ B/2. In certain instances the

channel will be assumed to be infinitely long; in this case,

-ro < x < ro • Denoting with ~ the elevation of the free surfa

ce, the equations of motion and continuity of tides in a ro

tating basin of uniform depth, and valid for a homogeneous
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fluid reduce to (see Krauss (1973) )

au
fv +

al; o
at

g-= ,
ax

x e: (o, L) ,
av g~ =

B B
-+ fu + o , ye: (- 2' 2)at ay

(2.1)

~ + a(Hu) + a(Hv) = o ,
at ax ay

where H is depth, g acce1eration of gravity and f the Corio1is

parameter.

Boundary conditions to be satisfied are

v = O , at y = + ~- 2 (2.2)

u = O, at x = (O, L)

The second of these conditions may be omitted in an infi

nite channe1.

In the fo1iowing, solutions of Equations (2.1) and (2.2)

wi11 be discussed.

a) Ke1vin waves

Ke1vin waves are characterized by the geostrophic balance

transverse to the directions of propagation of the waves.

These solutions may be obtained from the system of equations

(2.1) by setting v= O. For an infinite1y long channe1, Equa

tions (2.1) possess the solutions

1;1,2 Z1,2 exp(:¡: ~ y) F(et + x) ,

(2.3)

u1 2 = ±~ Z1 2 exp(+ fe y) F(et + x) ,
, H'

in which F is an arbitrary smooth function, Zl and Z2 are two

constants and
e2 gH. (2.4)
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The upper and lower signs in (2.3) correspond to the solu

tions with an index 1 and 2, respectively, and the correspon

ding waves travel in opposite directions along the channel

with high altitudes of wave crests to the right of an obser

ver (in the northern hemisphere) looking into the direction of

motion. The solutions (2.3) are due to Lord Kelvin (1879).

Following cornmon usage we shall henceforth choose

F(ct :¡: x)« exp(i(ct :¡: x))« exp(i(wt :¡: KX)) ,

where w is the frequency, K the wave number and

c=~=¡g¡¡
K

the phase velocity.

(2.5)

(2.6)

All solutions of the form (2.3) are progressing waves. Two

Kelvin waves travelling in opposite directions with the same

amplitude will, for brevity,be called a Kelvin-amphidromy

and can be represented as

u = S{cosh(! y) sin KX - i sinh(! y) cos KX} ,
c c

v = O ,

(2.7)

where S is a new constant and the factor exp (i w t) has been

omitted.

8) General solutions - especially Poincaré waves

Poincaré waves in a canal of rectangular cross-section are

characterized by a cellular structure of the wave pattern and

have transverse velocities of the same order of magnitude as

the longitudinal velocities. They have been investigated by

Poincaré (1910) and may be written as

u = 2-
Vo

2 {fW'COS(TY) ±TK·gH.sin(TY)}·COS(wt±KX)
w - K gH

v = VO'cos(TY)'sin(wt ± KX) ,

-VoH
---::--"----{:¡:Kf·coS(TY)-Tw·sin(-rY)}·cos(wt ±KX) ,
w2 - K2gH

(2.8)
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where Vo is an amplitude and

ID1T
T =B

to fulfill the boundary conditions (2.2).

Equations (2.8) are but one possible Poincaré solution.

A second one has the form

-v
u = o {fw.sin(TY) :¡: TK'gH'cOS(TY)} 'cos(wt ± KX) ,

w2 - K2gH

ID = 2,4,6 ...

v = Vo·sin(Ty)·sin(wt±kx),

-VoH
----:--':--=---{± Kf'sin(TY) +TW·cos(Ty)}.cOS(wt±KX) ,
w2 - K2gH

where
ID1T

T=Il

to satisfy the boundary conditions (2.2).

(2.9)

A distinction between solutions (2.8) and (2.9) is obtained

if the limit f + O is taken. Surface elevations are then anti

symmetric in y for (2.8) but symmetric for (2.9). Correspon

ding to this propert~ we may thus call the motion symmetric

and antisymmetric although this notion is, strictly, correct

only for f + O.

The dispersion relation for these waves is given by

(2.10)

or

(2.11)

For real values of K and T the frequency w will always be

greater than the cut-off frequency wc.

Other wave solutions of Equation (2.1) may be obtained if

the frequancy w is smaller than the cut-off frequancy wc ' If

T is real the wave number K has to be imaginary and exponenti

al-type waves that decay or grow along the canal direction but

keep oscillatory character in the transverse direction are

obtained. If K is real, the wave number T has to be imaginary.

Wave solutions similar to exponential-type waves are possible
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but decay or grow in the transverse direction and keep oscil

latory character in the longitudinal direction. lf the sur

face elevation increases to the right of a (northern hemi

sphere) observer looking in the direction of wave propagation,

these solutions are Kelvin-type waves. lf surface elevation

increases to his left, they are referred to as inertial-type

waves.

Further solutions of Equations (2.1) are obtained by

ignoring certain horizontal gradients in surface elevation.

lf the horizontal gradient is ignored in one of the direc

tions, longitudinal and transverse Sverdrup waves are obtai

ned depending on which horizontal gradient was ignored. These

waves have frequencies which are the cut-off frequencies wC2
and wCl' respectively. The Sverdrup waves occur at the limit

between the Poincaré-type wave solutions and the other wave

solutions. lf both longitudinal and transverse gradients

are ignored, inertial motion is obtained with frequency

W = f . (2.12)

y) Reflection of Kelvin waves at a wall and Kelvin waves in
a rectangular basin

As is known from the work of G.l. Taylor (1920), a Kelvin

wave propagating along one side of a half-open rectangular

basin cannot always be regulary reflected as a proper Kelvin

wave (propagating along the other side and in the opposite

direction), because, when superposed, it is impossible to

find any line across the channel where there is no motion.

lt is impossible, therefore, to place a solid boundary across

any part of the channel without affecting the motion, see

Equation (2.7). Yet, there exists a spectrum wave solution

of the same frequency which can be properly added to the

above-mentioned superposed Kelvin waves such that there

is indeed a line across the channel for which the super

posed motion vanishes. lf the frequency of the waves is lower
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than a certain value and the channel is narrower than a cer

tain limit, these waves decay exponentially as one moves

away from the reflecting barrier; this case is called a com

plete reflection. If the frequency of the original Kelvin

wave is outside the above-mentioned range, these waves are

purely sinusoidal and hence not negligible far from the bar

rier. What results from the original travelling wave is then

two Kelvin-waves travelling in opposite directions with a

system of Poincaré waves superimposed on these. Taylor con

structed the first solutions of this form and Brown (1973)

solved the incomplete reflection case efficiently using col

location points at the closed end.

The above method can be· used to handle tidal oscil

lations in a closed rectangle, the only difference being

that another boundary layer solution must occur at the

second wall to account for no motion through the second wall,

and an equation must evolve which allows the determination

of the eigenfrequency. Tidal oscillations in a closed rec

tangle have been treated by many investigators. They are

surnmarized by Rao (1966), and a more recent method has been

developed by Pnueli and Pekeris(1968). An approximate deter

mination was proposed by Defant (1919), in which the zero

rotation mode is superposed on the transverse slope obtained

from the geostropic relation in the same way as for Kelvin

waves. The approximate motion in a rectangle is then given

by

(2.13)

where w is the frequency of the zero-rotation mode. It has

been shown by Rao that this Kelvin-wave hypothesis solution

excellently describes the amphidromic system of the slowest

longitudinal oscillation in long rectangular channels.
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b) Ring-shaped basins

50lutions to the frictionless tidal equations in polar

coordinates have been constructed by Lord Kelvin (1879). 501

utions for circular basins are discussed by Lamb (1932) and

Howard (1960). Also, other intersting situations can be found

in Pnueli and Pekeris (1968) who mainly investigated sectors

of circles.

If (r,S) are the polar coordinates and (ur,uS) the radial

and tangential velocity components, the boundary value problern

posed in Equations (2.1) and (2.2) for a rectangle may then

be formulated in polar coordinates for a ring-shaped basin as

follows:

aUr
fUe +

aE; o--+ g-= ,
at ar

aUe _
fUr +

1 aE; o
at

g -- = ,
r as (r,e)E(r

i
, r

a
)X(el,e 2 ),

(2.14)

U o
r

at r = r
a

o at e el e

Here, ri and r a denote inner and outer radii of the ring

and (Sl,S2) bound the sector of the ringo If it is assurned

that u r ' Us and ~ are proportional to exp(i w t), the amplitu

de functions (carrying a tilde) must satisfy the equations

u
r

g {iw .l.... - f !.l.... E;
w2 f2 ar r ae

U = g {f .l.... + iw ! .l.... } ~
w2 - f2 ar r ae

(2.15)

o
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with the boundary conditions

-
{f 5 + iw ~ o , at e el , e e2ar r ae

-
{" 5_f.-ªl} o at r r r = r.
~w ar r ae , a ~

(2.16 )

It has been assumed in (2.15) that w t f. As in the

rectangular canal, the inertial wave generally does not sa

tisfy the boundary conditions automatically.

a) Wave motion in a ring

Solutions of (2.15), (2.16) may be found by choosing

E; = Z (r) exp (i K e) , K = o, ± 1, ± 2, '" (2.17)

in which K is positive (negative) for a wave progressing in

the negative (positive) direction of e. Substituting (2.17)

into (2.15)3 yields as solutions

i
Sl J (kr) - SI y (kr)

K K

Z(r)

~2 1 (kr) - ~2 K (kr)
K K

k 2 w2 - f2
> O ,

gH
(2.18)

k 2 =w2 - f2 < O ,
gH

where J K, YK, (I K, KK) are the (modified) Bessel functions

of the first and second kind.

The 8-coefficients are determined by satisfying a boundary

condition (2.16), say at r = r a

~l = Al (wkra J~(kra) - fKJK(kra »,
~l = AI(wkra Y~(kra) - fKYK(kr a »,

kt > O

(2.19)

in which primes indicate differentiation with respect to the

argumento When k 2 < O, J K and YK must be replaced by I K and

KK' and the argument by Iklra.

The frequency relation follows by satisfying the second
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boundary condition. Introducing*)

it becomes
(2.20)

The fo11owing ana1ysis is simp1ified if we introduce a

mean radius Rm and a breadth B,

ra + ri
Rm =--2-'

an aspect ratio

(2.21)

Ba=--<l2Rm
and the quantities m and q,

(2.22)

= K(l + ...1...)
a

(2.23 )

The dispersion re1ation then becomes an eigenva1ue equa

tion for q, which has the form

q(l+a) J
K

_ 1 (q(l+a)) - mJK(q(l+a))

q(l+a) YK-1 (q(l+a)) - mYK (q(l+a))
(2.24 )

q(l-a) J K_1 (q(l-a)) - mJK(q(l-a))

q(l-a) YK-1 (q(l-a)) - mYK(q(l-a))

Por the derivation of these equations we11 known re1ations

between Besse1 functions and their derivatives were used (see

Abramowitz and Stegun (1970)). Approximate satisfaction of

(2.24) can be obtained for sma11 a with the aid of a Tay10r

series expansiono Neg1ecting rotation, this has been done by

Johns and Hamzah (1968).

*) Similar definitions can a1so be used if k 2 < o.
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It will be noticed that the dispersion relation is not

invariant under the transformation K ~ - K, implying that

frequencies corresponding to wave trains progressing in the

positive and negative direction of e are different from each

other, if the wave number IKI is the same in the two situa

tions. On the other hand, two waves travelling in opposite

directions at the same frequency possess different wave num

bers.

For a closed r.ing, for which no reflexion occurs, periodi

city of the functions with the polar-angle must be invoked.

Hence, K must have integer values. K = O is special, insofar

as it gives the frequency of the transverse (radial) oscilla

tions.

6) Remarks on waves in a rotating ring-shaped annulus

In circular basins both Poincaré- and Kelvin-type waves

can existo Contrary to the Kelvin wave in a straight rectan

gular canal, Kelvin-type waves in an annular basin possess a

radial component since Equations (2.15) with the boundary

conditions (2.16) do not allow solutions for which ur = O for

all rE Iri,ral. They can be distinguished from Poincaré-type

waves becausetheir amplitude falls off rapidly away from the

boundary and they move in the direction of rotation.

Johns and Hamzah (1969) have shown that when neglecting

rotation for a sector of an annular basin the two slowest

eigenfrequencies are unchanged in comparison to those of a

straight rectangular canal. They showed that in the regions

of anti-nodes the amplitude is greater at the outside of the

annular sector.
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3. A ZERO ORDER CHANNEL MODEL FOR ARBITRARY CURVED NARROW
BA5IN5

In order to test the usefulness of the general model de

veloped in chapter 1 it is worthwhile to look at simplified

submodels and to see whether these would, in any way, reason

ably describe the motion of water masses in elongated narrow

basins. It is hoped that, with increasing refinement, the

approximate model will more and more closely approximate re

ality. In this first test we shall restrict ourselves to

only one term of the expansions so that the shape functions

~ and ~ consist of one single component, representing a mean

value over the cross section.

The equations that must be used for such a simple formula

tion are *) (1.4.24), (1.4.25), (1.4.26), Le. the transfor

med continuity equation and the momentum equations. (Notice

that in chapter 1 two different versions of continuity equa

tions were derived; only one of which should be used. 5ince

the surface elevation is a generic variable and only appears

explicitly in the transformed continuity equation, it is

appropriate to use this form). We shall further neglect, in

this simple version, the internal friction represented by the

macroscopic turbulent stresses as listed in (1.4.13) and

(1.4.14). Under these assumptions the matrices in (1.4.10)

and the vectors in (1.4.11), (1.4.12) and (1.4.15) reduce to

scalars. The longitudinal and transverse momentum equations

and the continuity equation become in this case,

longitudinal momentum:

(3.1)

*) The formulas of chapter 1 will be indicated with the addi
tional symbol l.
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transverse momentum:

continuity:

o , (3.2)

a"e- a
z--2.+-(c·v)

1 at as o s o • (3.3)

It follows from the definitions of the coefficients oC, lli,
• o

etc., see Equations (1.4.10) that oE = oC and oC = oC. Conse-

quently, only two cross sectional constants enter Equations

(3 . 1) - (3. 3); they are *)

C
o

lC

rr dndz
) )

Q

JIJdndZ

Q

Cross sectional area ,

Cross sectional area weighted with Jacobian

(3.4)

Moreover, the remaining symbols are

lZ

*ps
o

*pn
o

lW.
1

B+

JJ dn

B-

H
*

aPat
dndz

as
Q

JI a~~ dndz

Q

B+

LJ
t.* . dn

1

B

B+

J i R,(s,n)dn

B-

Channel width weighted with Jacobian,

Total longitudinal atmospheric pressure
gradient,

Total transverse atmospheric pressure
gradient,

wind load weighted with Jacobian
(i =1 longitudinal, i = 2 transverse),

Bottom friction coefficient weighted with
Jacobian .

(3.5)

*) The Jacobian J is a measure for the significance of the
curvature, for J = 1 - Kn.
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Equations (3.1) - (3.3) contain the curvature explicitly in

the non-linear convective terms. Curvature is not neglected

when non-linear terms are omitted because the quantities

(3.4) and (3.5) still depend on it.

We shall henceforth in this section,restrict 0urselves to

the linear models.

a) Non-rotating basin

When rotation is neglected (f = O) the transverse momentum

equation (3.2) separates from the longitudinal momentum equa

tion (3.1) and the continuity equation (3.3). By introducing

the mean atmospheric pressure across the channel width accor

ding to

so that

ops* JI a~:t dndz

Q

(3.6)

the linearized equations (3.1) and (3.3) may be written as

(3.7)

from which one easily deduces

(3.8)
__1_ al"'S _~~
- PIe at 1e asat

o

For a canal with constant cross sections this equation has

the form

p( s,t) , (3.9)
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e 2 .-~
.- lZ lC

.!&~
g lC asat

(3.10)

(3.11)

Here, c is the phase velocity of the shallow water wave

and b the damping coefficient whereas P is the atmospheric

driving termo Equation (3.9) is the wave equation of a damped

oscillator with forcing term P.

Consider free oscillations (P = O). Solutions of Equation

(3.9) are then of the forro

. (mI) {_ +_ ./n
Z

1T
2

2 _ b 2 t}
V s = Vo s~n L s exp bt ~ L2 e

For rectangular cross sections of width B and depth H and

a straight channel, it follows from the definitions of iC and

lZ that

and therefore

1 (B+2H)
b = '2 Po BH R (3.12)

(3.13)w = ~n21T2 gH-(l. (B+2HlR)2
L2 2 Po BH

The frequency of free oscillation is thus reduced by wall

friction.

Consider now the frictionless case (b = O) and let P (s, t)

be a propagating wave
P = u'F"(s-ut) (3.14)

with speed u; the solution of Equation (3.9) then has the

form
u

V s =-22 F(s-ut).
e -u

Consequently, resonance occurs, if

(3.15)

u = e = I g pC
z

lZ lC
( = ¡gH ,reetang1e).

To demonstrate that the above resu1t coincides with Chry

stal's classical channel theory, it will be shown that when
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friction and external forces are neglected, Equation (3.8)

may be reduced to the classical Chrystal equation. Indeed

(3.8) becomes in this case

a2
vs oC a (1 a )W = g -;c a; ~.a; (oCvs ) •

If the channel axis is straight oC equals lC which equals

the eros s sectional area and lZ equals the width of the chan

nel B, which may be a function of the coordinate s. This is

exactly the situation analysed by Chrystal. Equation (3.16),

therefore, generalizes the Chrystal equation to include cur

ved basins. In fact,when introducing the transformations

Equation (3.16) becomes

(3.17)

where (3.18)

which is Chrystal's equation when curvature is neglected.

It was noted aboye that the transverse momentum equation

is separate from the longitudinal momentum equation and from

the continuity equation. One could, if one so desired, inte

grate the equation for vn separately, but the result is not

physically meaningful since there is no transverse pressure

gradient produced by surface elevation because the latter

does not vary in the transverse direction. A model appropri

ate for this would have to include such a variation. It

would be zero order in velocity, but first order in surface

elevation. This type of model would point towards the success

fuI channel model developed by Hollan and Simons (1978).
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b) Sorne remarks regarding rotating basins

In the above, the Coriolis effects were disregarded. It

is interesting to see in which way the zero order model may

be regarded as meaningful if f # O. To this end, consider

again Equations (3.1) - (3.3) which will be used in the

linearized form neglecting convection and forcing terms.

Eliminating vn and s by use of the transverse momentum equa

tion and the continuity equation leads to the equation

o , (3.19)

which is the one-dimensional counterpart of Equation (3.16)

incorporating Coriolis force. For constant cross sections

the free oscillation

Vs = A cos(w) • sin(n7l. s ) ,
L

yields the frequency relation

(3.20)

The frequency of the non-rotating basin is thus increased

by the Coriolis parameter f for this zero order modelo If the

non-rotating basin has an eigenfrequency which has the same

or a smaller order of magnitude than the inertial frequency,

(i.e. the basin is very long and shallow) this formula leads

to totally erroneous results, since two dimensional calcula

tions and observed data of longitudinal oscillations show

different behaviour.
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4. A FIRST ORDER CHANNEL MODEL WITHOUT FRICTION

It was indicated in the last Section that a zero order

model may be rather crude for modelling wave motion in rota

ting channels, the reason being that variations in veloci

ties and surface elevation, across the channel width, are

not included in the approximation. We shall therefore go

one step further and allow for these variations. We will

set aside all friction effects because analytical solutions

for simple geometries are known for the two-dimensional

frictionless equations. This allows the neglection of velo

city variations with depth so that with respect.to the co

ordinate z, the formulation is thus of order zero. For the

transverse coordinate n,a two term Cauchy series expansion

will be used. The emerging model will therefore be referred

to as a (l,O)-formulation. We shall choose a Galerkin pro

cedure as the most natural one. In doing so, certain sym

metries in the equations emerge. With this choice six vari

ables, namely ~(O), vs(O,O), vn(O,O), ~(l), vs(l,O) and

vn(l,O) occur so that six equations must be established.

They are obtained froro Equations (1.4.35), (1.4.36) and

(1.4.37) and read



r = o

s = o

k = R. = O
,- ---JI\...... -----..

z(O,O). ~O)+ ~ r c(o,o). (o,o~
1 at as l.:' V s J

c (o,o).rav~O'o+) f (O,O)J c(O,O) c(l)
1 [ ílt 'vs + g' 1 ...

k = 1 R. = o
,.---------~/\......_-------....

o,

o,

o,

(4.1)

ex>
o

r = 1

s = O

o.

(4.2)
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Equations (4.1)1 and (4.2)1 are continuity statements.

The remaining equations express momentum balance, (4.1)2 and

(4.2)2 in the longitudinal direction and (4.1)3 and (4.2)3

in the transverse direction. For clarity we have also indi

cated the values of indices r, s, k and ~ as they occur in

the formulas (1.4.35) - (1.4.37), which must be selected to

yield the Galerkin model mentioned above.

Since the second superscript in vs(O,O), •.. plays no

role it will be omitted. 1ntroducing the vector

y (4.3)

Equations (4.1) and (4.2) may be written in matrix form as

(4.4)

where the operator ~(.) is given by



z(O,O) i:. L[ c(o,o) -] o Z(l,O) !:. L[ C(l,O) •J o1 at as o 1 at as o

c(O,O) a· c(o,O) a· - f lC(O,O). C(l,O) a· C(l,O) 1...:. - f lC(l,O).go a; 1 at go a; 1 Clt

o f lC(O,O). c(o,O) l.: c(O,O) f lC(l,O). C(l,O) l.:
1 at gl •

1 at

~(. )

Z(l,O) l.: L[ C(l,O).J _ lC(O,O). Z(2,O) l.: L[ C(2,O).] _lC(l,O) • ex>
1 at as o 1 at as o IV

C(l,O) a· C(l,O) 1.:. - f lC(l,O). C(2,O) a· c(2,O) 1.:. - f lC(2,O).go a; 1 at go a; 1 at

o f lC(l,O). C(l,O) 1.:. C(l,O) f lC(2,O). c(2,O) l.:
1 at gl •

1 at

(4.5)
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These equations hold for arbitrary curved channels with

irregular non-constant cross sections. We shall specialize

them now for a rectangular and a ring-shaped basin with

constant rectangular cross sections.

a) Rectangular basin

In this case curvature terms vanish and all cross sec

tional constants are independent of the longitudinal coord

inate. Moreover, if the axis is chosen to be in the middle

of the canal, it is easy to show that

C(O,O) ¡C(O,O) HB ,o

C(1,O) ¡C(1,O) Oo

C(2,O) ¡C(2,O) HE3

o = 12 '

¡Z(O,O) B •
Z(1.0) _

O • ¡Z(2.0) B3
¡ - 12 .

so that Equation (4.5) becomes

!2 y O

with

(4.6)

(4.7)
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Hgat ga;

a a
- f O O O

g~ at
-------------

I

I a
O OO f g

I at
B= I

B
2
~-l- B

2 . (4.8)- a
O O I - g 12 g ~ O

12 H at
I
I B

2 a B
2 -l- B

2

O O O 12 g a; - - f
I 12 at 12

--------- - ---- - -- -
I B

2
B

2 -l-
O O I O O 12 f 12 at

In this form the system of governing equations is par

ticularly transparent because it makes the coupling of the

motions evident. For instance, if f = O, i.e. a non

rotating basin, the system decouples mainly into two sub

systems of which the first (2 x 2) upper left submatrix in

(4.8) is identical with the zero order model of section 3;

the second (3 x 3) submatrix in the middle of Equation (4.8)

can also be interpreted as a more sophisticated lowest

order model which includes the transverse pressure gradient

and thus adequately accounts for transverse mass flux. For

f # O decoupling is not possible, proving a posteriori

that the Chrystal-type of equations in the last section can

only rigorously be applied for non-rotating channels.

a) Free oscillations in a non-rotating rectangle

The problem we shall deal with in this section is: given

a non-rotating system, f = O, what are the solutions of Equa

tions (4.7)? Or, do the three subsystems emerging from
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this equation approximates the oscillating behaviour of a

rectangular basin?

Standing wave solutions to Equation (4.7) with velocity

components V s which vanish at s = O and s = L, are:

~(O) ~ ~(1) ~ s)cos w2t ,Alcos( L s)cos wlt , A4COS( L

(O) . (.!U.! ) o wlt
(1) .(~ )0 (4.9)v A2s~n L s s~n , v = A5s~n L s s~n w2t ,

s s

(O)
A3COS(~ s)sin w2t

(1)
A6COS(~ s)sin ~tv , v ,

n n

where k l ,2,3 must have integer values. Substituting

these expressions into Equation (4.7) yields a homogeneous

linear system of equations for the amplitudes Al, .... ' AG.

Such a system possesses non-trivial (i.e. non-vanishing) 50

lutions only if the determinant of its matrix vanishes. The

equation expressing this is called the characteristic equa

tion and it is generally a polynomial or transcendental

equation for the frequency w. In the aboye case it can be

shown to have the form

O , (4.10)

and the solutions are as follows:

Wl

W2

19H!!h = W
L 1Chrystal

W2 11+1.2 (k\)2,
Chrystal 2

(4.11)
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Once these are known, the amplitudes Al' ... ' A6 can be de

termined; and if this is done, the combined solution (4.9)

has the form

!H (~ )I~ {A2 ces L s ces w¡t +

+ n

(4.12)

v
s

v
n

- ~ A ces (~L'1T s) sin w2t ,'1Tk2 5

in which kl and k2 may have any integer value. Since the

transverse coordinate n appears in a linear fashion, the mo

del gives rise to the possibility of antisYrnrnetric surface

elevation. It must, of course, be accompanied with transver

se mass flux, which is indeed the case as can be seen from

Equation (4.12)3. In Equations (4.12) boundary conditions at

the canal shore are not matched; this is no surprise for the

unbiassed shape functions which were selected do not automa

tically satisfy the boundary conditions.

It is interesting ~o compare the aboye results with those

emerging from the two-dimensional equations (2.1) and (2.2)

(with f = O). Solving these in a rectangle of length L and

width B (see Appendix B), and comparing the results with

Equations (4.12) yields the following: whereas the exact so

lution consists of terms in which any order of sinusoidal

variation of the fields in the transverse direction may

occur, the solution (4.12) with the frequency relations

(4.11) only allows the lowest order transverse mode to be

taken into account. Therefore, restricting the two-dimension

al solution to this mode, it is seen that the frequencies
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Wl are identical, but that w2 differ in the coefficient of

the second member under the square root sign:

Had we chosen appropriate trigonometric functions instead

of the Cauchy-series expansions for the shape functions, the

exact solution would have been obtained.

As far as velocities and surface elevation are concerned,

a comparison of Appendix B and the formulas (4.12) reveals

that the latter are derivable from the former by a Taylor

series expansion of all functions of the transverse coordi

nate n, restricting the expanded representations to zero and

first order terms. This result naturally leads to the pre

sumption that higher order models will, with increasing re

finement, give more and more terms of the exact expanded

solution. Whether this is correct is still to be seen, yet

the above comparison demonstrates that the approximate form

ulation describes higher-order longitudinal oscillations

appropriately but restricts considerations in the transverse

direction to lowest modes.

~) Kelvin-type waves in an infinitely long rectangular canal

As has been shown in section 2.a)a) the tidal equations

permit wave-like solutions in a rectangle of constant

cross section for which transverse velocities vn vanish but

whose longitudinal velocities vary exponentially in the

transverse direction, see Equation (2.3). In this section it

is our intention to demonstrate how the approximate system

(4.7) enables the reproduction of Kelvin waves.
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Inspection of Equation (4.8) shows that with vn(O) =vn(l)

O, not all Equations (4.7) can be simultaneously satisfied.

This is no surprise, since there are now two equations more

than there are unknowns. Therefore the full system (4.7) does

not strictly permit Kelvin wave solutions. It is,however, in

teresting to realise that by allowing vn(l) to vanish and by

omitting the second transverse momentum equation (last row

in Equation (4.7» Kelvin-type wave solutions can be con

structed. The remaining system then permits travelling wave

solutions of the form

(4.14)

where F is any smooth function, Uo, ..• Zl are amplitudes

and c is a phase speed.

Substituting Equation (4.14) into the system (4.7) (which

is now reduced by one equation and one variable), allows the

determination of the free unknowns and the phase speed. The

results are as follows:

e IgH,

v s
(o)

v
s

+ n

(1)
+ n v

s

~ (1 +n.!) U ·F(s + ct),
g e o

+ (1 + n.!) U .F(s + ct),
e o

(4.15)

v O.
n

Here, the upper (lower) signs correspond to waves travel

ling in the positive (negative) direction of s. Evidently, a

progressing wave solution has been found which exhibits the

structure of Kelvin waves. Indeed, the phase speed is the

same as for the two dimensional tidal equation (see Equation

(2.6» and velocity and surface elevation (4.15) are obtained

from Equation (2.3) by the respective Taylor series expansions

of the exponential functions and by truncating these at the
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first order terms. It may be regarded as a disadvantage that

this result emerges only after the neglection of a transver

se momentum equation. If this is not done v n will no longer

vanish and the solutions will slightly differ from (4.15).

The solutions remain meaningful, however, as will be shown

below.

By adding the solutions (4.15) of a forward and a back

ward moving Kelvin-type wave (with the same amplitude) for

a sinusoidal function F (s ± ct) = F (wt :¡: KS) = cos (wt:¡: KS) a

Kelvin amphidromy is obtained which can be written as

!H { f.. }¡ ~ U
o

COS KS cos wt - n e Sln KS Sln wt ,

v s u {sin KS sin wt - n ! cos KS cos wt } ,
O C (4.16)

~ c = ¡gil

where the frequency w and the wave number K are related to

the phase speed c by the last expression.

Notice that there is no position s = sI for which V s would

vanish for all n and all time t. Qualitatively, this is exact

ly the situation encountered by Taylor when trying to solve

the reflection of a Kelvin wave at the closed end of a half

open gulf. It is to be expected that the solution technique

to solve this reflection problem will be similar for the

approximate system. This is true, but contrary to classical

theory the complexity of the algebraic manipulations is dra

stically reduced. Before we demonstrate this, it will be

shown that waves akin to Poincaré waves are also possible

with the system (4.7).
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y) Wave solutions of the full first order system - especial
ly Poincaré-type waves

In the last section it was demonstrated that travelling

wave solutions of Equations (4.7) of the Kelvin-type emerged

when one transverse momentum balance equation is disregarded

and if the assumption vn (1) = O is invoked. Here we proceed

by constructing travelling wave solutions of (4.7) without

particular resort to such simplifying assumptions. As it

turns out, the emerging waves have Poincaré-, Kelvin- and

inertial-type structure.

We now return to the full system (4.7) with operator

matrix (4.8) and seek travelling solutions of the form

(4.17)

Substituting (4.17 ) into (4.7) yields a homogeneous line-

ar system for the unknowns ZO' ... Vl which possesses non-

trivial solutions only if the determinant of the matrix of

the linear system vanishes. This matrix reads

w O O O O
H

:¡: K

:¡: gK - W - f O O O

O f w g O O

~= (4.18)

O O
12 -~ O- B2 H

:¡: K

O O O :¡: gK - W - f

O O O O f w
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Its characteristic equation, det !'! = O, yields the disper

sion relation, which may be written as

O. (4.19)

in which

w w·La =---= ---
IKI ¡gH TI ¡g¡¡'

(4.20)

f f L
Y = IKI TgH = 'Ir 19H

with

(4.21)

Here, a, U and y are dimension1ess frequency, transverse

wave - number and rotational speed, respectively, all norma

lized with the longitudinal wave-number K. Once the frequen

cy relation (4.19) is exploited, the free amplitudes ZO" .• '

Vl can be determined with the aid of matrix (4.18). If

this is done when choosing Vo as the free parameter, the

field variables become

(o) (1)
v v + nv

s s s

(O) (1)
v v + nv

n n n

f; f;(0) + nf;(l)

VoU:¡: KfgH w (wL f 2 )twL gHK 2 ) ,2n }sin(wt ± KS),
~

(4.22)
- VoH 22 2 {:¡: Kf -, wn}cos(wt±KS),

w -gHK

where for reasons of further comparison the abbreviation

has been used.

,2 : = w2 - f2 - gHK2

gH
(4.23)
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The dispersion relation (4.19),as a bicubic equation pos

sesses three different solutions, of which at least one is

real. These solutions are expected to be of Poincaré-, Kel

vin- and inertial-type nature.

Consider now the exact Poincaré waves as given in Equation

(2.8) (in this equation y corresponds to n, and x to s). Ex

panding expressions (2.8) into Taylor series of y, trunca

ting these at the first order terms and introducing the no

tation used above, reveals Equations (4.22) except for the

wavy underlined terms. These terms are small when exploiting

the frequency relation for practical values of the rotation

speed and hence, can be neglected.

It has therefore been shown that the approximate system

(4.7) models Poincaré waves in a similar way as it did for

Kelvin waves. Yet, only Poincaré waves of the form (2.8)

with m= 1 are properly approximated by Equations (4.22). If

a Taylor series expansion of the Equations (2.9) is made

about y= O and the emerging series truncated at the first

order terms, equatioIls are obtained which do not show any

apparent similarity with (4.22). This fact provides a means

of limiting the approximate modelo Disregarding for these

considerations the rotation (f~ O), it is seen from Equations

(2.8) and (2.9) that Equations (2.8) model antisYmmetric

transverse surface elevations, whereas Equations (2.9) give

sYmmetric ones. It is clear that a.first order model (contai

ning only terms linear in n) cannot model elevations which

are sYmmetric in the above sense.

There remains the proof that the approximate dispersion

relation (4.19) gives accurate values for the frequency-wave

number relationship. Moreover, since energy propagates with

the group velocity, sufficient agreement of the latter in

the two formulations should also be obtained.
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As the dispersion relation may be written as f(W,K) = Done

has

and hence
dw af/aK

c gr : ~ di< = - af/aw

(4.24)

(4.25)

Following this rule, it is not difficult to show that

with

Cgr 1
-- =-CJ.gr-.¡gH o

(4.26)

This must be compared with the group velocity of the

classical theory. As can easily be inferred from the develop

ments of section 2, the dispersion relations read

02 - ¡.¡2 - y2 - 1 O Poincaré-type waves,

02 - 1 O Kelvin-type waves,

02 - ¡.¡2 _ y2 Sverdrup-type
(4.27)

O waves,

02 _ y2 O inertial-type waves

with

These yield for group velocity:

C(c~) J;' Poincaré, Kelvin, Sverdrup-type waves,
~=
¡gIl

O • inertial-type waves.
(4.28)

If the approximate formulation, therefore, models energy

propagation properly, the factor CJ.gr should be close to unity

or zero, respectively depending on which of the above wave

types is considered.

The dispersion relation (4.19) and the group velocity for-
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mula (4.26) have been analysed numerically. For y = 0.5 the

three real roots of Equation (4.19) are displayed as a func

tion of ~ in Figure l. The three different solutions can be

interpreted as a Poincaré-type, a Kelvin-type and an iner

tial-type wave, respectively. To explain these interpreta

tions notice that the Poincaré-type frequency a approaches

~ as ~ becomes large, which resembles the same tendency that

the classical Poincaré waves exhibit. The second solution

a ~ 1 represents the Kelvin-type frequency. By inspection,

Equations (4.22) show that, in this case, Ivnl is small as

compared to [vsl and that ~ remains bounded away from zero.

This is approximately tantamount to a classical Kelvin wave.

The third solution resembles an inertial-type motion for a

approaches y as ~ increases,1 ~ I is small and Ivn I and IVs I
are large, as seen from Equation (4.22). This corresponds
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to inertial motion in which vertical displacements are very

small,although horizontal velocities may have appreciable

values.

To demonstrate the accuracy of the model as far as group

velocities are concerned, we have displayed in Figure 2 the

group velocity correction factor Ugr defined in Equation

(4.26) as a function of ~ for the three waves and for y= 0.5.

For Poincaré- and Kelvin-type waves the value of this factor

is indeed close to 1, provided that ~ is not too close to l.

~ = 1 corresponds to a wave that has the same wave length in

the longitudinal and transverse directions. Hence, for these

cases, group velocities can hardly be reasonably well predic

ted. For the third wave-type, energy propagates very slowly

since Ugr:::e O. This corresponds to inertial-type waves.

In the above treatment wave properties are discussed for a

fixed value of y but various values of ~. Figures 3 and 4 dis-
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play the corresponding results for O < y < 3 and ¡J = 4. Evident

ly, Poincaré-type, Kelvin-type and inertial-type wave solu

tions can again be differentiated, except in the neighbor

hood of y = 1, where a Kelvin-type wave at small values of y

becomes an inertial-type wave at large values of y and vice

versa. Reasons for the transition may be found in Appendix C.

The transition zone can also clearly be recognized in Figu

re 4. It can be seen that for very high rotation speeds the

group velocity of Poincaré-type waves is rather inaccurate.

To test the accuracy of the channel model, dispersion re

lations and group velocities for Poincaré-type waves were

compared with the corresponding results from the two-dimen

sional equations, see Equation (2.9). As far as the disper

sion relation is concerned, calculations were performed for

o < y < 20, ¡J = (1;4,16).

Y = O means no rotation or an infinitely deep basin, y ~ 20

is an upper bound when a two layer model like that of Csanady

(1972) is considered, in which a reduced gravity constant and

a reduced depth are introduced to calculate thermocline dis

placements. Por homogeneous lakes y is certainly less than l.

Figure 5 displays the dimensionless frequency for Poincaré

type waves as a function of y for the three indicated values

of ¡J. The solid lines show the results of the approximate

dispersion relation (4.19), the symbols +, ~ and ~ indicate

the corresponding values of the classical dispersion relation

(2.10) •

The discrepancies between exact and approximate frequen

cies grow with increasing y, yet relative errors

O-Ocl
error = ---

°cl

stay below 10-1 , see Figure 6.

In order to see in what way the frequency o varies with

the wave-number para~eter ¡J we have plotted, in Figures 7

and 8, o and its relative error, versus ¡J parameterized for

y= (0.1, 10). Evidently, for the entire range of ¡J and y shown,
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the approximate dispersion relation predicts the frequency

sufficiently accurately.

In Figures 9and la group velocities for the channel model

(4.26) and Equation (4.28) are displayed, initially as func

tions of the rotational speed y for various values of ~ and

then as a function of ~, but parameterized for various valu

es of y.

Notice that the approximate group velocity has poles

(points were a rational function assumes infinite values)

when regarded as a function of either y or ~. These poles

do not exist for the classical formulation. Consequently,

large relative error s must evolve from the application of

the channel model in the neighborhood of these points. How

ever, for a one-layer model,values of y are generally smal

ler than unity. Figure la shows that for long channels

(~ > 2) the approximate model is sufficiently accurate. Cor

roboration of this is provided by Figure 11.
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o) Reflection of Kelvin-type waves at a barrier

In order to find the complete reflection for Kelvin-type

waves we follow the general approach of Taylor (1920) as

described in section 2.a)y) and seek wave solutions of the

governing equations which allow for exponential decay of the

fields involved, as one moves away from the barrier. We thus

assume

(~(O) ,

(
(O)

Vs
~ (1) ,

(1) )
Vs

-As
(ZO, el, Bl)·e ·cos wt ,

-As
(Al, Zl, Dl)·e ·sin wt

(4.29)

in which A may be complexo Depending on the sign of Re A,

these fields decay exponentially as one moves into the posi

tive or negative s-direction. Substituting (4.29) into (4.7)

yields a homogeneous linear system of equations for the ampli

tudes, whose characteristic equation agrees with Equation

(4.19) if the substitution A - ± iK is made.

There remains the determination of the range of o where

A has real components (or K imaginary components) to ensure

a boundary layer character of the solution.Toachieve this a

cumbersome differentiation of cases must be made. For de

tails of the evaluation the reader is referred to Appendix e
and we restrict ourselves here to a discussion of results.

With the aid of Figure 12 the discussion is considerably

simplified. Generally, three types of solutions must be dis

tinguished: 1) Poincaré-type solutions, 2) Exponential

type solutions which permit complete reflection of Kelvin

type waves and 3) Kelvin-type waves. Poincaré-type soluti

ons exist for K real and occur for all those frequencies o

which are indicated by the ó-symbol in Figure 12. At these

super-inertial frequencies (0 2 > y2 + ~2) K will always be

real; A is thus purely imaginary and no exponential de

cay occurs. The same is true for sub-inertial frequencies

0 2 .;; y2.jj2¡(4 y 2 + jj2). Yet of the two, only the super-inertial
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bols O, Poincaré-type waves by the symbols fi, boun
dary layer solutions (exponential-type waves) by* and inertial- und Sverdrup-type waves by • and
@ respectively.

branch can be characterized as Poincaré-type; the sub-iner

tial branch {indicated by the o-symbol) shows Kelvin charac

ter. Between y2. ¡:¡2 / (4 y 2 + ¡:¡2) and y2 + ¡:¡2 K possesses, in ge

neral, complex solutions so that the resulting waves can

have exponential character (in Figure 12 these are indica

ted with symbol *). Two domains must be distinguished. For

y2.¡:¡2/(4 y 2 + ¡:¡2) < 02 < y2, K (and hence A) is complex, such

that Re A'I O. The motion defined in (4.29) thus represents

an oscillation which is exponentially attenuated as s + ±oo.

For y2 < 0 2 < y2 + ¡:¡2, K may be real and/or purely imaginary;

consequently exponential and/or purely oscillatory solutions

with Kelvin behaviour may existo To understand this, notice

that for Kelvin behaviour, o will be near unity to fulfill

the frequency relation (4. 19) (see Figures 1 and 3). These

solutions are indicated by the o-symbol. Finally, there are

two singular solutions: For 0 2 = y2 and 0 2 = y2 + ¡:¡2, these are

the inertial- and Sverdrup-type frequencies, respectively.
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(4.30)

For the reflection of Kelvin-type waves a superposition

of the exponential waves with Kelvin amphidromies should al

low the satisfaction of the boundary condition at a wall at

s = sI

and permit reflection. For a given wave frequency w the wave

numbers are given by Equation (4.16) for Kelvin waves. The

exponential parameter is given by the frequency relation of

the exponential waves which is obtained, setting A= iK

in (4.19). Thus the aboye relation (4.30) determines the co

ordinate s= sI' for which v s tot = O for all n and t.

E) Free oscillation in a rectangular basin

The aboye considerations naturally lead to the problem of

determining the free oscillations of a water mass in a closed

rectangular basin. Obviously, since reflections occur at two

barriers, v s ' vn and ~ will contain terms involving e-As as

well as e As . The extra free constants occuring in the solu

tion will then enable us to make Vs vanish at two different

values of s.

Taylor (1920) stated: "The analysis is very much simpli

fied by taking the origin of coordinates at the centre of the

rectangle" (see Figure 13). "In that case it will be found

that the oscillations are of two classes: (1) those in which

the tidal wave is symmetrical about the centre, and (2) those

in which it is anti-symmetrical (i.e. those in which the

range of tide is the same at opposite points, but the phase

in opposite). The slowest mode belongs to the latter class".

The analysis is further simplified by replacing the exponen

tial functions by the hyperbolic sine and cosine functions

which are their antisymmetric and symmetric linear combina

tions. Only the antisyrnmetrical case will be discussed fur

ther.
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Figure 13 Coordinate system for free oscillation

Before we embark on presentation of the detailed analysis,

modification of Figure 12 is useful. The new form, valid

for \l = 5, is given in Figure 14. Abszissa and ordinate re

present y and a, respectively. The solid lines correspond to

the points a 2 ={(y2.¡¡2)/(4 y 2+¡¡2), y2, y2+¡¡2} and separate

the four different domains introduced above. As far as re

flection of a progressing wave is concerned, only two physi

cally significant domains need be distinguished.

From Figure 14, it can be seen that if a lies in the sha

ded region (as for the specific example, shown -.-.-.) the

eigenmodes will have Poincaré character. In the remaining

section all eigenmodes predicted by this channel model will

have Kelvin character*). It is interesting to note that Fi

gure 14 is similar to a graph by Rao (1977). Our model can

only predict a restricted class of solutions which in the

case of the non-rotating basins have no longitudinal nodal

lineo

In the following, it will be shown how eigenmodes are

determined. As previously indicated, it is convenient to

assume a solution of the form

*) There is a one to one correspondence between the modes in
the rotating case and those in the non-rotating case. The
latter are characterized by the pair of integers (m,n) re
presenting the number of longitudinal and transversal no
dal lines, respectively (see Appendix B).
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~(o) = Zo cesh As ces wt, ~(l) = Zl sinh As sin wt,

vIO) = Uo sinh As sin wt, v(l) = Ul cesh As ces wt, (4.31)
s s

vIO) = Va sinh As ces wt, vIl) = VI cesh As sin wt.n n
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Figure 14 Zones for characteristic eigenmode types (Poin
caré- and Ke1vin-type). Dashed 1ine represents
the first Ke1vin mode (1,0) and the dashed-poin
ted 1ine the first possib1e Poincaré mode (9,0).
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The selection of the hyperbolic functions, on the other

hand, is such that the antisymmetrical tide emerges. For the

symmetrical tide cosh AS and sinh AS would have to be inter

changed.

Substitution of (4.31) into the governing system of equa

tions (4.7) again yields a homogeneous linear system of

equations for the amplitude Zo' •.. , Vl' It possesses non

trivial solutions, provided that

O. (4.32)

where
(4.33)

This is the same relation as obtained for exponential

type waves (4.29). The free amplitudes can be determined up

to a free constant. In this case the axial velocity, which

will be needed later on, reads

In what follows we shall demonstrate the solution of the

eigenvalue problem by means of the approximate Kelvin-type

waves as treated in section 4.a)s).

In order to have perfect reflection at the channel ends,

the above boundary layer solution must be combined with the

previously determined Kelvin-type wave solution (4.16). Thus,

Kelvin + L hyperbolic(+ L )
v s (-2,n,t) +vs -:z,n,t

According to (4.16) and (4.34) we then have

o .

o .

(4.35)

(4.36)

Equations (4.32) and (4.36) together allow, in principle,

the determination of the eigenfrequency. Indeed, for a given
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length L of the rectangle and for prescribed y, these equa

tions determine the unknowns r and a.

Numerical solutions of Equations (4.32) and (4.36) have

been calculated and a selection of results is given in Fig

ure 15. This figure displays the first eigenfrequency a as

a function of the rotational speed y for a square and for

rectangles, 4 times and 16 times longer than their width.
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(\1

o

MUE= 1

o
o'+---~---r---r------.---.-----r---r----'---r----l

O. 2. 4. 6. 8. 10.
GAMMA

Figure 15 First eigenfrequency a for a square and rectangles,
4 and 16 times longer than wide, plotted against
the rotation speed y.

We see that for elongated rectangular basins the (1,0)

eigenfrequency is fairly insensitive to the rotational speed.

Higher eigenfrequencies could also be determined, but the

corresponding analysis is not presented. For completeness

the inertial mode is shown in Figure 15, for it is also an

eigenfrequency of the system.
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b) Ring shaped basin

As a second example to test the channel model, a ring sha

ped basin will be analysed. Such a basin will give a means

of estimating the significance of curvature terms. Kelvin

type waves and wave solutions of the full first-order system

will be deterrnined.

The governing channel equations are Equations (4.4) and

(4.5) which,in this form,are valid for arbitrarily curved

channels with arbitrary cross sections. When specialized for

constant curvature and rectangular cross section, they may

be written as

where

and

y

o

(1;(0) , 1; (1) ,

(4.37)

(4.38)

a H_a_ -d....Lat as o at o o

a a _d_d_
gas at -f o fdat

o f
a

-fd _d_a_
at g at

~R (4.39)
-d-L a ao -H e- eH- dHat at as

o _d_a_ fd
a a

eg- e---at -feat as

o -fd _d_a_ -gd +fe
a

e-at at

in which

1 B2 1 B2
d: R;;;- ° 12 = -e e: (4.40)

Rm 12

where Rm is the radius of curvature of the channel axis as

defined in Equation (2.21) •
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a) Kelvin-type waves

As shown by means of the two dimensional equations in

section 2.b), the Kelvin-type waves in a ring shaped basin

have a non-vanishing radial velocity component. For narrow

or weakly curved canals, however, transverse velocities can

not assume appreciable values.

The essential parameter characterizing the geometry of

ring shaped canals is the aspect ratio as defined in Equation

(2.22), namely
Ba =--

2Rm '

For a = 1 the circular basin is obtained, and as a decrea

ses, channels will be narrower, or less and less curved.

On the basis of experience with the straight channel, we

will assume that Kelvin-type waves have the form

(4.41 )

thus transverse velocities are ignored and, consequently,

the transverse momentum equations in (4.37) must be omitted.

F is an unspecified differentiable function and c the phase

speed.

Substituting Equation (4.41) into the appropriately re

duced system (4.37) yields a homogeneous system of equations

for the free amplitudes Zo' Uo ' ZI' Ul' which possesses non

trivial solutions, provided that its determinant vanishes.

The vanishing of the determinant then yields an expression

for the phase speed, which reads

1=---
1 + a

-/3
(4.42)

and is also the dimensionless frequency O as previously in

troduced. Evidently, and as already noted in section 2.b)a),

there are two values for c (or o) depending on whether the

wave is progressing in the clockwise (positive sign) or anti

clockwise (negative sign) direction. The two frequencies lie
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aboye and below the Kelvin frequency of a straight channel

and approach the latter as a'" O.

~) Wave solutions of the full first order system

For the full system (4.37), solutions of the form

~ = 1:0 exp{ i ( K S + wt)} ,

yield again a homogeneous system of equations for the ampli

tude ~o with w as eigenvalue for given K. The evaluation of

the characteristic equation is very elaborate, but routine

and the dispersion relation then reads

2
{ 2 { 2 3 2} -2.v4 +(1-V

2
) }.o4- 2'Y' (1-V) +V

v2

in which

2
+ {y4. (1_\12)3 +y2. (1-V

2
) _v4_v2_2+~}·o2

v2 v2

+ {y3. (\)2-1-2'V4 ) +2'y, (1-v 2)}o.

2 (1_\)2)2
-y .~= O,

\12

(4.43)

w
0=--,

KIgH
Y =_f__

K;gH'
(4.44)

In the following,the dispersion relation (4.43) will be

numerically exploited and results will be compared with

those obtained from the two-dimensional formulation of sec

tion 2.b). In a first set of numerical calculations,Equation

(4.43) was solved for a fixed value of the aspect ratio

a = 0.5, for values of y between O and 3. Figure 16 shows the

results for O < y < 0.55. The solid lines represent the real

solutions to Equation (4.43), representing Poincaré- and

Kelvin-type as well as inertial-type wave motion. As in the

rectangular basin, the inertial-type motion is a solution
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A=OaS
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GAMMA

Figure 16 Dimensionless free wave frequency C1 in a ring
shaped canal, plotted against the rotation speed
GAMMA = Y = f/K,IgH' between O and 0.55 for the aspect
ratio A = a = B/2R = 0.5. Solid lines represent the
approximate solutions. Dashed lines show the
approximate solutions ignoring curvature. The 50

lutions of the two-dimensional tidal operator are
indicated by the letters R+ and R-, the former for
a counter clockwise traveling wave, the latter for
a clockwise motion (R if the difference of the two
is not visible on the graph).

since the exact boundary conditions are not fulfilled in the

approximate canal modelo Each of the clockwise and anticlock

wise motions leads to pairs of frequencies. Figure 16 also con

tains the results for the approximate solution of a straight

channel*). These solutions are shown as dashed lines. Except

for the Poincaré-type wave they lie between the two ring solu-

*) The ratio ~ = L/B of the corresponding straight rectangle
is related to the aspect ratio a by

~ =~ a where
~ TI '

n = 1,(2,3, ... )
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tions. Figure 16 (and subsequent figures) also contain re

sults of the two-dimensional theory. These solutions are in

dicated by the letters R+, R and R-, the former for counter

clockwise rotating waves, the latter for a clockwise motion

and R if the difference of the two is not visible on the

graph. Although the dispersion relation (2.24) is only val id

if (] '1 y, the numerical evaluation of this relation seemed to

always have the root (] = y.

For Kelvin-type waves the approximate and the exact solu

tions agree reasonably well; for Poincaré-type waves the dif

ferences are larger, but relative errors stay below 12%. In

view of the fact that the straight channel solution al so has a

relative error of comparable magnitude, compared with the cor

responding two-dimensional solution, we should not conclude

;--------R---------"R'"-------R""-- ----- 'R"----

A=Og5

o
w
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a:::
I..L
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::s:: 0.5 1.0 1.5

GAMMA
2.0 3.0

Figure 17 Dimensionless free wave frequency (] in a ring shaped
canal, plotted against the rotation speed y between
O and 3. O for the aspect ratio a = 0.5 (further expla
nation see Figure 16).
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that the latter is superior for the description of curved

channels. The results, however, clearly indicate that as far

as frequencies are concerned, the straight channel equations

appear to be sufficiently accurate. Nevertheless it is in

teresting to observe that the channel model exhibits the

same features as the two dimensional theory, when curvature

is included, giving frequency pairs for each type of wave.

Similar results are also shown in Figure 17, but now for

O < y ~ 3. For values of y larger than 3 no special behaviour

occurs. It is interesting to observe that in the transition

zone near y = 1, two frequency solutions cannot be real for a

given wave number K. This is no surprise after all, since in

this region there can be no purely oscillating solutions in

the straight channel. This was already observed in Figure 3.

Figure 18 displays the same results for a fixed rotational

-.J
a:
z
5,,-
ow
a...
a:
I
(f) n

t:l
Z......
cr:
a:
z'"......

GAMMA Oc 5

A

Figure 18 Dimensionless free wave frequency cr in a ring
shaped canal, plotted against the aspect ratio a
between O and 0.55 for the rotation speed y = 0.5
(further explanations see Figure 16).
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speed y = 0.5, for values of a from O to 0.55. Qualitatively,

results are similar to Figure 16. In order to test how the

approximate frequency compares with the exact one at higher

values of the aspect ratio, calculations were repeated for

O < a < 1 (remember that a = 1 corresponds to a full circle).

For y = 0.5 the corresponding resul ts are depicted in Figure

19. It can clearly be recognized that approximate frequen

cies are insufficiently accurate for basins approaching the

full circle. Further calculations indicate that the smaller

y the better the approximation.
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Figure 19 Dimensionless free wave frequency a in a ring
shaped canal plotted against the aspect ratio a,
between O and 1, for the rotation speed y = 0.5
(further explanation see Figure 16).
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this chapter the governing equations derived in chap

ter 1, were specialized for particular shape function re

presentations, ignoring turbulence. Zero and first order

channel models were then deduced and it was shown that the

former represents a natural extension of the classical

Chrystal equation. The latter was used for an analysis of

the wave motion in two idealized basins; for straight rec

tangular canals of rectangular cross section and secondly,

for ring shaped canals of rectangular cross section.

These idealized basins play important roles for under

standing fluid motion in natural basins since they often

give good approximations for these basins and give informa

tion on the structure and characteristic behaviour of their

motion. Furthermore, when compared with the two dimensional

equations, they provide clear indications of the accuracy

of channel models and thus serve to calibrate numerical

procedures.

Kelvin-, Poincaré- and inertial-type waves were shown to

exist in the channel model, proving its utility for describ

ing the wave response of elongated basins. The analysis for

the ring shaped model proved,that as far as frequency is

concerned, in the realistic domain of rotational speeds and

as~ect ratios, curvature seems to be of minar importance.

Generally, the approximate models prove to be capable of

modelling fluid motion in elongated basins accurately enough,

so that they may now be subjected to numerical procedures

for application to natural basins.
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III. NUMERICAL TESTS OF A CHANNEL MODEL

l. INTRODUCTION

In Chapter II the suitability of a channel model for

describing wave motion in idealized flat-bottomed basins was

demonstrated. Here we proceed to subject a particular channel

model to numerical treatment. Attention will be mainly

focused on free surface gravitational oscillations or

surface seiches, but we will also briefly study forced

vibrational motion representing a storm surge modelo The

purpose of this Chapter is to present the key steps of a

numerical procedure for the solution of the channel model

describing the free oscillations and forced vibration in

elongated lakes.

Calculations were carried out for the eastern basin of

the Lake of Lugano since, at present, this is the only lake

where our laboratory has precisely measured water levels

around the lake. The water level measurements were carried

out as part of an extensive measuring campaign during the

summer months of 1979, in a joint program with the Istituto

cantonal e Tecnico-Sperimentale (Lugano).

The internal oscillations or internal seiches (i.e.

oscillations of the thermocline) will not be analysed

because, at present, the vertical-profile time-series are

still being processed. The rotational modes of oscillation

in an homogeneous basin are also not treated because field

experiments were done in summer when the lake was thermally

stratified and the channel equations, as presented below,

are not suitable to simulate these rotational modes. The

equations will always include the effect of gravity waves
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which must be filtered out to enable numerical procedures to

identify the rotational modes.

2. THE TWO-POINT BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM

Bearing in mind the analytical tests of Chapter II, the

appropiate equations governing a numerical channel model are

the longitudinal and transverse momentum equations (I.4.25)

and (I.4.26), the continuity equation (1.4.24) and the

kinematical boundary condition at the bottom (I.4.23). These

equations, complemented by initial conditions and appropiate

boundary conditions at the channel ends, will allow

determination of surface elevation and velocity

distributions either resulting from external forces or as

free oscillations. Internal friction will be neglected but,

for forced vibrations, bottom friction will be included. The

resulting model may thus be suitable for handling storm

surges.

The relevant equations are

aVs aS
P ( c·--'::'- - f· C'V - g' e.-) + R'v + ps* - w ºo 1- at 1- -n o-as 1- -s 0- 1-s -

aVn
pO(19'~t- + f· C·V + g' e". ·s) + R'v + pn* - w 9- o 1- -s 1-'I'n _ 1- _n 1- 1-n - (2.1 )

HS'V + HN·v - H'v0 __s 1- _n 1--z º
where the coefficient matrices and forcing vectors are given

in Chapter I by formulas (I.4.10),(1.4.11),(1.4.12) and

(1.4.15) •
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Also in these equations, the convective terms in the

momentum equations have been omitted. In other words

Equations (2.1) describe the linear response to atmospheric

disturbances, or, by neglecting forcing terms and bottom

friction, the free oscillation in a lake.

harmonicSubsequently,

Accordingly, the

forcing terms in

responses

time dependency of

Equation (2.1),

will be assumed.

all variables and

will have the form

t=to*exp(iwt), where t represents either ~s , Yn , Yz , § ,

Oes* l~s l~n*' or l~n and ~O is a complex amplitude

vector. The following equations are written for these

amplitudes only and the index will be dropped. When the

harmonic representations ~ ~Oexp(iwt) are substituted

into Equations (2.1) a complex valued set of equations is

obtained. When matrix notation is applied this system has

the form

dy
Q' d; + ~.~ + e'x ~s

(2.2)

The first equation is a set of ordinary differential

equations and the second equation is algebraico In these

equations ~ and y are the complex vectors

T
x = (;:n' ;:Z) • (2.3)
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E are the following matrices

.P
g' e]0-

°

B =
[

R+i'W' e1- 1-

~
as

(2.4)

Finally, !s and !n are the known forcing vectors

o 1 ( * 2)T,
Ñ = -P 1ws - oPs ,-s o - -

(2.5)

The only boundary conditions for the above variables,

that are physically relevant for a closed basin are those at

the channel ends where the longitudinal velocity must

vanish. In terms of the vector ~ this can be described as

follows

(~' 2) y = ° at s = 0, L (2.6)

where the longitudinal coordinate s is assumed to run from

s=9 (one end of the channel) to s=L (at the other end of the

channel) and ! represents a unit square matrix. With the

assumed periodic response, initial conditions have been

eliminated since the problem has been transformed to an

improperly posed initial value problem.

The above formulation is general for no assumptions
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regarding the number of terms occurring in the expansions of

the variables have, thus far, been invoked. Explicit

calculations are, however, restricted to the same number of

shape functions for all variables and to shape functions

which only vary in the transverse direction. These

restrictions may be justified by the fact that, firstly, all

seiche models based on the linear tidal equations operate on

this level and we are interested in a comparison of our

results with these models, secondly, because for storm

surges one is mainly interested in surface elevations rather

than the vertical velocity distribution and, thirdly, such a

procedure can be generalized to a multilayer system.

With the choice of shape functions varying only with

transerve coordinates, the matrix l~Wz in Equation (2.4) is

identical to zero since there is no vertical dependence on

the shape functions. As consequence the kinematical

bottom-boundary conditions, equations (2.1)4' are separate

from the remaining equations and transform into prediction

equations for the vertical velocities once horizontal

velocities are known. This means that the coupling between

the differential equations (2.2)1 and the algebraic

equations (2.2)2 is only by the transverse velocities ~n'

Thus, when solving the differential equations (2.2)1' only

the algebraic system

[ f, e
1-

~(w - pn*)
Po 1_n 1-

(2.7)

has to be considered.

Furthermore, as in Chapter 11, the common Galerkin

procedure is adopted and thus

<1> = W= <I>(n) , (2.8)

where n is the transverse coordinate. As shown later on,
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submatrices in Equation (2.4) are symmetric and

positive definite with this procedure.

The Equations (2.2) and (2.6) consti tute a two-po int

boundary value problem with separable boundary conditions

but, as stated aboye, it is not in standard form for in

Equation (2.2) the ordinary differential equations are mixed

with algebraic equations. However, reduction to standard

form is accomplished by solving the algebraic equations

(2.7) for ~n; substituting the result into the ordinary

differential equation and solving for ~'. By using the

Galerkin procedure the matrix ~t is always nonsingular

provided that the channel cross-section does not vanish. The

algebraic system always has a unique solution. Further, the

cross-sectional submatrix O~ appearing in the matrix ~ is

positive definite as a function of cross-section so that y'

may also be determined uniquely. Therefore, in the

subsequent analysis, we assume that the two-point boundarv

value problem is in the standard form of

y'(s) = ~(s,w)oy(s) + g(s,w) ,

!!oy(ü) ü

(2.9)

(2.10 )

(2.11)

For a N-term expansion the dependent variable ~ has the

dimension 2*N. The matrix F is then a square complex matrix

of dimension 2*N which depends not only on the

cross-sectional coefficients but also on the frequency of

oscillation, w. Formally, ~ can be expressed as

-1 [ -1 ]f(s,w) = -pes) ~(s,w) -~l(s)o(~l(s,w)) o~(s) (2.12 )

The complex forcing vector 9 has dimension 2*N and

depends on the frequency of oscillation w, which appears in
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the forcing vector after solving the a1gebraic system for

~n. Forma11y, 9 reads

(2.13 )

The boundary matrix H is a rectangular matrix with N rows

and 2*N co1umns

!! = (!. Q) (2.14)

There are severa1 methods for solving the separable two

point boundary va1ue prob1em as described by Equations

(2.9)-(2.11). The method se1ected here is the shooting or

initia1 va1ue approach. Reasons for this choice are

described in the next section.

3. NUMERICAL PROCEDURES FOR SOLVING THE TWO-POINT BOUNDARY

VALUE PROBLEM

It shou1d first be emphasized that the choice of the

a1gorithm to solve the two - point boundary va1ue prob1em

(2.9)-(2.11) was aimed exc1usive1y at reso1ving the free

surface osci11ation (or surface seiche) prob1em. As

mentioned, the free oscil1ation prob1em is described by

Equations (2.9)-(2.11) when the forcing and friction terms

are neg1ected. The prob1em consists of ca1cu1ating

eigenva1ues and the associated eigenfunctions. An infinite

number of such osci11ations may occur in a natural 1ake but

we are on1y interested in the first few modes. On1y primary

modes are investigated because osci11ations of this type

have the lowest frequencies and are the modes that are most

1ike1y to be excited in a natural 1ake. Futhermore, for such

osci11ations we can make fair1y good estimates as to where

the eigenva1ues 1ie, as a resu1t of Merian's formula
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k·7f ~
WJt =-L-· "g·H (3.1)

where wk is an estimate of the k-th mode of oscillation, L

the length of the channel-like lake, H a medium depth of the

lake and 9 the acceleration due to gravity.

Reviews of methods for solving two-point boundary value

problems are given by Aktas and Stetter (1977) and Childs

(1979). Among the methods for solving eigenvalue problems of

this kind, may be found the matrix methods and the shooting

methods, see Gary and Helgason (1979).

In the matrix methods the differential equations are

discretized using finite differences, finite elements,

collocation methods or spectral expansions leading to an

algebraic system which may be assumed, for simplicity, to be

of standard algebraic eigenvalue form

L - w·l = O· (3.2)

This problem may be solved with standard algorithms.

There are two broad classes of algorithms for solving this

eigenvalue problem; namely global and local methods. Global

methods such as the QR-algorithms calculate all eigenvalues

without requiring estimates. They are very reliable but need

a large amount of computer memory and are thus less suitable

for large numbers of first order ordinary differential

equations such as those described by Equations (2.9)-(2.11).

Furthermore, if finite differences or finite elements are

used, the QR-algorithms can not take advantage of the banded

structure of the matrix ~. The local solution algorithms

such as power and inverse power methods, can compute single

eigenvalues of (3.2) but require initial estimates for

eigenvalues. When the matrix L is banded they can take

advantage of this structure. If the matrix method is used
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these local methods are convenient for we can give estimates

for the eigenvalues.

The shooting method is, in the above sense, a local

method. The ordinary differential equations describing the

two-point boundary va1ue prob1em are integrated as an

initial value prob1em, assuming an initia1 guess for the

eigenva1ue w. with an initia1 value of y that satisfles the

initial conditions (2.10) the ordinary differentia1

equations are integrated to the other end of the interval

(in our case s=L). The solution at this end point, which is

a function of w, wil1 general1y not fulfi11 the boundary

conditions (2.11) and an error R(w) wlll existe With a

rootflnder method,the estimated eigenva1ue w is varied with

a particular iteration strategy unti1 R(w)~0,which gives one

of the eigenvalues of Equations (2.9)-(2.11). Shooting

methods have the advantage that they need very 1itt1e

computer storage and sophisticated algorithms for solving

initial value problems, and standard rootfinder algorithms

may be used. At first sight this appears to be the simp1est

method for solving the separable linear two-point elgenva1ue

problem (2.9)-(2.11). The only points which cou1d cause

problems are: the choice of the lteration function and, for

initial guesses of eigenva1ues, which rootflnder a1gorithms

will converge to solutions.

One goal of this research is to show, at least for

surface seiches, the relationship between the one

dimensional equations of Chrystal and the direct two

dimensional approach of discretizing both horizontal

dimensions, at one step, with equal weight or importance.

Krauss (1973) recommended the shooting method for solving

Chrystal's equation. The described approach gives more

importance (or freedom) to the longitudinal direction of the
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1ake and the lowest order equations for the free oscillation

are equivalent to the Chrystal equation (11.3.17).

In consideration of the above, the shooting method of

analysis was chosen.

4. THE SHOOTING METHOD FOR THE LINEAR TWO-POINT BOUNDARY

VALUE PROB LEM

The shooting method may be applied to the linear two

point boundary value problem of Equations (2.9)-(2.11) by

superposition of independent solutions which fulfill the

boundary conditions (2.19). In this case the solution may be

expressed as

y(s) (4.1)

where the vectors ~i(s) of dimension 2*N are linearly

independent solutions of the homogeneous system of equations

(2.8), namely :

(4.2)

These solutions are computed by integrating Equation

(4.2) as an initial value problem fulfilling the homogeneous

boundary conditions (2.19).

The vector ~(s) of dimension 2*N is a particular solution

of (2.9), namely ,

(4.3)

which also satisfies the boundary conditions (2.10) and is

constructed by integrating Equation (4.3) as an initial

value problem.
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The ci's are constants of superposition in the

superposition equation (4.1). In matrix notation the

superposition formula (4.1) may be written as

y(s) = U(s)'c+w(s) (4.4)
..... .... ........

where the rectangular matrix ~(s) with 2*N rows and N

columns, has as columns the linearly independent solutions

~i(s) and is called the set of base functions (Scott and

Watts (1975)). The matrix ~(s) is not the complementary

function of the classical superposition method since it has

not the complete set of solutions to the homogeneous problem

as (2*N) columns but only as many of these solutions (N in

our case) as are necessary to satisfy the second boundary

condition (2.11).

The vector 2 of dimension N, is obtained by requiring

that the solution y satisfies the second boundary condition

(2.11) at s=L. This may be expressed as

leading to the linear system of equations.

(4.5)

The square matrix ª*~(L) of dimension N plays a key role

in the solution of the two-point boundary value problem. The

matrix ~(L), although not expressed explicitly in the

previous outline, depends on the frequency of oscillation w

as can be clearly seen from Equation (4.2). For better

understanding we write explicitly

~.º(L) = ~'º(L,w)

If the matrix ~*~(L,W) is non-singular, the unknown

vector ~ may be determined uniquely for the known right hand

side -ª*~(L) and the solution ~(s) may be computed using
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Equation (4.4).

Formally, for the case of free oscillations, the

inhomogeneous solution ~(s) is identical to zero since the

forcing -term 9 is dropped. The system of equations (4.5) is

homogeneous, it has non-trivial solutions only if the matrix

~*~(L,w) is singular. For a lake of fixed length L, the

matrix ~*~(L,w) will be singular only for certain well

defined values of the frequency w, i.e. the eigenfrequencies

or eigenvalues of the problem.

oifferent criteria exist for deciding whether a matrix is

singular or noto In this case the criterion is the error

function R(w) introduced in the last Section. It may be

defined, for example, as the determinant of the matrix which

is theoretically zero when the matrix is singular, or as the

smallest singular value (or values) of a singular value

decomposition which is theoretically zero when the matrix is

singular. Further details and an excellent discussion of

these aspects of the problem are given by Lord, Scott and

Watts (1979).

5. NUMERICAL INTEGRATION BY THE SHOOTING METHOO

a) The Associated Real System of Equations

We have seen in Section 2, that the assumed periodic

solution in time leads to the complex valued problem

(2.9)-(2.11). A direct attack on this problem would require

the use of complex arithmetic but there are several reasons

why it is better not to do this.

Firstly, a look at the matrices (2.4) involved in the
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system (2.9)-(2.11) reveals that only a few terms are

complex beca use all the submatrices as defined in Chapter I

are real (formulas (I.4.llIl),(I.4.11),(I.4.12) and (I.4.15».

The imaginary terms only arise with the terms involved in

the time derivatives of the Equations (2.1). Thus, many

imaginary parts of the complex system are zero and complex

arithmetic would be quite inefficient.

Secondly, most of the available software for numerical

integration of initial value problems is written for real

systems. Thus, this software could not be used for a direct

attack on the complex system (2.9)-(2.11). As a consequence,

a great deal of tedious, suplementary programming would need

to be undertaken to effectively handle the complex

arithmetic.

For the above reasons, the complex valued system

(2.9)-(2.11) is transformed to an associated real system. It

is convenient, as we will see below, to choose the

associated real system so that the real parts of the

solution vector ~ are grouped together in a subvector and

the imaginary parts in another subvector. This may be

achieved by splitting the vectors y and 9 and the matrix F

in the differential equation (2.9), into real and imaginary

parts to obtain :

(5.1)

The additional letters r and i refer to the real and

imaginary parts of the original complex variables. Grouping

all real and all imaginary parts gives :
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Comparing real and imaginary parts, thus yields

Y~' ~ 'YE + F2l'Y~ + g~ .

In more compact notation

(Y~)' = (F¡l -~) .(Y~) + (g~)
Y?; ~ F¡l Y?; g?:

(5.2)

This is the real system associated to the complex system

(2.9) that will be used for the numerical integration.

Equation (5.2) is a system of 2*(2*N)=4*N equations but, as

proven by Watts, Scott and Lord (1979), it is necessary to

integrate only half of the equations to obtain the necessary

set of base solutions for the problem. This reduces both

computational effort and storage requirements. The reason

for this is that the first N columns of the set of base

solutions have the form (~,VJ) and the last N columns of

the set have the form HU,U,]) which is not a linear

combination of the first N columns but is explicitly

associated with the first N columns.

The complex boundary conditions (2.1e) and (2.11) are

transformed in the same way as the ordinary differential

equations (2.9) and read

i'or s = O, L (5.3)
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b) Mathematically unstable system, use of the SUPORT

computer package

The first free oscillation solutions to Equations (5.2)

with boundary conditions (5.3) were found for a

flat-bottomed rectangular and ring-shaped basin with a ratio

of length to width that varied between 1 and 5. The results

were very encouraging but when the program was applied to

the Lake of Lugano it was found that a full set of results

could only be obtained using one shape function in the

transverse direction. Only the higher oscillation modes

could be found using two shape functions.

The problem was that sorne of the homogeneous solutions

grew very fast assuming very large positive and negative

values while others remained quite small. Thus, it was

impossible to use superposition to construct a solution that

would satisfy the final boundary condition since the

superposition coefficients could not be computed accurately

enough even if the rootfinder had found a 'solution'.

As a result, much time was spent searching for potential

errors and trying different initial value integrators,

different criteria for the final boundary conditions and

different rootfinders. The actual reason for the failure is

quite

with

simple and probably well known to numerical analysts

experience in ordinary differential equations. The

problem can be classified as mathematically unstable and an

explanation is given below.

The local behaviour of the linear differential equation

at a point So (e.g. Equation (4.2)),

y' (5) (5.4)
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may be characterized by the eigenvalues Al (assumed to be

distinct for all i=I, ••• ,2*N) of the matrix ~(s). (These Al

should not be confused with the eigenvalues of the problem

(2.9)-(2.11) ). If we consider F to be constant in an

interval of s near sO, the general solution is given by

2·N Ai'(S-so)
y( s) = E cxi . e . 1\ ' (5.5)

i=l -
where the Al are contants determined essentially by the

values of y at So and the ~l are normed eigenvectors of ~

associated with the Al.

Arranging the eigenvalues in ascending order according to

their real parts, RE(Al)< •••• <Re(A2N)' will assist the

analysis. For sufficiently large values of s-sO the solution

will be entirely dominated by the contribution of A2N in the

superposition formula (5.5) and the remaining contribution,

particularly that from the first few eigenvalues, will be

lost and further tracing of these will not be possible. The

other effect, which is apparent from Equation (5.5), is that

even very small errors in cx2N will grow exponentially. For

sufficiently large s-sO these errors can be very much

greater than the total contribution of the first few

eigenvalues.

The differential equation (2.9) (or the associated real

system (5.2)) has eigenvalues whose real parts can be very

different from each other (the spectral width of the

eigenvalue spectrum can be large), see Appendix D, and this

is why the superposition difficulties were encountered. A

way to overcome such difficulties is to divide the interval

[B,L] of the two-point boundary value problem into a number

of subintervals which are sufficiently small so that the
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may be computed with sufficient accuracy

the solutions of each interval at the

However, quoting from Scott and Watts (1976) who refer to

nonlinear boundary value problems : ••• 'Even then, obtaining

a solution can be nontrivial and time consuming due to

inherent mathematical instabilities or the sensitive nature

of the problem. This puts a real burden on the engineer or

scientist who may not have a great deal of training in

numerical analysis. In order to alleviate many of the costs

and frustrations involved in the solution of such problems,

we have been developing a systematized collection of codes

which are easy to use, reliable, and efficient'. For this

reason it was decided to use the SUPORT software package

(SUPerposition coupled with ORThonormalization) which is

based on Scott and Watts findings.

The SUPORT package was primarily designed to solve by an

initial value integration process, unstable linear two-point

boundary value problems and problems strongly sensitive to

initial conditions. The SUPORT package contains the SUPORT

code to solve the two-point boundary value problems, SUPORE

code to solve eigenvalue problems and SUPORQ code to solve

nonlinear problems in connection with quasilinearization.

The SUPORT package uses the superposition technique,

tried in the early calculations of Section 4,and overcomes

the difficulty of independent superposition solutions

becoming linearly (or almost linearly) dependent by

orthonormalization. The set of base functions and the

inhomogeneous solution are orthonormalized each time these

solutions are in danger of becoming linearly dependent.

Thus, the interval of the two-point boundary value problem
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is divided into smaller intervals where the solutions may be

computed as linearly independent, in order to be able to

employ the superposition formula (4.1) and to obtain a

well-conditioned

coefficients ~ can

equation (4.5) •

system of equations at

With this technique

be accurately computed.

the final boundary

the superposition

The algorithm uses a two-pass process. In the first pass,

solutions are integrated until the criteria for linear

dependence

a point

functions

with the

dictates that orthonormalization is necessary at

Sj and integration is interrupted. The set of base

and the particular solution are orthonormalized

modified Gram-Schmidt procedure. With these

linearly independent orthonormal solutions as initial values

the integration proceeds in the next subinterval until the

linear dependence criteria again dictates that

orthonorm·alization . is nessary at point Sj+l and the process

is repeated until the final boundary point is reached. Thus

the solution in the subinterval S€(Sj,Sj+l) is represented

by the superposition formula

(5.6)

At Sj+l the Gram-Schmidt procedure determines the initial

solutions ~j+l(Sj+l) and ~j+l(Sj+l) for the next subinterval

as

with

w·+1 (s. 1) = w.(s. 1) - u. 1(s. 1)'~' 1 '-J J+ -J J+ -J+ J+ -J+ (5.7)

where the inhomogeneous solution ~j+l has been set as the

orthonormal complement of ~j+l. The matrix ~j is an upper
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triangular matrix containing information of the Gram-Schmidt

procedure. The upper triangular matrix ~j and the vector fj+l

are sto red for all orthonormalization points. In the second

(backward) pass, after computing the superposition

coefficients at the final boundary point L (Equation (4.5»,

the superposition coefficients ~j-l are computed by the

recursive formula

(5.8)

which ensures the continuity of the solution y between the

subintervals.

The solution is computed at the required output points by

Equation (5.6) using the coefficients obtained from (5.8)

and the set of base solutions and particular solution sto red

in the forward sweep.

For further details on this procedure see Scott and Watts

(1975), Scott and Watts (1976), Darlow, Scott and Watts

(1977a), Darlow, Scott and Watts (1977b), Scott and Watts

(1977), Lord and Watts (1978), Lord, Scott and Watts (1979),

Watts, Scott and Lord (1979).

c) Technical alternatives used with SUPORT

The associated real system (5.2)-(5.3) of the original

two -point boundary value problem (2.8)-(2.11) was used for

the Lake of Lugano analysis. There is no preferable

direction of integration because both boundary conditions

are identical and because the spectral width of the

eigenvalue spectrum of the differential equations is

approximately the same in both directions of integration,

see Appendix D.
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Computations were undertaken on the CDC

6400/6500/CYBER174 tri-machine system at the E.T.R. in

Zurich. Since many output points were required for plotting

purposes and the program length, including system routines,

is quite large (about 25000 words), disk storage was used

for the homogeneous and inhomogeneous solutions at the

output points and for storing orthonormalization

information.

The work array storage estimation formula given in the

SUPORT package overestimated the required storage necessary

for this problem because a complex structured problem needs

only about 50% of the storage required by the same problem

if declared as real (for the Runge-Kutta integrator 50%, and

for the Adams integrator 55% are safe estimates).

The integration procedure was carried out with quite low

accuracy, about 1.E-02 to 1.E-04, as this was found to be

sufficient for the problem.

Preliminary calculations for the free oscillations in a

rectangular and a ring-shaped basin with flat bottom showed

that the Adams code STEPl for integration was about twice as

fast as the Runge-Kutta Fehlberg code RKF. The Runge-Kutta

code was more efficient for frequencies aboye the inertial

frequency, especially when orthogonal and orthonormal shape

functions (see Section 7) were used, because of the cheaper

function evaluation. (The Runge-Kutta Fehlberg code, see

Shampine and Watts (1976), uses a fourth order Fehlberg

method with local extrapolation to achieve fifth order). The

efficiency of the Adams code was penalized by frequent

orthonormalizations required by sorne problems in Lake of

Lugano. (The Adams code, see Shampine and Gordon (1975), is

a variable order (from 1 to 12) predictor-corrector scheme
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with local extrapolation (PECE scheme) using as predictor

the explicit Adams-Basforth formulas of order k and as

corrector the implicit Adams-Moulton formulas of order k+l,

and thus has to build up the step size and order of the

formulas after each break-orthonormalization point). However

the Adams code was used for frequencies below the inertial

frequency where the system becomes stiff, see Appendix C.

For the free oscillation calculations in the Lake of

Lugano the Mueller rootfinder MULLR was used. Each

evaluation of the eigenvalue iteration function was quite

expensive (and a minimum of 3 functions evaluations was

required) but the quadratic convergence of the Mueller

rootfinder usually brought about convergence before 5

the deleted equation. This will not be

the estimated eigenvalue is not the 'true'

so defining an iteration function R(w) •

may appear if the particlar choice of the

leads to a singular reduced system, or if the

function evaluations. The quasi-Newton code QNE~VP was much

slower (sometimes it did not converge) and the

secant/interval halving code ZEROBP could not be used for no

interval with changing sign of the iteration function could

be determined a priori. Choosing the determinant as the

eigenvalue iteration function gave poorer results than the

boundary equation. This method essentially entails fixing

arbitrarily one component of the coefficient vector c in the

homogeneous system (4.4), to delete the corresponding row,

while the corresponding column is set as the right hand side

of the reduced system of equations to solve this reduced

system for the remaining components of 2 and to replace all

components in

fulfilled if

eigenvalue,

(Difficulties

component of 2

eigenvalue is multiple, see Lord, Scott and Watts (1979».

Error tolerances for the rootfinder were usually set to be

l~ times lower than the error tolerances for integration
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process.

It was found that the a1gorithm faiIed for Iower

frequencies of osciIIation when using the defauIt vaIue of

the exponential parameter in the orthonormalization test

(IEXP=9). The orthonormalization test checks if the norms of

the new orthogonal set of solutions are smaIIer than a small

vaIue e times the norms of the old set of solutions. If this

happens, orthonormalization must be carried out. This is

based on the fact that a vector which is linearIy dependent

on the others will be turned into a zero vector through the

orthogonalization procedure. In the program,

e=I.E-(K+IEXP) where K=9.5*(computer wordlength)

If the exponential parameter IEXP is reduced, a more

severe orthonormalization test will be carried out. Thus,

for frequencies of osciIIation around the first

gravitational mode, the exponential parameter was reduced to

IEXP=-3, so that many more orthonormalizations were

preformed in these cases to obtain successful solutions.

The solution of the differential equation (5.2) reveaIed

that with an increasing number of shape functions (for N

shape functions there will be 4*N differential equations)

the number of orthonormalization points increased

drasticaIIy as shown by TabIe 1 and Appendix D.

If we consider the number of orthonormalization points as

a measure of how unstabIe the differential equations are,

TabIe I shows that with an increasing number of shape

functions the system becomes highIy unstabIe. The

consequences of a great number of orthonormalization points

are : more computer time is required for orthonormalization,

more storage is necessary for the orthonormalization
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Tab1e 1 Number of shape functions and the resu1tin~ number
of orthonorma1ization points for the 4th mode of oscl11ation
(see Section 7) using the defau1t exponentia1 parameter for
the orthonorma1ization test. Distances are measured a10ng
the axis of the 1ake from the Me1ide dam.

number of number of number of
shape orthonorma1ization orthonorma1ization

functions points points between 5 and
5.5 Km from Me1ide

1 - -
2 3 -
3 7 1
4 16 7
5 87 72

information and the Adams integrator is 1ess efficient.

Consequent1y, the considerable increase in the number of

e1ementary operations not on1y increases computing time but

a1so resu1ts in a 1055 of accuracy.

Limited use was made of pre-assign orthonorma1ization

points which was found to be of va1ue in the forced

vibration ca1cu1ations (Section 8. c)).

6. AUXILIARY CALCULATIONS

As we11 as the numerica1 integration, which forms the

core of the ana1ysis, input data must be processed and

output data must be put in a suitab1e formo Auxi1iary

ca1cu1ations are necessary for definition of the axis of the

cross sections, the ca1cu1ation of the cross-sectiona1

coefficients and suitab1e output representations of surface

e1evations, ve10cities, etc.

In particular this process invo1ves
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(i) Definition of the channe1 axis.

In this step, starting with a topographic map of a 1ake,

a rough axis is defined by se1ecting a number of points,

which are then used in a 1east squares cubic spline fit to

define the definite axis. Cross sections at a number of

prese1ected points are p10tted at the same sca1e as the

topographic map. In this step it is also ensured that the

cross sections do not over1ap by checking that the Jacobian

of the curvi1inear transformation is a1ways greater than

zero (c.f. Equation (I.2.6». This is the on1y condition

that has to be satisfied when se1ecting the axis of the

1ake.

Notice that this step and the next are similar to the

prob1em of se1ecting river cross sections in hydrau1ics and

thus give an a1ternative method to discretize 1akes or

estuaries.

(ii) Definition of the cross-section geometry.

Resu1ts from the previous step are transferred to the

topographic map (Figure 1) and the cross sectiona1 geometry

is stored by digitizing the 1ake bottom contour 1ines. This

geometric data may be rough1y checked by p10tting the single

cross -sections , a top view and/or perspective view of the

entire 1ake (Figures 2 and 3).

(iii) Eva1uation of the cross-sectiona1 constants

and atmospheric forcing terms.

In this step the coefficient matrices and loading vectors

of the system of equations (2.1) are ca1cu1ated for a11

cross sections selected in step (ii). The ca1cu1ations

invo1ve surface integra1s over the cross sectiona1 area and

1ine integra1s a10ng the wetted perimeter and surface width

(see Figure 2, Chapter I). With shape functions that vary
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Figure 2 Top view of the channel model discretization.
Cross sections and axis.
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Figure 3 Perspective view of the
discretization. Cross sections and tha1weg.

channe1 mode1

on1y with the transverse coordinate, this integration can be

performed explicitly in the vertical direction. The

integrals reduce to single integrations in the n-direction.
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The entries of the matrices o~' o~' 1~' 1~' 1~' r!!' 1'!§ and

1~ in Equation (2.4) assume the general form

B+(s)

f w(n,s)' 4>i(n) • 4>j(n) dn ,

B-(s)

(6.1 )

where tI and 4>j are shape functions and w is a particular

function for each of the aboye mentioned matrices which

depends only on the geometry of the lake. These matrices are

symmetric; thus only N(N+l)/2 entries need to be computed

and stored for each matrix at each data cross section.

Further, with shape functions varying only with the

transerve coordinate, the matrices carrying a hat in

Equations (I.4.1~) are identical with those without hat,
- Te.g. oS=oS. Moreoverl~1ln=(I~1/Jn) and 1~=1:.

rough axis

axis and cross sections

geometry of cross sections

coefficient matrices
and

forcing vectors

plotting and results

Figure 4 Steps in the calculation

(iv) Integration of the two-point boundary value problem.

This has been described in previous Sections. The results

are the solution vectors ~ and ~ (defined in Equations(2.3»

which are stored on disk for further use.

(v) Graphical output.

Since the solution vectors ~ and y are not explicit

physical quantities, a further step is to evaluate surface

elevations and velocities at the desired points. It is
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convenient to express the results graphically by plotting

the surface elevation and/or the velocities for the entire

lake at given frequency or, at a prescribed point for a

certain frequency range. The numerical results should be

compared with actual data to calibrate the numerical modelo

Points (i) to (v) are summarized in Figure 4.

7. THE CHOICE OF THE SHAPE FUNCTIONS

At an early stage in the calculations a number of

different choices was made for the shape functions. Although

performed unsystematically, the results are nevertheless

worth mentioning since they pave the route for the procedure

explained below. These preliminary calculations allowed

estimation of the influence of shape function choice on the

condition number of the matrices oS and ~1 from which a

system of equations must be solved to evaluate the right

hand side of the differential equations (2.9). The condition

number of a matrix A is a measure of how sensitive the

solution of the system of equations ~~=e is to perturbations

or errors in the matrix ~ and/or the right hand side e. For

the shape functions ~, a number of 'standard' orthogonal

polynomials were used such as Legendre and Chebyshev

polynomials. These yield better-conditioned matrices than do

simple powers of the Cauchy series expansions but the

advantages seem to be marginal. AIso functions with compact

support (hat , quadratic and cubic Hermitian functions) were

experimented with but they were also ahandoned even though

the arising matrices were all band matrices which are thus

intrinsically superior to corresponding full matrices. From

a theoretical point of view, solutions based on the

functions with compact support should be less accurate than
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solutions based on continuously differentiable functions

(such as polynomials) because they are lower order

representations. Further experiments were performed with

Lagrangian interpolation polynomials. These yielded matrices

which were diagonally dominant and thus well conditioned.

They have the advantage that the solution vector has an

explicit physical meaning since these polynomials have the

value 1 or 0 at the 'nodal' points.

Prompted by the experience gained from these preliminary

calculations, the idea of using a family of orthogonal

functions, intimately related to the problem, was pursued.

In the following, orthogonal polynomials are used because

they are among the most computationally efficient of

orthogonal families. Sorne of the results may be transferred

to other non-polynomial orthogonal families. Orthogonal

polynomials Pi have the property

for i" j, (7.1)

where (.,.) represents the scalar product (similarly defined

by (I.3.8»of the two polynomials Pi and Pj of order i and j

respectively. If we define the scalar product as

b

(Pi, Pj) = f w(n) • Pi(n) • Pj(n) dn .

a

(7.2)

The polynomials

interval (a,b] with

polynomials Pi is then

are orthogonal polynomials in the

weighting function w. The norm of the

(7.3)

Orthogonal polynomial families in which Ij Pill =1 for all i are

orthonormal polynomial families.

For i>0 the orthogonal polynomials may be constructed

with the three term recursion formula
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(7.4)

with

(n·Pi,Pi)

II Pil1 2

cr·
~

(7.5)

(Pi,n.Pi-l)
2

II Pi-lll

Notice that the weighting function w shou1d not change

sign in the interva1 [a ,b] to ensure that the norms 11 Pi 11 do

not vanish.

The idea is to se1ect the shape functions ~i as

orthogona1 po1ynomia1s

(7.6)

to make certain submatrices in the system (2.1) diagonal.

This is achieved by se1ecting the weighting function win

Equation (7.2) as one of the functions w in Equation (6.1) •

There are severa1 possib1e choices and there arises the

question as to which of the these shou1d be made. Since

orthogona1 po1ynomia1s are used for computationa1

convienience, we sha11 inspect which choice 1eads to the

1east e1ementary operations required to perform an

eva1uation of the right hand side of the system of

differentia1 equations (2.9). The se1ection of orthogona1

po1ynomia1s to make the submatrices l~' l~ and l~ diagonal

is set aside since these submatrices are not invo1ved

function

sign between

direct1y

weighting

change

in the eva1uation

for the

B+ and

of Equation (2.9) and the

l~ and l~ submatrices may

B-. Further inspection of the

Equations (2.9) shows that choosing shape functions to make

submatrices l~ or 113 diagonal, does not have the

computationa1 advantage of choosing O~ or l~ as diagonal

submatrices.
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If the choice is made to select orthogonal polynomials to

make o~ diagonal, the definition of o~ (Equation (1.4.19)1)

shows that the weighting function of the orthogonal

polynomials has to be

w(n) = H(n,so) > O , (7.7)

where H(n,sO)

So which is

admissible

is the depth of the lake at a cross section in

greater than or equal to zero and thus

as a weighting function. If, instead of

orthogonal polynomials for O~ we select orthonormal

polynomials, the matrix O~ is the unit matrix and thus is

constant for all cross sections so that

d o~ =
ds

O

This has a consequence that the integration process

requires fewer orthonormalization points than would be

necessary, otherwise (see Appendix D).

If the matrix 19 (Equation (1.4.19) 1) is chosen to be

diagonal, the weighting function for the proper orthogonal

polynomials has, according to Equation (6.1), to be given by

w(n) = H(n,so)·J(so) > O ,

where J(so) is the Jacobian (a measure for curvature) at a

cross section. The weighting function is then the depth of

the lake weighted with curvature, which is also greater or

equal to zero and thus an admissible weighting function. The

matrix O~ will be diagonally dominant because for o~ the

weighting function is the depth H, rather than H*J.

Moreover, l~~n and l~~n respectively are lower and upper

triangular matrices with zero diagonal entries, a fact which

can be proven as follows. From the definition of 19~n'

Equation (1.4.19) 3 becomes
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(7.8)

Now, since Pi is a polynomial of order i, Pi,n is a

polynomial of order (i-l) which can be expressed as a linear

combination of the first

family. Hence

orthogonal polynomials of the

and therefore

(7.9)

(7.10 )
.. i-l

> i-l

this proves triangularity with zero diagonal elements.

If one selects orthonormal polynomials for the matrix l~

instead of orthogonal polynomials, l~ is the unit matrix.

The matrix d(O~)/ds will be nearly a zero matrix since O~

will be almost the unit matrix. In practice, the reduction

of the number of orthonormalization points gained by choosing

orthonormal polynomials for the matrix l~ are the same as

the advantages of choosing orthonormal polynomials for the

matrix O~.

At each point along the axis of the lake where the

integration process requires evaluation of the differential

equations (2.9), N+l computations of ~*y and one computation

of 9 must be done (using the Runge-Kutta integrator). This

requires one LU-decomposition of the matrices O~ and ~l' N+l

computations of ~*y and one computation of 9 using the

LU-decompositions. In Table 2 the number of elementary

operations which are necessary at each point are shown. In

the first row the operations required for general shape
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Tab1e 2 E1ementary operations required at each-point a10ng
the axis in the integration process for the system (2.9)1 in
the free- and forced osci11ation cases. For genera1-,
orthogonal-0C, orthonornal-0C, orthogona1-1C, and
orthonorma1-1C shape functions.

shape free osci11ation forced osci11ation
function

general 122/6*N3+ 12*N2 185/6*N3+ 59*N2 + 16*N
orthogonal-o~ 85/6*N3 + 16*N2 148/6*N3 + 53*N2 + 22*N
orthonormal-0C 85/6*N3 + 14*N2 148/6*N3+ 48*N2 + 17*N
orthogona1- 1S- 61/6*N3 + 18*N2 95/6*N3 + 37*N2 + 18*N
orthonorma1-1S 61/6*N3 + 12*N2 71/6*N3 + 27*N2 + 10*N

functions with no specia1 orthogona1 properties are given.

In the subsequent rows are the number of operations needed

for orthogona1 and orthonorma1 shape functions that make oS
and 1~ diagonal and unit matrices, respective1y. The cases

of free- and forced-osci11ation are given in the first and

second co1umns respective1y.

It is obvious that the 1east e1ementary operations are

required for the orthonorma1 functions for the 1~ matrix.

Numerica1 experiments in the Lake of Lugano confirmed the

theoretica1 presumption that these shape functions are, with

respect to the number of orthonorma1ization points, as

favourab1e as the orthonorma1 shape functions for the O~

matrix.

It must be noted that for orthonorma1 shape functions, as

introduced above, integration must be carried with higher

accuracy since the solution y of the ordinary differentia1

equation system (2.9) wi11 be 1ess smooth than by using

'non-norma1ized' or 'common' shape functions. The basis for

this is (assuming the physica1 solution of a prob1em in a

channe1 of non-constant cross section is smooth i.e. a

smooth surface e1evation in a 1ake): The physica1 solution

is computed in a channe1-type mode1 by the sca1ar product of
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the shape functions ~ and the solutions ~ of the

differentia1 equations, Equation (1.4.1). 1f the shape

functions are the same for a11 cross sections, the solution

y must be smooth if the physica1 solution is smooth.

Norma1izing the shape functions (as has been done with the

orthnorma1 po1ynomia1s for O~ and 1~) in a channe1 of

non-constant cross section, transforms the channe1 into a

canal of constant cross section. Thus, if the physica1

solution is smooth the solutions of the differentia1

equations wi11 be 1ess smooth since the shape functions may

have quite different magnitudes a10ng the axis of the

channe1.

The orthogona1 and orthonorma1 functions have the

(favourab1e) properties of both continuous1y differentiab1e

functions and functions of compact support. They are high

order representations as continuous1y differentiab1e

functions and are thus more accurate as functions of compact

support for prob1ems with smooth ana1ytic solutions. They

need as few e1ementary operations (many entries of the

submatrices are zero) as are needed by functions with

compact support, without loosing accuracy as mentioned

above. Having many zero entries in the submatrices has the

additiona1 advantage that fewer of these entries have to be

computed and stored for the integration process.

Fina11y, the simi1arity between the choice of shape

functions having orthogona1ity properties, the method of

orthogona1 co11ocation (Villadsen (1970» and finite

e1ements with conjugate approximation functions (Oden

(1972» shou1d be noted. A1so, as mentioned in Chapter 1,

Section 3. a), a re1ated eigenva1ue prob1em may he1p in the

choice of shape functions and orthogona1 and orthonorma1

po1ynomia1s are eigenfunctions of we11 defined eigenva1ue
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problems (Abramovitz and Stegun (1979».

8. CALCULATIONS IN THE LAXE OF LUGM.O

The eastern basin of the Lake of Lugano, (Figure 1) is

enclosed by the southern piedmont of the Swiss Alps at ahout

latitude 46 North. This basin is a very narrow, extremely

deep, L-shaped channel with length of about 17 kilometers.

The mean lake width is 1599 meters with a minimum width of

1999 meters and a maximum width of 3999 meters. The lake has

steep shores (Figure 3) and the mean depth is 175 meters

with a maximum depth of 287 meters. The ends of this

channel-like lake are shallow compared to the remainder of

the basin. In the summer months when the field experiments

were made, the climate in this region was characterized by

generally fine weather with short violent wind and rain

storms, usually in the late afternoon.

a) Surface seiches

Surface seiches are free oscillations of the entire water

body of a lake (or a closed or partially closed basin)

around an equilibrium state. They are characterized by

having well defined periods of oscillation and structures of

the free surface which are unequivocally determined by the

geometry and geographic latitude of the basin. Seiches have

been, for more than a century, a classical research subject

of physical limnologists. The periods of oscillation and the

mode structures may be important for the analysis of other

physical phenomena in lakes such as storm surges, Rao

(1973), Hamblin (1976) and Schwab (1978). It is likely that

seiches are excited by sudden changes of wind and/or
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atmospheric pressure over the lake, especially if the

frequency of these changes is near the seiche

eigenfrequencies.

Internal seiches or seiches of the thermocline are,

contrary to surface seiches, not only dependent on the

geometry and geographical latitude of the basin but also on

the momentarily existing thermal stratification of the lake.

Thus, they are not a characteristic property of a basin (one

can not refer to 'the' internal seiche but to 'an' internal

seiche of a lake). As mentioned in the introduction of this

Chapter, internal seiches are not discussed but could have

equivalent or reduced quantities may be

been investigated

'equivalent depths'

the vertical

gravities'. These

computed by solving an

direction, see Hamblin

usingbymodelchannel

'reduced

thewith

and

inproblemeigenvalue

(1978) •

a) Comparison of numerical calculations

Solutions to the seiche problem with different order

channel models and with calculations using a finite element

program of Hamblin (see Hamblin (1976» are compared. Cauchy

series were used in the channel models beca use at the stage

that these calculations were performed the idea of

orthogonal shape functions, relative to the cross sections

had not yet been pursued. For the channel model the eastern

basin of the Lake of Lugano was discretized with 69 cross

sections as shown in Figures 2 and 3. The axis is depicted

in Figure 2. For the finite element discretization of the

eastern basin of the Lake of Lugano, a net of triangular

elements with quadratic shape functions was used. Figure 5

depictes the 147 finite elements which were necessary (370

nodal points result). Hamblin's finite element model is



Porlezza

Lake of Lugano
Finite Element Net

Figure 5 Finite element discretization.
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based on a variational formulation of the tidal equations,

eliminating the velocity components and using the surface

elevation as the only variable. This reduces the number of

equations but the emerging eigenvalue problem is no longer

standard but a generalized eigenvalue problem of the form

(8.1)

which is solved using a generalized Raygleigh quotient

iteration.

In view of this fact the comparison of the results of the

channel model and the finite element model have to be

restricted to comparing the eigenfrequencies, the direction

of rotation of the waves and a visual check of the surface

elevation. A comparison of velocities is not directly

possible.

The eigenfrequenci~s of the four lowest surface

gravitational modes obtained with the finite element model

and the channel model with a four-term Cauchy series as

shape functions, are shown in Table 3. It is seen from this

Table 3 Eigenfrequencies of the four lowest gravitational
surface seiches for the eastern basin of the lake of Lugano
as obtained with Hamblin's finite element model and the
~hannel model with 4-Cauchy terms as shape functions.

finite element model channel model
mode frequency period frequency period

*1. E-ol Hz mino *1. E-en Hz mino

1 lIl.lIl75655 13.8 lIl.lIl76426 13.7
2 lIl.158797 6.6 lIl.161793 6.5
3 lIl.2l1l6621 5.1 lIl.21l1l312 5.lIl
4 lIl.278l1l84 3.8 lIl.28l1llll18 3.7

table that the two methods yield practically the same

eigenfrequencies. The difference in all calculated periods

is only about 6 seconds. This is mainly associated with the
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form in which the lake was discretized in the two models.

The first two eigenfrequencies of Table 3 exhibit features

of near one-dimensional oscillations in a rectangular basin,

and indeed a quick calculation using Merian's formula,

Equation (3.1), in a rectangular canal with length of 17

kilometers and depth of 175 meters will yield almost the

same frequencies.

A more challenging test of the channel model evolves when

surface elevations are compared. The common graphical

representation for the complex valued surface elevation

(8.2)

where

(8.3)

is to plot contour lines of the real amplitude ~O' the

co-range lines and contour lines of the real phase angle S,

the co-tidal lines. Figures 6 through 9 display the co-range

and co-tidal lines for the surface elevation of the eastern

basin of the Lake of Lugano for the first four surface

modes. The modes were normalized such that the maximum

amplitude of the surface elevation has the value of 100

units (the modes or eigenfunctions may be determined

uniquely up to a factor which is free). Figures 6a, 7a, 8a

and 9a display results as obtained with the channel modelo

They were plotted with a contour plot program for orthogonal

curvilinear coordinates. The equidistance of the co-range

lines is equal to 10 and the co-tidal lines are represented

for the values S=0° 0.19,179.9°,180°, 180.10 and 359.9°. In

Figures 6b, 7b, 8b and 9b the corresponding results are

shown as obtained with the finite element programo Here

plots are hand-made and co-range lines are shown dashed,

whereas co-tidal lines are shown as solid lines.
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Figure 6b Finite element model: amphidromic system for the
first gravitational mode.
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Figure 8a Channel model: amphidromic system for ~he third
gravitational mode.
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Figure 8b Finite element model: amphidromic system for the
third gravitational mode.
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Both mode1s yie1d, for the same mode, amphidromic systems

with amphidromic points which 1ie at equa1 positions.

Cotida1 and co-range 1ines can near1y be brought into

coincidence for a11 modes. The slight discrepancies must

main1y be attributed to differences in p10tting the

respective figures.

As quoted previous1y, a11 these modes present a strong

one-dimensiona1 character as can be seen from the co-range

1ines which are practica11y perpendicular to the channe1

axis and from the strong spreading of the co-tida1 1ines

from a=9° and 189°, This type of osci11ation is expected for

such narrow deep basins as the Lake of Lugano where the

frequency of the first gravity mode 1ies far above the

inertia1 frequency. A11 modes represent typica1 features of

Ke1vin waves trave11ing in a cyc10nic (counter c1ockwise)

direction around the basin and no pecu1iarities appear in

the structure of the eigenmodes. The highest amplitudes

appear at the ends of the channe1-1ike 1ake where the basin

is re1ative1y sha110w compared to the average depth. As

expected, the higher modes present a more two- dimensional

character and in the third and fourth mode a slight

transverse excitement is observed in the bay of Lugano.

After this comparison between the channe1 mode1 and the

finite e1ement mode1 one may conc1ude that the channel mode1

provides an appropriate mathematica1 procedure for

predicting surface elevations.

In what fo11ows the accuracy of the channe1 mode1 wi1l be

tested when different numbers of shape functions are

inc1uded. The comparison will be restricted to models using

one , two , three and four Cauchy terms as shape functions.

The one-term mode1 corresponds to the Chrysta1 equation
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(Chrysta1 (19~4» but contains additional information about

curvature of the axis, see Equation (11.3.18). As mentioned

earlier, this model does not incorporate the rotation of the

earth. Surface elevations are independent of the transverse

direction and consequently no amphidromies exist (only nodal

lines). The two-term model is tantamount to the first order

model investigated analytically in Chapter 11, Section 4. It

is related to the channel model with Kelvin wave hypothesis

as used by Defant (1953). As was demonstrated in Chapter 11,

Section 4, rotation effects can be accounted for in a

two-term modele

The comparison of the four models will be made for the

frequencies of the first and fourth gravity mode and in

particular for the evolution of the structure of the fourth

mode (since this is the most challenging mode). Calculations

show that for each mode, increasing the number of shape

functions incorporated in the model, decreases the

difference in subsequent eigenfrequencies, assumedly to an

asymptotic value. The eigenfrequencies and extrapolated

values for each mode are listed in Table 4. It is evident

Table 4 Eigenfrequencies for the eastern basin of the lake
of Lugano for the first and fourth gravitational modes using
one, two, three and four Cauchy terms as shape functions and
an extrapolated value.

number of mode 1 mode 4
shape functions *1.E-~2 Hz *1. E-~1 Hz

1 ~.768~63 ~. 287213
2 ~.766446 ~. 287213
3 ~.764672 ~.28~926

4 ~.764257 ~.28~~17

extrapolated ~. 762877 ~.277845

that the one-term model allows determination of the

eigenfrequencies

seiches.

with sufficient accuracy for surface
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A comparison of the surface elevations of the four models

is now made by plotting co-range and co-tidal lines. Figures

1~ summarize these calculations. Figure l~a displays the

results for the one-term modelo In this representation the

fourth mode is a standing wave with four nodal lines

(dashed). This standing wave is transformed to a rotating

wave, when rotational effects are acounted for, by including

more than a single term, see Figure l~b. The two term model

already shows the onset of transverse oscillations in the

bay of Lugano. From Figures 19c and 9a it may be seen how

this transverse oscillation evolves. In particular, compare

the position of the co-range line '2~ units' in the bay of

Lugano which, in the case of the two-term model (Figure

l~b) , connects two opposite shore lines with the

corresponding lines in Figures l~c and 9a. In these, the '2~

units' co-range line is 'short-circuited'¡ in other words it

connects two points of the same shore thereby making the

transverse motion in the bay of Lugano more pronounced.

The aboye figures suggest that from the structure of the

eigenmodes of such an elongated lake it is probably

sufficient to work with a 'two-term model to properly

describe surface seiches. However, in the case of internal

seiches in elongated basins or even surface seiches of large

rounded lakes where the period lies near the inertial

period, more shape functions will probably have to be taken

into account beca use in these cases the seiches will have a

pronounced two-dimensional character.

8) Verification of surface seiches with actual data

Water level measurements around the Lake of Lugano were

gauged with instruments from the Swiss Hydrological Survey
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(Bern). The two centimeter per hour paper advance of the

gauges registered the frequency range in which surface

seiches are found. The gauges were placed near Campione, at

the Cassarate delta near Lugano and near Porlezza.

Throughout the summer of 1979, surface seiches were

almost always discernable in the water level records. To

verify the numerical calculations of surface seiche

frequencies, the records of the night of August 9 were

selected (Figure 11). In the late afternoon of August 9

I
03.13

9.-10. Aug. 1979

I
19.55

Figure 11 Surface elevation time series at the stations of
Campione, Lugano and Porlezza.

violent wind gusts from a westernly direction strongly

excited the free oscillations modes of the lake. Because of

heavy rainfall, the water level of the lake was raised by

sorne centimeters (see Figure 11).

Figures 12 a, b and e show the smoothed power spectra of

the three-time series of Figure 11. The dominant peak in the

three figures represents, in the frequency range, the
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spectra of the surface e1evation
station at Campione. Energy density=

c1ear1y distinguishab1e osci11ations in Figure 11. The

first, second and third eigenfrequencies as ca1cu1ated with

the channe1 mode1 are indicated in these figures with

arrows. The first ca1cu1ated eigenfrequency is obvious1y
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of the surface elevation
Porlezza. Energy density=

excited at the three stations. Also for frequencies

corresponding to the second and third calculated modes,

coresponding peaks in the power spectra may be identified.

The differences between the peaks in the data and the
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predicted frequencies may be attributed to imprecision in

the recording of these high frequency oscillations since the

errors are not systematic. The differences can not be

attributed to friction because friction plays a negligible

role in the determination of the frequency of such

osc illations.

Peaks in the power spectra corresponding to the second

and third calculated eigenfrequencies are accompanied by

other relative maxima that are not predicted by the modelo

These relative maxima can not be attributed to an

interaction between the western and eastern basin of the

lake of Lugano. Such an interaction between two basins

connected with a canal, behaves as a Helmoltz resonator

(Neumann (1944» which has a frequency that lies far below

the first eigenfrequencies of the single basins (the first

gravity mode of the western basin of the Lake of Lugano is

w=e.37E-e2 Hz, from calculations not presented here). The

accompanying peaks can also not be attributed to non-linear

effects since the amplitudes are very small. The only

apparent reason for these unpredicted peaks is that the

atmospheric forcing had these dominant frequencies.

b) Storm Surges

The intention of this section is not to predict real

currents and surface elevations in the Lake of Lugano but to

show qualitatively in what sense channel equations, as

presented in Equations (2.9)-(2.11), are able to be used for

such a purpose.

All the presented calculations have, as forcing term, a

west-east periodic wind of le meters per second. The wind
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stress wi is represented by the law

where Po and Pair are the densities of water and air

respectively, vwind the wind speed and Cw a friction

coefficient. 1t was assumed for all calculations that

cw=1.2E-03 m2/s. For the bottom friction a constant

coefficient of PO*R=4.E+03 s/m was used, Equation (1.4.15).

a) Frequency response at the stations

A frequency domain comparison is made using three terms

of Cauchy series and orthogonal and orthonormal polynomials

(relative to 1~) as shape functions in the frequency range.

The frequency range from 3.E-04 to 3.E-01 [Hz] was sampled

with a logarithmic increment of 13.5 [Hz] to show roughly

how the lake reacts at the different frequencies. Figures

l3a, b and c show the surface elevation response at the

stations of Campione, Lugano and Porlezza fur the three

shape-function types. ~e frequency of the first four

gravity modes are marked with arrows to show the

near-resonance behaviour around these frequencies. The exact

behaviour very close to single eigenfrequencies is not shown

properly because of the coarse logarithmic frequency

incremento 1t is interesting that the different shape

function types slightly shift the individual

eigenfrequencies. ~at is why, for example, the orthonormal

polynomials show a strong response at the second

eigenfrequency while Cauchy series and orthogonal

polynomials do not,since the exact second eigenfrequency has

been slightly missed by the sampling in the last two cases.

The only fundamental difference in response for the three
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different shape functions is found around the frequency of

1.E-~3 where the amp1itude of the surface osci11ations near

por1ezza, fa11s rapid1y using Cauchy series and orthogona1

po1ynomia1 shape functions but not for orthonorma1

po1ynomia1s. This would warrant further study.

Figure 14 disp1ays the phase ang1e of the surface

osci11ations for orthogona1 po1ynomia1s at the three

stations of Campione, Lugano and Porlezza in the frequency

range corresponding to Figure 13. The frequencies of the

first four gravity modes are marked with arrows. They

indicate sudden changes in the phase ang1es at the stations

when the frequency passes beyond the ca1cu1ated
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eigenfrequencies, thus changing the predominant character of

the motion (see Figures 6 to 9). The phase angle jump at

loE-llJ3 [Hz], marked with*, is associated with the relative

minimum amplitude of surface elevation at this frequency at

the Porlezza station (see Figure l3b). The motion changes

character at this point, for this particular model, and the

behaviour persists until the inertial frequency is reached.

Figure 15 displays the ratio of potential to kinetic

energy densities for the frequency range corresponding to

Figure 13. This ratio is defined as
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where the bar represents the mean value over a periodo This

ratio is a characteristic quantity of motion. The depth H
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Figure 15 Ratio of potential to kinetic energy using three
terms of orthogonal polynomials as shape functions.

has been set to one unit for all three stations in the

figure. The peaks are found in the near-resonance band of

the surface seiche frequencies, thus indicating that

currents are of minor importance near these frequencies. The

figure shows that as the frequency falls below the first

surface seiche frequency, currents gain importance in energy

propagation.
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Figure 16 shows the response of the surface elevation for

a frequency range between 3.E-~5 and 3.E-~4 [Hz) (periods

between 2.4 days and 5.8 hours). It is clear that the

channel equations (2.9)-(2.11) are not suitable for

frequencies below the inertial frequency (at least using

integrators for non-stiff systems). The reason for this is

that Equation (2.9) contains surface wave information which

has to be filtered out to enable the numerical procedure to

identify the essential character of the motion.

The ratio of potential to kinetic energy corresponding to

the frequency range of Figure 16 is given in Figure 17. The

ratio is correctly given for frequencies above the inertial

frequency indicating that, as the frequency approaches the

inertial frequency, the energy of the motion is totally

kinetic.

8) Velocity and surface elevation distribution in the lake

In order to show how the channel model predicts velocity

and surface elevation qualitatively, the west-east test wind

with a period of one hour was selected. The velocity

distribution for periods near the surface seiche periods are

less interesting since they represent practically a

longitudinal oscillation of the whole lake with transverse

velocities only in the bay of Lugano and in the ends of the

channel-like lake. Also, from a practical point of view, the

currents for the surface seiches are neglegible.

The results for the one hour period with four terms of

orthogonal polynomials are shown in Figures 18, 19a, 19b and

2~. Figure 18 shows the con tour lines of the amplitude of

surface elevations in the lake (co-range lines). Phase
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angles are not shown because the interval of one hour is not

an eigenperiod and co-tidal lines are confusing. In a

similar manner to surface elevation amplitudes (see Equation

(4.1», the complex velocity vectors for a periodic wind

forcing may be given either as their amplitude and phase

angle or as shown in Figures 19a and 19b as two

instantaneous pictures lying a quarter of a period aparto

80th the real and imaginary parts of the velocities are

depicted, the real parts are in phase with the wind and the

imaginary parts are one quarter of period behind the wind.

The general circulation pattern for this period is divided

into two parts, one East of Gandria and another West from

Gandria. In the eastern part of the basin between Gandria

and Porlezza, typical behaviour for long homogeneous canal s

with a longitudinal wind is predicted. The currents are in

the direction of the wind near the shores and the return

currents, opposite to the direction of the wind to

compensate for mass flux, appear in the center of the lake.

The current pattern in the western part of the basin between

Gandria and Melide is more complicated; in the bay of Lugano

currents are in the longitudinal direction and relatively

strong because of the shallow water depth at the bay

compared to the remaining basin and because of the great

gradients in surface elevation which occur in the bayo In

the remainder of this western part, currents are in the wind

direction at the right shore, looking in wind direction, and

the return currents appear at the opposite shore. Figure 20

displays contour lines of vertical velocity amplitudes as

predicted by Equation (2.1)4. The greatest values appear

near steep shorelines.

For comparison, results from a finite difference model

are shown in Figures 21 and 22. This model is a simplified

version of a multilevel model by Simon (1973). It is a one
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layer model and thus uses only the external flow scheme of

Simon's modelo Because of stability criteria, the time step

had to be choosen at 4.5 seconds. Wind stress with a period

of one hour gave the time series of surface elevation for

the stations of Campione, Lugano and Porlezza displayed in

Figure 21. From this Figure it is recognized that at the

beginning of the time series the first gravity mode is

excited (shown in the Figure with arrows) but it is damped

away after the second cycle. The distribution of the extreme

surface elevations of the lake are depicted in Figure 22,

the time for this instantaneous picture is 2.75 hours after

initialization. Because of the few grid points across the

channel-like lake, current patterns were not clear and are
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thus not shown.

Surface elevation at the stations near Campione, Lugano

and Porlezza was choosen for a comparison between the

channel models, using different shape functions, and the

'finite difference model, all with periodic wind forcing of

one hour. The amplitude of surface elevation changes

predicted by the channel models and the finite difference

model are listed in Table 5. For the finite difference model

Table 5: Maximum surface elevation amplitude at the stations
near Campione, Lugano and Porlezza for three channel models
and the finite difference modelo

model Campione Lugano Porlezza
[cm) [cm) [cm)

Cauchy series 0.5 0.6 0.2
orthogonal-lC 0.3 0.5 0.6
orthonormal-lC 0.4 0.9 0.5
finite difference 0.2 0.2 0.4

the values are for the maximum reached 2.75 hours after

initialization when initial effects had damped out. With

fixed wind stress and bottom friction coefficients, the
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different mode1s yield different results. Thus, each model

has to be individually calibrated with actual data if

quantitative results are required. The differences in the

spatial distribution of surface elevations are also seen

when Figures 18 and 22 are compared.

c) Comparison of computational requirements using different

types of shape functions

Cauchy series, orthogonal and orthonormal polynomials may

be used as shape functions. For comparative purposes, the

computational effort required to compute the response of the

lake in the frequency range (shown in Section a» is

investigated for the different shape functions. Integration

was carried out with relative and absolute errors equal to

5.E-02. preassigned orthonormalization points were used as

follows: A sample in the frequency range was made using

automatic computation of orthonormalization points; the

following M samples used these points as preassigned

orthonormalization points. The M+l sample orthonormalization

points were recomputed and compared with the previously

determined orthonormalization points. If agreement between

the two sets of points was good, the cycle was continued

using the last computed set of orthonormalization points. If

discrepancies were too large, M was halved and the

orthonormalization points were recomputed and compared for

this sample. If there was agreement the cycle was continued

using the last computed set of orthonormalization points.

Agreement was usually reached by the value of M=5.

The columns of Tables 6 and 7 give the computational

requirements for the different shape functions. The first

row shows the relative cost of the calculations in the
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Tab1e 6: Computationa1 requirements using orthonorma1 and
orthogona1 po1ynomia1s and Cauchy series as shape functions
in the frequency range between ~.~E-~l and ~.3E-~3 [Hz]
using the Runge-Kutta integrator.

shape function orthonorma1 orthogona1 Cauchy
po1ynomia1s po1ynomia1s seri es

re1ative cost ~.15 llJ.3~ ~.54

proc. time [s] (li,8) (8,11) (17, 2~)
ortho. points (8,24) (9,26) (9,25)
integra. steps (31,54) (35,59) (43,55)
f. eva1uations (217,34~) (261,3fi5) (339,396)
function ca11s (9~~, 1454) (1~8~,156~) (1396,1652)

Tab1e 7: Computationa1 requirements using orthonorma1 and
orthogona1 po1ynomia1s and Cauchy series as shape functions
in the frequency range between ~.3E-~3 and ~.3E-~4 [Hz]
using the Adams integrator.

shape function orthonorma1 orthogona1 Cauchy
po1ynomia1s po1ynomia1s series

re1ative cost ~.42 ~.67 l.~

proc. time [s] (13,25) (2~,38) (27,57)
ortho. points (26,7) (3~,1~) (28,9)
integra. steps (281,557) (313,6~2) (277, 6~1)
f. eva1uations (285,582) (317,628) (29~,628)

function ca11s (2364,4584) (2636,496~) (2364,4954)

frequency ranges. The fo11owing rows have pairs of numbers;

the first corresponds to the lower frequency 1imit and the

second corresponds to the upper frequency 1imit of the

frequency ranges in each tab1e. Thus the second number of

the pairs given in Tab1e 6 may be compared with the first

number of the pairs given in Tab1e 7. The second row gives

processing time in seconds, the third row, the number of

orthonorma1ization points, the fourth row, the number of

integration steps, the fifth row, the number of function

eva1uations with different arguments for the independent

variable (the number of times that coefficients of the

differentia1 equations have to be interpo1ated,

LU-decompositions have to be computed and the function
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itself has to be evaluated) and finally the sixth row gives

the number of function evaluatlons (referred to as 'function

calls' in the Tables) required after the coefflcients of the

equations have been interpolated and LU-decompositlons have

been made.

Although the orthonormal polynomlals are the most

efficient, for a fixed integration tolerance, inspection of

the results from these shape functions shows that in some

parts, especially the shallow regions of the lake, the

solutlon seemed to be incorrect (i.e. very large values for

surface elevation amplitude). The results for Cauchy series

and orthogonal polynomials were very similar but, as seen

form Tables 6 and 7, orthogonal polynomials are far more

convenient because of the reduction in computational

requirements.
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

For the example of a thermally unstratified channel-like

lake it was shown that water movement can be described

mathematically by introducing a curvilinear coordinate

system with principal axis along the prevailing flow

direction. Using the weighted residual technique, field

variables in the cross section were approximately accounted

for by shape functions which do not fulfill any boundary

conditions. The boundary conditions are instead incorporated

into the field equations after integrating the field

equations by parts,so that the solutions will then largely

satisfy boundary conditions. The physically three-

dimensional problem endowed with two-dimensional boundary

conditions is transformed to a one-dimensional two-point

boundary value problem.

The zero order model (i.e. one shape function) for free

oscillations in a natural lake, is a rational generalization

of the Chrystal equation, including the effect ofaxis

curvature. However, for the determination of the

longitudinal surface seiche frequencies, axis curvature

effects were found to play a minor role if the axis

approximately follows the centre line of a channel-like

lake. This is because the length of the centre line is about

one half of the lake perimeter and longitudinal eigenmodes

are essentially Kelvin waves, which travel around the

perimeter of the basin in one periodo For the described

channel model it is not even necessary that the lake axis

lies within the lake because the Jacobian of the curvilinear

However, in this case, the velocity distribution

for the zero order model) may be incorrect

Jacobian is a scalar and can only account for

coordinate

equations.

(especially

because the

transformation is included in the field
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contractions and expansions but not for directional changes.

The only restriction on placing of the lake axis is that the

resulting Jacobian has to be greater than or equal to zero

within the lake.

Analytical tests of the channel model in rectangular and

ring-shaped basins with flat bottoms, proved that rotation

effects could be taken into account with a first order model

waves

predicted

(Le.

and

be

two

group

with

shape functions). Using this model, frequencies

velocities for free Kelvin- and Poincaré-type

long wave lengths in the axial direction, could

reasonably well provided that rotation speeds.

are not too high. The free oscillation frequencies in

also be solved. Solutions of the

the positive and

rectangular basins could

channel equations in

frequency-pairs of waves

ring-shaped

travelling in

basins exhibit

negative directions as predicted by the two-dimensional

tidal equations for this geometry. Analytical tests assisted

in the first numerical calculations but, because only simple

geometries could

peculiarities which

be attacked analytically, sorne

were not indicated analytically,

occurred when numerical treat~ent was carried out.

To solve the linear channel equations numerically in the

frequency domain, the initial value or shooting method was

choosen, among other reasons, to show the relationship

between the traditional channel approximation for

calculations of free oscillations and the predictions based

on two-dimensional discretization of the tidal equations.

However, when using more than one shape function in a

natural lake, the shooting method is probably not the best

way to solve the channel equations because of the many

different wave lengths represented in the model and beca use

of the long integration interval between the channel end
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points. Solving the equations in the frequency domain has

the severe disadvantage that only linear equations can be

tackled. It has an advantage that there are no 'step'

interval stability restrictions as there are when solving

the equations in the time domain with explicit methods.

The presented channel equations are only suitable to

describe the motion for frequencies above the inertial

frequency. In this range, currents are essentially

irrotational and driven by pressure gradients caused by

differences in the surface elevation of the lake. Below the

inertial frequency the motion is basically non-divergent and

thus not primarily dependent on the surface elevation

distribution but on depth variations.

Shape functions related to cross sections of the lake,

permit a reduction in computational requirements. The number

of elementary operations necessary at each point along a

lake axis, where the integration process requires function

evaluations, grows in proportion to the third power of the

number of shape functions used. The coefficient of

proportionality for these 'cross-sectional' orthogonal

functions is roughly one half of the coefficient using shape

functions which have no special relation to the cross

sections of the lake. Furthermore, when using these shape

functions, fewer coefficients of the channel equations need

be stored and interpolated during the integration process.

When using orthonormal 'cross - sectional' functions, a

reduction in the number of break-points in the integration

process is achieved, however calculations have to be carried

out more accurately to obtain results similar to those from

'non-normalized' shape functions. For this reason, 'cross

sectional' orthonormal functions do not seem to be as

convenient as 'cross-sectional' orthogonal functions.
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A comparison of predicted results and actual data was

carried out for eigenfrequencies of surface seiches in the

Lake of Lugano. Good agreement was found between the

predicted eigenfrequencies and peaks in the power spectra of

measured surface elevations. The calibration of channel

models may be quite difficult if near-shore current

measurements are to be used, for these measurements

represent single values of variables whereas the channel

model predicts values averaged over particular intervals.

Qualitative results were presented for a storm surge model

because, when a lake is as deep as the Lake of Lugano, a

homogeneous one-Iayer model is probably too crude to

accurately model the current patterns and also beca use

atmospheric forcing data were not available. Overall, the

qualitative results showed that the channel equations, in

the valid frequency range, modelled motion in a homogeneous

lake surprisingly well.

In addition to the problem of turbulence, which has not

been touched upon at all in this work, further research is

necessary. Atmospheric forcing terms act on the horizontal

free surface of a lake, whereas interest is mainly centered

on the vertical distribution of lake motion. Thus,

extensions of this work should find a compromise between

horizontal resolution at the free surface, to realistically

grasp the atmospheric forcing, and vertical resolution

inside the lake so that actual data may be used to

effectively calibrate models. In future work it is envisaged

that nonlinear terms, turbulence and filtered equations (to

enable longer time scales) will be included in the numerical

techniques.

Models,

use fuI for

such as that described in this thesis, should be

other situations concerning channelized motions
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when one is interested in a bit more than just mean values

of variables across a channel (i.e. cases such as river or

glacier flow where one is interested in mean values and sorne

linear or quadratic cross-sectional deviations of

variables). When high resolution of variables in the cross

sections is desired, many shape functions must be included

in the channel model and computational reqirements will

become prohibitive because the solution of the transformed

problem is essentially determined by the end boundary

conditions, which may lie far apart, so that the solution is

very sensitive to perturbations in these points and thus is

very difficult to solve numerically. If many shape functions

are used, the solution directly obtained from the two-point

boundary value problem has no physical meaning which is a

drawback. Nevertheless, this approach is an effective way to

solve problems when the cross-sectional distribution of

variables around their mean value is sought.
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APPENDIX A

Global continuity equation with incorporated kinematic boun

dary conditions

In this Appendix we will derive a continuity equation which

contains surface elevation (a generic variable) explicitly and

in a linear fashion. This will be of great value for future

calculations. The following preliminary calculations are nee

ded:

The scalar surface element da (I.4.8) can be expressed as

da da' ds

where
da' J,t dn ,

according to (I.4.8).

Further, the surface element de, Equation (I.4.7), can be

decomposed into two perpendicular surface elements (see Fi

gure A)

where d~s points in the s-direction and is the projection of

the surface element de on the cross section (or the (n,z)

plane). The surface element de,t is the projection of the sur

face element de on the cylindrical surface, which is swept out

by a straight line parallel to the axis that moves along the

cross sectional periphery, see Figure A.

Thus des can be written as

(l,O,O) da~ ds ,

de,t may be expressed as

With the above expressions the continuity equation with in

corporated boundary conditions may now be derived. To this end

we begin with the weighted residual express ion of the three-
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z

n

Figure A Surface elements and
their two perpendicu
lar projections

dimensional continuity equation (1.3.11)1 (the non-divergence

of the velocity field) and expand the weighting functions

according to (1.4.2)*). This gives

s

IH div v OA dv I oAT H1/J(-~ avs + aVn + ~ - ~ v ) J dndz ds
- _ J as an az J n

n s Qo (A.1)

s

I o~T.{ H1/J~ dndz +H~ ~:n J dndz +Ih ~:z J dndz -~IhVndndZ} ds
- as

s Q Q Q Qo

and after an integration by parts in the appropriate terms:

IJ~~
Q

ds ,

(A.2)

*) The time integration has been dropped to shorten notation.
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where ao represents the periphery of cross section O, further

rearranging terms gives

JI(:~ J Vo - :~ J vz} dOdZ} ds O,

Q

JIf
n

s

div v oA dv = f
s o

OA~{!ljiV da·+fljiJ veo, dai + -aa- r- S S ~ " .. ~ S

aQ aQ

(f3 = o,z)

(A.3)

in which surnmation over greek indices is understood. To eli

minate the line integrals appearing in the last equation we

apply the two weighted residual expressions for the kinemati

cal boundary conditions (1.3.11)2' (1.3.11)3 and set, without

loss of generality, OA3 = OA2 in these equations. Using the

definitions (1.4.6) for the free surface F~ and for the bot

tom surface FH, it follows that

~ oA 3da = 1flgra~ FI ~ oA2da

an
(A.4)

= J{ __1_ aF oA da + J{ V grad F oA da = O
J1lgrad FI at 2 TI -Igrad FI 2 •
an an

Since grad F/Igrad FI represents the inward unit normal of

the surface element, the last equation (A.4) may be written as

#1

__1_, aF OA2da - #v o OA2da
grad F at - -

;j11 an
J{ 1 aF #= J1 Igrad FI- at oA 2da - ~ OA2d~ = O

an an

(A.S)

Splitting the surface element de into the two perpendicu

lar surface elements d~s and d~~ gives
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=tf Igrad FI-1 ~~ óAlda - tf !'~sóAldas - tf !'~1óAlda1
~ ~ ~

(A.6)

o •

Expanding the weighting function OA2 according to (1.4.2)

then yields

# I 1
-1 dF

grad F dt óAlda =
en

-!'¡'Vda l

j - s s
aQ

(A.7)

o.

Since e~~ is arbitrary, the express ion between curly

brackets must equal zero, resulting in

!,¡. v da'j _ s s

(lQ

(A.S)

The line integral s in the continuity equation (A.3) can

thus be replaced by the right hand side of (A.S)

Taking into account that

(A.9)
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and expanding the field variables according to (1.4.3), it

follows that

s

J
s o (A.IO)

-JJ~ ~T J dndz '~n - H:; 2
T

J dndZ'~z} ds O

Q Q

which, using the cross-sectional coefficients (1.4.10), can

be written as:

l~ ~z
Z

o.
(A.U)

This is the continuity equation, we were looking foro
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APPENDIX B

Free oscillations in a non-rotating rectangular basin with

rectangular cross sections

Equations (11.2.1) with boundary conditions (11.2.2) in ab

sence of rotation allow standing modes of oscillation. In a

rectangular basin of length (O ~ x ~ L) and width B (O ~ Y ~ B)

with constant depth H, the explicit expressions are:

S (x,y,t) ¡; W(m,n)A cos(mLlI x) cos(nBlI y) cos(w( )t + (ji( »
m g (m,n) m,n m,n,
n

¡; mll

m L
n

A( ) sin(m
L
lI x) cos(nBlI y) sin(w( )t +~( »,

m,o m,o ID,O

Vn(x,y,t) = ¡; El!. A( ) cos(mLlI x) sin(n
B
lI y) sin(w( )t +~( »,

ID B m,n ID,O m,o
n

with the frequency

where

m O, 1, 2, ... , n = O, 1, 2, ...

In the above mentioned formulas (ji(m,n) is an arbitrary

phase angle.

Each mode is then characterized by the pair of integers

(m,n) representing the number of longitudinal and transversal

nodal-lines, respectively.
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APPENDIX C

Frequency ranges for boundary-layer solutions of the reflec

tion at a barrier. Wave number in the frequency range.

To determine the frequency ranges where solutions with

boundary-layer character may exist, we start from the disper

sion relation (11.4.19) and renormalize the quantities (11.4.20),

(11.4.21) with ~ and introduce

wB
o = ~ = -'/í?""12=-¡;¡r-=g=H=

(C.1)

y=-!-= fB
II 1i2.gil

(C.2)

In doing so,the dimensionless frequency a is a parameter

which involves the essential quantities characterizing the

reflection, namely the width B, the depth of the channel H

and the frequency w of the wave. The characteristic equation

(11.4.19) may be written as

where

and

B

Ax2 + Bx + e = o ,

( _2 )(_2-220 - 1 Y - a ),

(C.3)

(C.4)

(C.5)

For a given real frequency o and given rotation speed y, K

is determined. Since in the first part of this analysis we
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are only interested in whether K has imaginary parts*), to

enable a boundary layer solution (a solution that decays as

one moves away from a wall), it will sufficy to analyze the

sign of the discriminant D of the parabola (C.3).

1

> O ,

For D = O ,

< O ,

there are two real roots for x,

x is a real double root,

there are two conjugate complex roots for x.

Thus, by using Equations (C. 3 )-(C. 5) and the lernma of Vieta,

we can conclude whether K has imaginary parts or noto As a

function of 0 2 , the discriminant D describes a parabola,

(4-2 )_4 _2( _2 )_2_4D = Y +, cr - 2y 2y +, cr +y .

The positive roots of D = O are

(C.6)

a, (C.7)

negative roots need not be evaluated since they correspond

to the same oscillation.

So,for positive o

DI
> O , for o < 01 and o > 02 '

O for o 01 and o 02 (C.S)

< O for al < o < 02

Thus, for 01 < o < 02' the characteristic equation (C.3)

possesses four complex solutions K1,2,3,4 and the resulting

waves have exponential character (in F.igure C1 these are in

dicated wi th the symbols * A) •

For 0=02' it follows from Equation (C.3) that K1,2,3,4 = O.

This represents the inertial motion (in FigureC1 symbol e).

*) In this analysis we will express everything in terms of K
which is related to the decaying factor A of the exponen
tial ·waves by K = ± iA •
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Replacing a by al in the Equation (C.3) the K'S assume

real values and thus the waves have an oscillatory character

(symbol 6 in Figure Cl).

If ° < olor ° > 02 (cases where D > O) the lernma of Vieta

applied to the parabola (C.3) gives the required resulto It

states

(202 _ 1)(02 _ y2)

0 2
(C.9)

(C .10)

where Xl and x2 are the two roots of (C.3). Sorne cases have

to be di stinguished: For a < al the right hand sides of

Equations (C.9) and (C.lO) are positive, so all K'S assurne

real values and the arising waves have oscillatory character.

For 0 2= 1 + y2 Equation (C. 9) implies xl + x2 > O and Equa

tion (C.IO) implies Xl· x2=0. Thus there are two solutions

where the K'S are real and two where the K'S are zero, re

presenting two oscillatory solutions and two solutions where

K =0 K12-O
1,2,3,4 _ - , I

/(12' real /(34 ,rea
~' K ,real
~ .aa·

+ V\f'
rvvvv

K 'complex
1,2,3,4K12,34 'real

•••••••• 6

6666666.6.6.6.6 •• 66666666@."> 6 6 6 6 6

I I I
O j/ i y2+ 1

4pZ+ 1
Figure Cl Frequency ranges where boundary layer solutions

existo
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no wave propagates in the direction of the channel axis. The

latter represents the Sverdrup waves (in Figure Cl symbol ~) .
-2 _2

For o > 1 +y the right hand sides of Equations (C.9) and

(C.lO) are also greater than zero and so the emerging waves

have an oscillatory character (in Figure Cl symbolized wi th l» •

- 2 -2 _2 . 1For 02 < o < 1 + y xl ,x2 J.S sma ler than zero, thus two

K'S are real and two imaginary. Consequently there are two

purely oscillatory solutions (indicated in Figure Cl by l»

and two exponential solutions (shown with the symbol * in

Figure C 1) .

Once the ranges of the wave number K have been determined

analytically, one may plot K as a function of the frequency

a, exploiting Equation (C.3). From the previous analysis it

is sufficient to plot either two positive real parts of K or

a positive real part and a negative imaginary parto

M....,..------,.--....,..-----,---------,---------------,

RMMR BRR= 0,,5

1
a:::
cr:
eL

a:
a:
CD

~+o-+'''-------+--+--------+---------------i
a:
:>:::

-'cr:
w
a:::

N

I-'-----,r-,-----,.-'-.---+-r-,-----,.-..----,--r'---.---,-.-----,--,------.---,-.-----i
0.5 1.0

SIGMR BRR
1.5 2.0

Figure C2 Wave number KAPPA BAR K in the frequency range.
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This is done in Figure C2 for a between o and 2, y = 0.5 •

In the range between O and y2/(4.y2+ 1) as a approaches zero,

the two real parts are spread aparto One part approaches

zero and describes very long waves. The other part tends to

infinity and thus represents short waves. As a consequence

in the nurnerical rnodel, the systern of differential equations

becornes stiffer and stiffer as the frequency approaches zero

(steady state).
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APPENOIX O

Eigenvalues of the system of differential equations for the

free oscillation case

In order to give an explanation for the frequent

orthonormalization points which are necessary in the

integration process of the differential equations (111.2.9),

the eigenvalues of the matrix~, Equation (III.2.12), are

calculated . for the free oscillation case. Results are shown

for a frequency

oscillation of the

shape functions.

corresponding to the fourth mode of

lake of Lugano using Cauchy series as

E =

The matrix F has the form:

[

-1 f dOr::e . (i. _. c,/, - ---)
0_ W 1-'I'n dS

i _? 2 -1
_. (1- - W ). e . e
g'W 0_ 1-

- W· Z)]1-

where the

(1.4.10).

and l~'

integration

since at

functions,

are needed

involved submatrices are defined in Equations

The matrices é~-l and l~-l are the inverses of O~

respectively. Notice that in the numerical

process this explicit form of F is not used

each point along the lake axis, for general shape

14*N4+112/6*N3elementary operations (a N4process)

instead of 122/6*N3+12*N2elemntary operations

required using an implicit form (see Table 2, Chapter 111).

Figures 01 to 04 show the real parts of the complex

conjugate eigenvalues using two, three, four and five Cauchy

terms as shape functions. The axis of the lake measured in

kilometers from Melide to Porlezza is the abscissa. The
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natural logarithms of the absolute values of the real parts

times the si~n of the real parts are displayed on the

ordinate (when the absolute values of the real parts is

smaller than one a zero is shown). From these figures it is

percieved that with an increasing number of shape functions

the order of magnitude for negative and positive real parts

of the eigenvalues increases rapidly. The different real

parts of the eigenvalues represent different length scales

which are included in the modelo As the number of shape

functions increases, the model permits shorter length scales

which are represented by the large eigenvalues (the

eigenvalues are essentially wave numbers). This is the

reason for the drastic growth in the number of

orthonormalization points in the integration process when

more shape functions are included, see Table 1 in Chapter

111.

Figure D5 displays the variation of the cross sectional

area along the axis of the lake, indicating that there is

correlation between it and the 'peaks' of the real parts of

the eigenvalues. A reduction in the cross section will cause

retarding of the waves and thus a strong increase in the

positive real parts of the eigenvalues. An increase in the

cross section has the opposite effect. (Notice that Figures

DI to D4 have a logarithmic ordinates while Figure D5 has a

linear ordinate). Thus, one can atribute the clustering of

orthonormalization points (at certain points along the axis

of the lake) to the strong reductions in the cross section

at these points. In Table 1, Chapter 111, the clustering of

the orthonormalization points occurs in front of Castagnola

because integration was carried out, in the example shown,

from Melide to Porlezza. When integration is made from

Porlezza to Melide the clustering of the orthonormalization

points takes place after the bay of Lugano, in front of the
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Figure D5: Variation in cross sectional area [Km2/Km) along
the axis of the eastern basin of the lake of Lugano. Axis
measured from Melide to Forlezza.

Cap of S. Martino, where there is also a strong reduction in

the cross section.
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